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ABSTRACT
UNSTEADY, TRANSONIC FLOW AROUND DELTA WINGS 
UNDERGOING COUPLED AND NATURAL MODES 
RESPONSE-A MULTIDISCIPLINARY PROBLEM.
Margaret Anne Menzies 
Old Dominion University, 1996 
Director: Dr. Osama A. Kandil
The unsteady, three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations coupled with the Euler 
equations of rigid-body dynamics are sequentially solved to simulate and analyze the 
aerodynamic response of a high angle of attack delta wing undergoing oscillatory motion. 
The governing equations of fluid flow and dynamics of the multidisciplinary problem are 
solved using a time-accurate solution of the laminar, unsteady, compressible, full Navier- 
Stokes equations with the implicit, upwind, Roe flux-difference splitting, finite-volume 
scheme and a four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme, respectively. The primary model under 
consideration consists of a 65° swept, sharp-edged, cropped delta wing of zero thickness 
at 20° angle of attack. In a ffeestream of Mach 0.85 and Reynolds number of 3.23 x 106, 
the flow over the upper surface of the wing develops a complex shock system which 
interacts with the leading-edge primary vortices producing vortex breakdown.
The effect of the oscillatory motion of the wing on the vortex breakdown and 
overall aerodynamic response is detailed to provide insight to the complicated physics 
associated with unsteady flows and the phenomenon of wing rock. Forced sinusoidal 
single and coupled mode rolling and pitching motion is presented for the wing in a
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transonic ffeestream. The Reynolds number, frequency of oscillation, and the phase angle 
are varied.
Comparison between the single and coupled mode forced rolling and pitching 
oscillation cases illustrate the effects of coupling the motion. This investigation shows 
that even when coupled, forced rolling oscillation at a reduced frequency of 2ir eliminates 
the vortex breakdown which results in an increase in lift. The coupling effect for in phase 
forced oscillations show that the lift coefficient of the pitching-alone case and the rolling- 
moment coefficient of the rolling-alone case dominate the resulting response. However, 
with a phase lead in the pitching motion, the coupled motion results in a non-periodic 
response of the rolling moment.
The second class of problems involve releasing the wing in roll to respond to the 
flowfield. Two models of sharp-edged delta wings, the previous 65° swept model and an 
80° swept, sharp-edged delta wing, are used to observe the aerodynamic response of a 
wing free to roll in a transonic and subsonic ffeestream, respectively. These cases 
demonstrate damped oscillations, self-sustained limit cycle oscillations, and divergent 
rolling oscillations. Ultimately, an active control model using a mass injection system 
was applied on the surface of the wing to suppress the self-sustained limit cycle 
oscillation known as wing rock.
Comparisons with experimental investigations complete this study, validating the 
analysis and illustrating the complex details afforded by computational investigations.
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Nondimensional Local speed of sound 
Freestream speed of sound 
Covariant base vector
Nondimensional Absolute acceleration of the wing 
Inviscid Jacobian Matrix
Roe-averaged matrix 
Sutherland's constant
Coordinate transformation matrix due to rotations 
Aerodynamic pitching-moment coefficient 
Aerodynamic rolling-moment coefficient 
Aerodynamic yawing-moment coefficient 
Specific Heat at constant pressure 
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number 
Nondimensional Total energy per unit mass 
Nondimensional Inviscid flux vector 
Nondimensional Viscous flux vector 
Identity matrix
Nondimensional Mass moment of inertia 
Jacobian of coordinate transformation 
Inverse Jacobian of coordinate transformation
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k Coefficient of thermal conductivity
kp Reduced frequency of forced pitching oscillations
kr Reduced frequency of forced rolling oscillations
ky Reduced frequency of forced yawing oscillations
L  Characteristic length, or chord length
M  Local mach number
Moo Freestream mach number
n Normal vector
p Nondimensional Static pressure
P r  Prandtl number
qt Nondimensional Heat-flux component
g Nondimensional Flow field vector
Q Nondimensional Vector of conservative variables in
body-fitted coordinates 
Re Reynolds number
9? Integration domain and gas constant
r  Position vector
t  Nondimensional time
T  Nondimensional Static temperature
Um Nondimensional Contravarient velocity component
u, v, w; Ui Nondimensional Cartesian velocity components 
V  Nondimensional Absolute velocity of the wing
Voo Nondimensional Freestream velocity
x , y , z; Xi Cartesian coordinates 
X  Inertial reference frame
x  Rotating reference frame
vii
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Greek Symbols
a Pitch angle
a Pitch rate
P Yaw angle
P Yaw rate
7 Ratio of specific heats
Sij Kronecker delta function
k Spatial difference operator in the i*  direction
A_ Backward difference operator
A + Forward difference operator
A Coefficient of bulk viscosity
P Molecular viscosity
Wi i1*1 Component of the angular velocity
2th Component of the angular acceleration
n Angular velocity
t i Angular Acceleration
p Nondimensional Density
T Nondimensional Shear-stress tensor
e Roll angle
9 Roll rate
Body-conformed coordinates
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Math Symbols
d Partial derivative
V Volume
oo Freestream value
Roe-averaged values
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
To be effective in the combat arena, the performance envelope of modem tactical 
fighter aircraft has extended into the high angle-of-attack region to improve both 
defensive and offensive maneuverability. Technological improvements in fly-by-wire 
control, exhaust devices for thrust vectoring, and low-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces have 
enabled a single vehicle to perform supersonic speed cruise and dash, short-field 
operation, and agile subsonic combat maneuvers such as velocity vector turning, fuselage 
axis reversal, and nose pointing (point-and-shoot). Considering the current and future 
emphasis of these flight regimes, and that both maneuvering flight and high angle of 
attack flight are intrinsically transient, the ability to accurately predict the time-dependent 
vortical flowfield and dynamic response of an aircraft is essential to insure the integrity, 
controllability, and safety of the vehicle. The complicated physics associated with high 
angle of attack vortical flows involves massive separation, vortex interaction, and vortex 
breakdown which result in a penalty of undesirable unsteadiness in the flowfield. In 
order to exploit these flight regimes and extend current performance envelopes, a better 
understanding of these unsteady, vortical flows associated with maneuvering swept wings 
must be developed.
Most of the research effort involving unsteady flows has concentrated on low 
speed incompressible flows. However, due to the increased capability of the modem 
tactical fighter, much of the supermaneuvering is performed in the transonic flow regime.
1
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Without adequate understanding and treatment of the flow features associated with the 
transonic regime, performance envelopes will be limited. Additional restrictions on 
performance stem from the significant lack of investigations that incorporate coupled 
mode motion of flight vehicles. This investigation specifically analyzes the effects of 
combined motions and provides the ability to simulate complete aircraft maneuvers. 
With accurate resolution of the unsteady flowfield, instabilities which could limit the 
performance envelope and combat effectiveness of the aircraft can be identified, 
investigated, and effectively controlled.
One frequently encountered lateral instability which limits combat effectiveness 
for all fighter aircraft is the limit-cycle rolling oscillation phenomenon known as wing 
rock. In moderate to high angle-of-attack dynamic motion, wing rock is driven by strong, 
concentrated vortices originating from the leading edges of highly swept wings. Wing 
rock can occur at subsonic airspeeds at angles of attack in the vicinity of stall and at 
moderate angles of attack in the transonic regime as a result of shock-wave/boundary- 
layer interactions on the wing. Generally, the onset of wing rock can be caused by a 
number of different aerodynamic phenomena and is attributed to a loss of stability in the 
lateral/directional mode.
To understand the wing rock phenomenon, experimental investigations have been 
carried out on simplified delta-wing geometries with a single degree of freedom in roll. 
By avoiding the complexity of complete aircraft geometries, research can focus on the 
relevant flow physics. Experimental data typically consists of flow visualization, time- 
dependent forces and moments and more recently, time-dependent surface pressure data. 
The time-dependent pressure data provides additional information that allows for more 
detailed understanding of the mechanisms involved with wing rock which have yet to be 
fully understood. However, these experimental results are limited by the difficulties 
encountered in taking measurements in a dynamic environment.
2
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Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) plays an important role in the design 
process by providing detailed flowfield information at a relatively low cost that is 
unavailable with experiment alone. It helps reduce design cycle time and provides 
information that is complementary to wind-tunnel and flight-test data. With recent 
advances in computer hardware, system software and numerical methods, 
multidisciplinary studies have emerged which afford maximum potential benefits from 
limited resources.
A few computational studies have been initiated to simulate the wing rock 
problem. However, due to large amounts of computational time, most of these studies 
have employed various limiting approximations to reduce the computational cost. 
Inherently, these simplifying flow assumptions restrict the applicability of the solution to 
steady or inviscid flows. For vortical flows where viscous effects dominate, computation 
based on the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations is vital. The Navier-Stokes equations can 
more accurately model flow separations, shock development and motion, and shock- 
boundary-layer interaction as well as vortex breakdown and vorticity evolution, 
convection and shedding.
Although some computational and experimental research has matured in the area 
of steady vortex-dominated flows, very limited research work exists in the area of 
unsteady vortex-dominated flows. Using this limited experimental data to serve as bench 
marks for the computational results, the first objective of this investigation is to 
accurately and efficiently resolve the unsteady flowfield computationally. The second 
objective is to extend the applicability to a variety of single and coupled mode motions 
which ultimately duplicate the wing rock phenomenon. The final objective is to address 
the multidisciplinary problem of applying active control to the simultaneous solution of 
the fluid-dynamics and rigid-body dynamics equations. These objectives represent the 
motivation behind the present research work.
3
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1.2 Present Work
In the present study, the unsteady, compressible, full Navier-Stokes equations 
coupled with dynamic equations of rigid-body motions are used to study the aerodynamic 
response of a delta wing undergoing oscillatory motion. The primary model under 
consideration consists of a sharp-edged, cropped delta wing at a critical angle of attack 
which produces breakdown of the leading-edge primary vortex cores. The effect of the 
oscillatory motion of the wing on the vortex breakdown and overall aerodynamic 
response is detailed to provide insight to the physics of unsteady flows and the 
phenomenon of wing rock. Forced single and coupled mode motion is presented for the 
wing in a transonic freestream to determine flowfield characteristics dependent on the 
Reynolds number, reduced frequency of oscillation, and for coupled motion, the phase 
angle. The second class of problems involves releasing the wing to respond in roll to the 
flowfield. Two models of sharp-edged delta wings were used to observe the aerodynamic 
response of a wing free to roll in a subsonic and transonic freestream. Ultimately, an 
active control model was applied to the wing to suppress the self-sustained limit cycle 
oscillation known as wing rock. Comparisons with experimental investigations validate 
the analysis and illustrate the complex details afforded by computational investigations.
In Chapter 2, a literature survey is presented of research work concerning vortex 
breakdown flows and their application to oscillating delta wings. The review begins with 
a historical perspective of vortical flows, emphasizing physical observations. This 
section is followed by early observations of vortex breakdown and current experimental 
investigations focusing on the key physical issues. To understand the scope of this 
computational investigation, a review of numerical methods as applied to vortical 
flowfields precedes the review of computational studies of vortex breakdown. The 
review concludes with unsteady applications of vortical flows as applied to oscillating 
delta wings. In this review, experimental and computational investigations are grouped
4
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by the type of motion, either pitching or rolling, and flow classification, subsonic, 
supersonic, and transonic.
In Chapter 3, the unsteady, compressible, three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations and rigid-body dynamics equations are presented. The Navier-Stokes equations 
are written in the flux-vectored, conservative, dimensionless form in terms of time 
dependent body conformed coordinates. The rigid-body dynamics equations are written 
for both prescribed forced oscillation and free to respond motion based on the Euler angle 
rotations.
In Chapter 4, the computational schemes of fluid dynamics equations and rigid- 
body dynamics equations, and general solution methodology are presented. The 
computational fluid dynamics scheme is an implicit, upwind, flux-difference splitting, 
finite volume scheme. It employs the flux-difference splitting scheme of Roe which is 
based on the solution of the approximate one-dimensional Riemann problem in each of 
the three directions. The rigid-body dynamics scheme employs a four stage Runge-Kutta 
solver for the wing which is free to respond to the fluid flow. This chapter concludes 
with a discussion of the boundary and initial conditions.
Numerical results are presented in Chapters 5-8. In Chapter 5, the description of 
the primary delta wing model, the computational domain, and validated initial flow 
condition for all the transonic flow cases are presented and discussed. This is followed 
by the results of forced single mode oscillations of the wing. In a freestream Mach 
number of 0.85, the initially stationary wing is forced to oscillate separately in pitch and 
roll at several reduced frequencies and Reynolds numbers to study the effects of the 
unsteady motion and determine the baseline for coupled motion effects. In Chapter 6, 
starting from the same initial conditions described in Chapter 5, results of the same wing 
model forced to oscillate in coupled mode motions are presented. The effects of the 
coupled motion on the vortex-breakdown and aerodynamic response of the wing are 
highlighted by altering the reduced frequency of oscillation and motion phase angle.
5
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In Chapter 7, a second wing model is introduced for subsonic flow cases and 
validation of the computational scheme. The initial flow conditions for this model at 
three angles of attack are presented. Results are presented for each angle of attack of the 
wing which is released in roll to respond to the fluid flow. Next, results of the original 
model released to respond to the transonic freestream flow are presented. These 
combined cases represent damped oscillations, self-sustaining limit cycle oscillations, as 
well as oscillations involving vortex breakdown. The cases demonstrate the effect of 
sweep angle, freestream Mach number, and vortex breakdown on the resultant motion. In 
Chapter 8, an active control model is discussed and applied to control the self-sustaining 
limit cycle oscillation. This control model uses proportional mass injection based on the 
wing roll angle and angular velocity. This study concludes with a few remarks and 
recommendations for future work, presented in Chapter 9.
6
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The concept of aircraft "supermanuerverablity" introduced in the early 1980's has 
inspired a great deal of research on high angle of attack maneuvering through control of 
unsteady vortical flowfields. The ability to accurately predict the time-dependent 
flowfield and dynamic response of an aircraft is essential to insure the integrity and safety 
of the vehicle. Additionally, better understanding of the unsteady and separated flows 
associated with oscillating delta wings must be developed to exploit these flight regimes 
and extend current performance envelopes.
In the first section of this chapter, a brief history of vortical flows and the 
phenomenon of their breakdown is presented. This is concluded by a review of current 
experimental results involving vortex breakdown. In contrast, computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) also plays an important role in the analysis and design process by 
providing detailed flowfield information at a relatively low cost. CFD helps to reduce 
design cycle time and provides information that is complementary to wind-tunnel and 
flight-test data. Therefore, past and present numerical methods are reviewed followed by 
computational studies of vortical flowfields. This section specifically highlights the 
details of vortex breakdown not observable in wind tunnel testing.
The chapter concludes with unsteady experimental and computational applications 
involving oscillating delta wings which are the primary focus of this research. 
Specifically, the emphasis of this research is centered on the study of flow over an
7
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oscillating delta wing in the transonic regime which is characterized by unsteady, vortical 
flow, shock-boundary layer interactions, and flow separation. However, since the number 
of published investigations of unsteady, transonic flow is limited, this review also 
includes unsteady low speed and supersonic investigations.
One must understand the physical aspects of vortical flows and vortex breakdown 
and the numerical methods used to solve them. This knowledge is necessary in order to 
discuss in detail the computational results and aerodynamic responses to the flowfield 
presented in the following chapters. Additionally, a survey of the published database of 
unsteady applications leads to understanding the significance of this work.
2.2 Vortex-Dominated Flows
2.2.1 The Development of Vortex Generated Lift
Polhamus,1 in his review of vortex lift research, attributed instigation of the 
process of discovery of vortex lift to the Germans with their design of the Messerschmitt 
Me 262 in 1940. In order to correct for a center of gravity problem, the wing was 
designed with an 18° sweepback. This inadvertently led to a speed advantage by delaying 
the onset of compressibility drag. In the same year, the German researcher Ludwieg2 
determined that Busemann's3 supersonic swept wing theory presented in Rome in 1935 
was applicable to subsonic compressibility effects and the design of more highly swept 
wings for the Me 262 began. By 1942, advanced versions of the Me 262 incorporated 
wings with sweep angles as high as 50°, but research was curtailed at the end of the war.4 
Until 1945, the high speed flight benefit of swept wings was not understood outside of 
Germany.
In 1945, Jones,5 a NASA Langley scientist, demonstrated that wings should be 
swept behind the Mach cone for efficient supersonic flight with the sweep angle such that
8
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the normal component of the velocity is below the airfoil's critical speed. However, at 
subsonic speeds, performance of such low-aspect ratio planforms is highly penalized. 
New design approaches led to the design of variable sweep aircraft for multimission 
capability and to the discovery of the new flow phenomenon of vortex flow for fixed 
planform slender-wing aircraft.1
The concept of leading-edge vortex flow began when a Lippisch highly swept 
delta wing DM-1 test glider was tested at Langley in 1946. This offered an opportunity to 
study the low-speed characteristics of highly swept delta wings under full scale 
conditions. The wing leading edges were sharpened to improve the high lift 
characteristics. In a Langley study, by Wilson and Lovell,6 it was found that laminar 
separation occurred at the sharp leading edge and a strong vortex developed which 
produced large lift increments. This research was the first to equate the effects of 
leading-edge radius and Reynolds number with vortex lift.
Summarizing vortex lift, Polhamus writes:
I f ... the flow separates at the leading edge, vortex flow develops, 
and large vortex-lift increments are attained. This lift, associated with the 
large mass of air accelerated downward by the nonplanar vortex sheets, 
greatly relieves the lift deficiency of slender wings with attached flow.
With a sharp leading edge, the separation occurs simultaneously along the 
edge and, thereby, eliminates the spanwise stall progression which 
produces various stability and control problems. In addition, vortex- 
induced reattachment delays trailing-edge separation. Competing with 
these advantages, of course, is the increased drag resulting from the loss of 
leading-edge thrust.1
A schematic of the counter-rotating pairs of vortices resulting from the roll up of the 
shear layer is shown in Figure 2.1. These vortices induce very low pressure levels on the 
wing surface directly below the vortex cores which yield large lift increments making lift 
a nonlinear function of angle of attack.7 Stanbrook and Squire8 went on to classify the 
flow about a sharp-edged delta wing by decomposing the Mach number and angle of
9
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attack into components normal to the wing leading edge. This "Stanbrook-Squire 
boundary" delineates leading-edge separated and attached flows according to whether the 
normal component of the Mach number at the leading edge is less than or greater than 
one.7
<£>
Figure 2.1 Flow over a Slender, Sharp-edged Wing: a) vortex formation showing 
both the primary and secondary counter-rotation vortices, b) spanwise 
pressure distribution across the wing surface, c) lift characteristics as a 
function of a. Hummel9
These characteristics led to new aircraft designs where the wing was designed for 
two modes, attached flow for supersonic cruising, and flow separation at the leading edge 
generating vortex lift for low speeds. By the mid 1950's, the United States had developed 
supersonic delta-wing aircraft but the leaders of applied research were Great Britain and 
France. In 1962,10"11 the two countries developed a supersonic commercial transport, the
10
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"Concorde," which had improved the controlled separation design concept by optimizing 
performance of both modes of the flowfield and the transition between modes.
2.2.2 Early Observations of Vortex Breakdown
Experimental research performed by Peckham and Atkinson12 in 1957, was the 
first documentation of the phenomenon known today as vortex breakdown. Their studies 
on a "Gothic" wing, which is a faired version of a cropped delta wing, included an 
investigation of the lift and drag characteristics over a large range of angle of attack and 
yaw angle. Specifically, they noted, at speeds greater than 150 ft/sec and at angles of 
attack between 20° and 30°, that the decrease in temperature due to the expansion in the 
low-pressure cores of the vortex caused condensation which revealed the path of the 
cores. As the angle of attack is increased from 20° to 30°, the length of the cores 
decreased to only a quarter chord length. When yawed, the core on the leading-wing side 
had shortened. Additionally, the condensation trail indicated diffusion of the core. 
However, not comprehending the enormity of their discovery, this vortex breakdown 
phenomenon was barely mentioned and not elaborated upon in their conclusions.
In 1960, Werle,13 using water tunnel visualization, described the sudden 
expansion of free spiral vortices on delta wings with leading edge separation when the 
angle of attack is increased beyond a critical value. He suggested that the phenomenon is 
due to transition from laminar to turbulent flow of the vortex. This work confirmed the 
results of Elle,14 but the authors differed in interpretation. Elle suggested that the 
breakdown was due to the field of vorticity around the vortex developing in such a way 
that the downstream transport of fluid in the vortex core fails. Later, Elle,15 showed that 
the pitch-up occurring at near-sonic speeds above the critical angle of attack was 
associated with the appearance of a shock wave ahead of the trailing edge and that a 
vortex breakdown occurred immediately behind this shock wave. He concluded that the
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shock was not caused by the general pattern of the flow which would result in the vortex 
breakdown being a secondary effect. Instead, he said that it was more probable that the 
shock wave was a direct consequence of the vortex breakdown because the critical angle 
of attack very nearly coincided with the incidence at which the vortex breakdown had 
been observed at low speed and the apparent continuity of the variation with Mach 
number of the critical incidence.
Squire,16 in 1960, theorized that disturbances from standing waves in the 
flowfield will propagate upstream along the vortex core resulting in vortex breakdown. 
Specifically, he concluded that "vortex breakdown may occur provided that the maximum 
swirl velocity is rather larger than the axial velocity."16 This was the first analytical study 
of vortex breakdown; however, it was restricted to inviscid cylindrical vortices and 
symmetrical disturbances. In 1962, to support Squire's theory, Harvey17 used a long 
water tube to investigate the vortex breakdown of a cylindrical vortex. By measuring the 
swirl angle distribution a short distance upstream of the breakdown, he was able to 
compare his results with Squire's prediction and attained good agreement. Additionally, 
Harvey observed that the breakdown flow is characterized by a spherical bubble of 
stagnant fluid. Downstream, the vortex is restored until a second breakdown occurs. He 
concluded that the breakdown is a division between subcritical and supercritical regimes, 
rather than the onset of instability.
Contrary to previous explanations, in 1962, Benjamin18’19,20 claimed that "vortex 
breakdown is not a manifestation of instability or of any other effect indicated by study of 
infinitesimal disturbances alone. It is, instead, a finite transition between two 
dynamically conjugate states of axisymmetric flow, analogous to the hydraulic jump in 
open channel flow."18 This transition is from a supercritical flow which cannot support 
standing waves to a subcritical flow which can support standing waves. He defined a 
parameter, N , which was analogous to the Froude number for open-channel flow and 
Mach number for compressible flow along a duct. It was defined as the ratio of absolute
12
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phase velocities, of long wavelengths, which propagate along the vortex in the axial 
direction. Supercritical conditions are specified by N  > 1, and subcritical by iV < l .19 
He added that, experimentally, difficulties reinforcing the analysis arise because of the 
rapid disintegration of the predicted wave trains where only one or two waves are 
distinguishable. 20
Lamboume and Bryer were the first to publish a detailed experimental 
investigation of vortex breakdown on a delta wing. Previously, Lamboume and Pusey21 
had tentatively suggested that the breakdown to turbulence might be due to the separated 
boundary layer from the upper surface of the wing interfering with the rolling-up of the 
vortex layer from the leading edge. By 1961, Lamboume and Bryer22 considered this not 
a factor important to vortex bursting. Instead, they suggested that vortex breakdown is 
the result of low total pressure in the core coupled with an adverse pressure gradient 
along the axis associated with the existence of a trailing edge. Additionally, they 
successfully identified two types of vortex breakdown, an axisymmetric bubble and an 
asymmetrical spiral arrangement clearly shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 Vortex Breakdown of Flow Over a Delta Wing Illuminated with Axial 
Filaments of Dye in a Water tunnel, 2 in/sec. Lamboume and Bryer22 
(shown as a negative for clarity)
13
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The axisymmetric bubble was an infrequent phenomenon of short duration switching to 
the spiral type breakdown. This breakdown was characterized by a sudden deceleration 
of the fluid moving along the axis. A kink followed where the axial filament was 
deflected into a spiral configuration, and then followed by breakdown with large scale 
turbulence as depicted in Figure 2.3.
Original axis 
of vortex
Turbulence
Spiralling
Dece lerat ion
Figure 2.3 Stages in Behavior of an Axial Filament of a Spiral Type Asymmetric 
Breakdown. Lamboume and Bryer22
Bossel,23 Ludwieg,24 Gartshore25 and numerous others presented additional 
theories regarding the phenomenon of vortex breakdown. Hall26,27 and Escudier28 
finally categorized these studies according to whether breakdown is associated with: 1) 
Instability; axisymmetric disturbances, spiral disturbances, or non-linear interactions, 2) 
Stagnation; separation analogy, failure of slender core/quasi-cylindrical approximation, or 
numerical failure, or 3) Wave Phenomena; solitary waves, inertia waves, transition 
between conjugate-flow states, or shock/hydraulic-jump analogy. But, despite four
14
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decades of research into this phenomenon, there is still no generally accepted theory to 
adequately describe vortex breakdown.
2.2.3 Experimental Studies of Vortex Breakdown
As previously mentioned, in 1961, Lamboume and Bryer22 performed an 
extensive experimental investigation into the phenomenon of vortex breakdown on delta 
wings. Their conclusions, one of the most significant contributions of their work, 
accurately describe the key features of vortex breakdown as follows:
1. The observations have shown that bursting involves a sudden 
deceleration of the axial flow accompanied by expansion of the vortex 
around a stagnant core. A short distance farther downstream a breakdown 
to turbulent flow occurs.
2. At least for low Reynolds number, there is usually, between the 
position of axial deceleration and the turbulent breakdown, a region of 
periodic flow in which the axial filament performs a regular whirling 
motion.
3. The presence of a burst above the wing causes a loss of suction 
locally at the surface and a modification to the position of separation of the 
surface flow beneath the vortex.
4. When the burst is upstream of the trailing edge, (a) its position 
depends on a combination of incidence and leading-edge sweepback and 
(b) in relation to the geometry of the wing, its position is largely 
independent of Reynolds number.
5. The burst position is sensitive to the pressure gradient along the 
vortex, a reduction in the gradient being conducive to a longer laminar 
vortex
6. An essential feature for bursting to occur is believed to be a low total 
pressure at the axis of the laminar vortex.
7. A prerequisite for the flow at the axis of a laminar vortex to stagnate 
is a positive gradient of static pressure along the vortex.
8. The required positive pressure gradient could be attributed to (a) 
viscous action within the core of the vortex or to (b) deceleration of the 
flow external to the core. A small change in the external flow may suffice 
because an external pressure gradient becomes magnified towards the axis 
of the vortex.
15
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9. It is possible that under certain conditions depending on the ratio of 
the rotational to axial velocity components, spontaneous expansion of a 
vortex core occurs and provides the pressure rise necessary for stagnation 
of the axial filament.
10. Once conditions necessary for the occurrence of a burst have been 
met, its final position is probably determined by the extent to which fluid 
from the turbulent region formed downstream of the burst can penetrate 
upstream along the axis of the vortex.
11. It is suggested that a burst situated above a wing may be attributed to 
the pressure recovery associated with the existence of the trailing edge. A 
relation between burst position and pressure distribution would be 
consistent with the observed effects of incidence and sweepback.
12. Further understanding of vortex bursting is likely to come with 
increasing knowledge of the structure of a laminar vortex. However, the 
most useful information would be obtained directly from measurements of 
pressures within the bursting region.22
In 1968, Hummel and Srinivasan,29 determined that the vortex breakdown 
affected the performance of delta wings. Specifically, their results showed a marked drop 
in slope of the coefficients of lift, drag and pitching moment as a result of the vortex 
breakdown. Other incompressible experimental studies were performed by Chanaud,30 
who studied the periodic motion that occurs in the vortex whistle and cyclone separators 
at high Reynolds numbers; Granger,31 who experimented with a bathtub vortex; and 
Cassidy and Falvey,32 who investigated unsteady vortex flow developing at high 
Reynolds numbers in straight tubes.
By the seventies, much of the experimental research emphasis was shifted to more 
easily controllable experiments in tubes.33 In 1971, Sarpkaya,34,35 using a water tube, 
distinguished three types of vortex breakdown, the bubble and spiral types already noted 
and the "double-helix." He determined that the type and location of the breakdown was 
dependent on the Reynolds number and the circulation of the flow. He also confirmed 
Hall's theory that the location of the vortex breakdown is a function of the adverse 
pressure gradient.36 In 1977 and 1978, Faler and Leibovich,37’38 with their series of 
experiments and flow visualization studies of incompressible vortex breakdown,
16
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observed six transitions between flow states. These six distinct modes of vortex 
breakdown, which included the three modes captured by Sarpkaya,34 were all a function 
of Reynolds number and circulation and the flow conditions upstream of the bubble and 
spiral modes were supercritical, partially confirming Benjamin's theory.39
Uchida, et a/.40 used a fluorescent dye with high-intensity laser-sheet illumination 
to visualize the interior structure of a bubble type breakdown. These results, sketched in 
Figure 2.4, revealed that the breakdown has a positive axial velocity component around 
the center of the bubble and that the flow is almost completely steady except for the flow 
downstream of the breakdown.
tfiltipotrve
non -  d its ip o liv t iv p trc rilic o l -subcrilico l
supercritical -  supercrilicol trtmsilicn
( hydraulic jump)
viscous core 
possibly becoming 
lupercn tico !
effectively stagnant
bubble
Figure 2.4 A Schematic Representation of the Axisymmetric Bubble Type Vortex 
Breakdown as Summarized in Escudier's Review Paper. Escudier28
In 1987, Uchida, et a l41 studied the spiral-type breakdown and determined in contrast to 
the bubble, that for the spiral the phenomenon was completely unstable. In 1995,
17
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Briicker,42 investigated the transition between the bubble and spiral-type vortex 
breakdown. He viewed the bubble-type breakdown as the fundamental breakdown type. 
The dynamical behavior of the bubble can be modeled as a tilted vortex ring which 
gyrates and compensates as mass enters from the rear of the bubble. Asymmetry is 
triggered at a critical degree, leading to radial deflection of the stagnation point away 
from the centerline which transforms the breakdown into a spiral-type. Comparing his 
results with a computational analysis performed by Visbal,43 Briicker concluded that 
because of the strong similarity of the structure of the vortex breakdown over a delta 
wing, the same mechanisms of nonlinear vortex dynamics that he observed would also 
apply to a delta wing.
More recently, Nelson, with various co-authors, also performed extensive 
investigations of incompressible vortex breakdown over delta wings. In 1985 and 1988, 
Payne and Nelson44,45 investigated a series of delta wings having sweep angles of 70°, 
75°, 80°, and 85° and developed smoke visualization techniques to obtain cross-sectional 
views of the leading-edge vortices as they breakdown. In 1993, Visser and Nelson 
concluded, "Since (the) increase in vortex strength is inevitably followed by breakdown, 
and the circulation continues to grow aft of this region, it is surmised that it is not just the 
total amount of circulation present which determines whether the vortex breaks down or 
not, but it is the concentration of that circulation, associated with the axial vorticity 
direction, which gives rise to the breakdown."46 Investigating spiral-type breakdown, 
Cheung, Jumper, and Nelson47 determined that the spiral forms into a self-compatible 
geometry which induces velocities on its own structure such that these velocities just 
offset the downstream convection of the local flow thereby maintaining the breakdown.
Experimental studies of compressible flows over delta wings involve the 
complication of shocks. Craven and Alexander,48 performed wind tunnel tests on a 75° 
swept delta wing at Mach 2.0 and found that vortex breakdown occurred at a lower angle 
of attack than at lower speeds. They also noted that the spiral-type breakdown region was
18
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always bounded upstream by a conical shock wave. Delery and Horowitz,49 using a half 
delta wing, produced a vortex that was intersected by a normal shock and showed 
recirculation zones behind the interaction. Studying the effects of Mach number and 
Reynolds number on leading-edge vortices of a delta wing at high angle of attack. 
Schader, et a/.50 showed the existence of supersonic pockets inside the primary vortices 
that were bounded by a terminating shock under transonic freestream conditions.
More recently, Bannink51 and Erickson52 studied the effects of Mach number on 
65° delta wings in transonic flow. Bannink51 demonstrated that the position of the 
breakdown advanced when the Mach number was increased from 0.6 to 0.85 and that the 
breakdown was unsteady and asymmetric. Meanwhile, Erickson52 studied the interaction 
of the vortices with the normal shock, the pressure distribution, and total lift, drag, and 
pitching moment characteristics over a wide range of Mach numbers. He concluded that 
the vortex-shock interaction caused the vortex breakdown to occur at a slightly lower 
angle of attack than observed in lower speed flows.
In 1993, Rockwell53 summarized the physics of unsteady flow past swept wings at 
high angle of attack from an experimental perspective with an extensive review of 
published articles to date. But, despite the varied research, the type of vortex breakdown 
observed for a given flow is still not predictable.
2.3 Computational Studies of Vortex Breakdown
2.3.1 Numerical Methods
To analytically solve fluid flow problems, there are several levels of mathematical 
formulation varying in capabilities and limiting assumptions from potential flow 
equations to full Navier-Stokes equations. The following is a brief review of the
19
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advantages and disadvantages of each of these formulations and the numerical schemes 
developed to solve them.
If  the flow is assumed to be both irrotational and isentropic, the potential flow 
equations can be obtained by introducing the velocity potential into the Euler equations. 
While the full-potential equations are nonlinear allowing for weak shocks, the vortical 
flow regions must be explicitly fitted into the solution. The full-potential equations can 
also be linearized to the Prandtl-Glauert equations for shock free, small perturbation 
flows. And for incompressible flows, the full-potential equations reduce to Laplace's 
equations where the velocity potential and the position of the wakes can be determined by 
using a boundary integral approach.
To apply the potential flow equations, there are two general approaches for 
solution: the integral-equation or panel method, and the fmite-difference method. Both 
are computationally efficient since neither require a fine grid or large domain and have 
been used for preliminary analysis and design in vortical-flow regimes. However, the 
flowfield assumptions limit application. The integral-equation method requires 
knowledge of the separation line a priori in order to apply the Kutta conditions explicitly. 
This limits applicability to sharp-edged wings or simple geometrical bodies where 
separation is determined by shape or separation model.
Early research involving the integral-equation was performed by Smith54 and 
applied to slender bodies invoking conical flow theory. Near the trailing edge, the 
conical approximation ovei-predicts the surface pressure since the Kutta condition is not 
satisfied at the trailing edge. In 1968, to improve the accuracy, Nangia and Hancock55 
used a single line vortex to model the leading-edge separation. Later, a non-linear 
discrete-vortex method and a vortex-panel method was developed by Kandil, et al.,56,57 
to predict the three-dimensional roll-up of the sharp-edged deparated flows; a velocity- 
potential method was developed by Sucio and Morino;58 and a doublet-panel method was 
developed and used by Johnson, et al.,59 and Hoeijmakers and Vaatstra.60
20
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In 1985, Kandil and Yates61 extended the non-linear discrete vortex method for 
transonic delta-wing applications using the full potential equations to capture shocks as 
part of the solution. By embedding the Euler domain into two-dimensional airfoil 
problems, strong shocks were captured by Kandil and Hu62 which extended the previous 
method to a shock-capturing/shock-fitting scheme. Chu and Kandil,63 using the vortex- 
panel method, developed a similar shock-capturing scheme for steady, three-dimensional, 
transonic applications. For unsteady flow, Kandil, et a/.64'65 formulated in the moving 
frame of reference, a nonlinear discrete-vortex method for subsonic flow over delta wings 
and vortex-panel method for subsonic low-aspect-ratio rectangular-wing flows at high 
angle of attack.
In 1982, Murman and Stremel66 developed a finite-difference formulation which 
included the "cloud-in-cell" vortex modeling method to compute the vortical flows of 
three-dimensional wings. However, to perform unsteady aerodynamic calculations, the 
potential formulation must be modified since entropy production from moderate to strong 
shocks can violate the isentropic flow assumption. Steinhoff and Jameson67 and Salas, et 
al.6g demonstrated that non-unique solutions can be obtained for transonic calculations 
using the potential flow formulation when the isentropic flow assumption breaks down. 
In 1985, Fuglsang and Williams69 added entropy corrections to the two-dimensional 
unsteady transonic small disturbance equation while Whitlow, et al.70 applied corrections 
to account for entropy jumps across shock waves in the unsteady full potential equations. 
And recently, Batina71 added entropy and vorticity corrections to the three-dimensional 
unsteady transonic small disturbance formulation.
The unsteady Euler equations adequately model the motion of shock waves, 
entropy production across shocks, as well as entropy gradient and convection behind the 
shocks. The Kutta condition is implicitly satisfied for separated flow from sharp edges, 
since the numerical dissipation mimics the viscous terms of the Navier-Stokes equations. 
For separation from smooth surfaces or rounded edges, viscous diffusion and dissipation,
21
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vortex breakdown, flow transition and turbulence, the Navier-Stokes equations must be 
used to model the flow correctly. The computational effort of a Navier-Stokes solver is 
much greater than for an Euler solver especially for high Reynolds number flows since 
the grid must be very fine. With present computer capability, solutions of turbulent 
viscous problems are limited to Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations requiring 
turbulence modeling for equation closure. Therefore, assumptions about the flowfield are 
made to reduce the computational expense.
One of the earliest Euler computations for aerodynamics was performed in 1970 
by Magnus and Yoshihara72 using the explicit central differencing Lax-Wendroff scheme. 
But the most widely used explicit scheme using central differences was developed by 
MacCormack.73 Limitations on time-step size of the explicit schemes; however, led to 
the development of implicit schemes such as the Beam and Warming74 scheme. This 
scheme was later reformulated for generalized coordinates for two- and three-dimensional 
flow problems by Steger,75 embodied in ARC2D, and Steger and Pulliam,76 embodied in 
ARC3D, respectively.7 Unfortunately, central differencing schemes are numerically 
dispersive and require added explicit linear artificial viscosity to obtain stable non- 
oscillatory solutions. The effect of numerical dissipation on the computational solutions 
of Euler equations has been studied by Kandil and Chuang,77,78 and Pulliam.79
In order to capture clear resolution of shocks Jameson, et a/.80 introduced an 
adaptive artificial dissipation which is a blend of second and fourth order dissipation 
terms and applied it to an explicit multi-stage Runge-Kutta finite-volume scheme. 
Upwind schemes may also be used to resolve sharp shocks since they are naturally 
dissipative. Flux-vector splitting and flux-difference splitting techniques applied to 
upwind schemes have been developed following the work of Godunov81 who used the 
Riemann solver to determine locally the flow properties at each point. Steger and 
Warming82 developed a flux-vector splitting method where the flux vectors are split into 
forward and backward combinations based on an eigenvalue decomposition and
22
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subsequent differencing. This method is not continuous at sonic and stagnation points.83 
Van Leer84 proposed splitting the flux vector into forward and backward flux vectors to 
preserve continuity and Roe85 proposed a flux-difference splitting scheme which is used 
in this investigation and is detailed in Chapter 4.
There are also a variety of implicit schemes which are not as restricted by the 
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. The approximate factorization scheme of 
Beam and Warming86 is unconditionally stable in two dimensions. In three dimensions, 
it is only conditionally stable. Steger, et al.,87 developed an implicit approximate 
factorization method to solve for the compressible, unsteady, inviscid or thin-layer 
viscous, three-dimensional flows. Pulliam and Steger88 diagonalized the flow-Jacobian 
matrices which reduces the computational effort by solving a scalar-tridiagonal system 
instead of the block-tridiagonal system of equations. In addition, implicit methods such 
as the LU-decomposition scheme,89,90 relaxation scheme91 and combination LU- 
decomposition and approximate factorization scheme92 have been developed. In 1986, 
the implicit, upwind, finite-volume, thin-layer, Navier-Stokes code known as CFL3D was 
developed by Thomas and Newsome.93 This code was modified by Kandil, et al.,94 for 
the solution of the unsteady, full Navier-Stokes equations, was renamed FTNS3D, and is 
the basis of the code used in this investigation.
Using a non-inertial frame of reference, Kandil and Chuang,95,96 solved the 
unsteady Euler equations for six degree-of-freedom motion. This formulation was later 
extended to viscous flows in conjunction with the Navier-displacement equations97 for 
grid deformations using an Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) scheme in a code called 
ICF3D.98,99,100 Kandil and Salman101 further modified this scheme for interdisciplinary 
problems which include dynamics and control problems. The author has incorporated 
similar modifications to FTNS3D for use in this investigation.
23
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2.3.2 Computational Analysis of Vortex Breakdown
Applying boundary-layer type approximations, Hall102 reduced the Navier-Stokes 
equations to a pair of non-linear parabolic equations and was among the first to 
analytically solve for steady axisymmetric swirling flow of an incompressible fluid. Using 
an implicit finite-difference method, he solved the parabolic equations by marching in the 
axial direction. Vortex breakdown was identified when the scheme failed to converge in 
successive iterations. He showed that when the scheme failed, indicating breakdown, a 
pronounced deceleration of the axial velocity was noted.103 This occurred at a location 
close to that at which breakdown occurs experimentally which validated the results. 
Steady axisymmetric solutions were also developed by Bossel,104 who reduced the 
Navier-Stokes equations to three systems of equations to capture vortex breakdown 
bubbles; Mager,105 who solved the quasi-cylindrical momentum-integral equations for 
flow in the viscous core of a wing-tip vortex; and Salas and his co-authors,106’107’108 who 
solved steady Navier-Stokes and Euler equations for vortex breakdown over a range of 
Reynolds numbers.
Time-dependent, unsteady quasi-axisymmetric calculations were first performed 
by Krause, Shi, and Hartwich109 in 1983. This solution revealed a two-celled structure in 
the vortex breakdown bubble similar to that observed by Faler and Leibovich.38 Later, 
Sy 110.111 showed the evolution, merging, and shedding of vortex breakdown bubbles and 
concluded that the flow was quasi-periodic. Menne112 also noted the bubble formation, 
merging and shedding sequence in his study of various finite-difference methods and 
inflow-boundary conditions. Then in 1991, Wu and Hwang113 determined that the 
formation of steady, periodic, or unsteady vortex breakdown depends on a combination of 
the Reynolds number and boundary conditions.
Three-dimensional vortex breakdown of incompressible flows was also first 
studied in 1983. Using a vortex-filament method, Nakamura, et a/.,114’115’116 produced
24
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breakdown by introducing three-dimensional disturbances into the computational domain. 
However, Spall117 solved the breakdown in an unbounded domain using a velocity- 
vorticity formulation. In a later paper, Spall, Gatski, and Ash118 presented the internal 
structure of the three-dimensional bubble-type breakdown showing the asymmetry and 
unsteadiness of the flow. Their results also noted the existence of multiple vortex rings 
inside the bubble. In 1995, Spall and Gatski,119 presented results for a laminar and 
turbulent isolated vortex by outputting the flow solution time-accurately to videotape to 
obtain a qualitative semblance for the breakdown. Additional incompressible studies 
have also been performed by Liu and Menne,120,121 who studied vortex flow in a slightly 
diverging tube and observed multiple bubbles along the axis; Breuer and Hanel,122 who 
used the concept of dual time-stepping to observe the development of the asymmetric 
spiral type breakdown; and Hsu, et a l ,123 who used a numerical method based on the 
concept of artificial compressibility to solve the problem in an unbounded domain.
Study of compressible vortex breakdown has been performed by Kandil, Kandil, 
and Liu. First, Kandil and Kandil124 reduced the compressible Navier-Stokes equations 
by using the slenderness and quasi-axisymmetry assumptions and applied a space 
marching type-differencing scheme. The scheme was applied to an isolated slender 
vortex at various Mach numbers, swirl ratios, and external axial-pressure gradients. The 
location of vortex-breakdown was determined by the failure of the computational scheme 
to converge. In 1991, Kandil, Kandil, and Liu125 developed the first time-accurate 
Navier-Stokes solution for vortex breakdown of a supersonic, quasi-axisymmetric vortex 
in a circular duct. Using an implicit, upwind, flux-difference-splitting finite-volume 
scheme, the time accurate solution of the unsteady, compressible, full Navier-Stokes 
equations was obtained. "A shock wave was generated near the duct inlet and an 
unsteady vortex breakdown was predicted behind the shock. The predicted flow was 
characterized by the evolution, convection and shedding of vortex-breakdown 
bubbles."126 Illustrating streamlines of a multi-bubble type breakdown, Figure 2.5
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demonstrates the capabilities of these computational studies to capture details of the 
flowfield previously inaccessible in experimental investigations. Their study compared 
the Navier-Stokes solution with an Euler solution and showed that the Euler equations 
yielded increases in both the size and number of vortex breakdown bubbles.
Figure 2.5 Blow-up of two snapshots at f =  84 and t  =  87, showing Streamlines of 
the Evolution of Periodic Multi-bubbles in a Bubble-type Vortex 
Breakdown. Kandil, Kandil, and Liu128
Kandil, Kandil, and Liu127 also performed a study with a fine grid in the shock- 
vortex interaction region over extended computational time. They showed the effect of 
exit boundary conditions, swirl ratio, and Reynolds number on the evolution and 
persistence of the breakdown bubbles behind the shock. The effect of downstream-
26
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boundary conditions on a supersonic vortex was also the subject of their next 
investigation of internal and external flows.128 Further review of their studies included 
investigation of quasi-axisymmetric and three-dimensional flow cases for both internal 
and external flows,129 and investigation of three-dimensional effects and the influence of 
grid shape, fineness, and distribution on vortex breakdown resulting from shock-vortex 
interaction. Complete details of these works are presented in the dissertation by H. 
Kandil.126
"Delta wings, by design, produce controlled vortical flow at positive incidence. 
...(A)t supercritical Mach numbers and moderate angles of attack, shock-boundary-layer 
interaction leads to massive boundary-layer separation and complex three-dimensional 
vortical flow over the upper wing surface."7 With recent advances in algorithms and 
computational resources, it is now possible to model this flow with a flat plate delta wing 
configuration to study vortex breakdown over delta wings. To avoid high computational 
costs, many of these investigations employ the thin-layer approximation of the Navier- 
Stokes equations based on the assumption that the gradients of the viscous stresses in the 
direction parallel to the surface are negligible.
In 1987 Taylor, et al.,130 solved for stable vortex flow over a 75° swept delta wing 
at 20° angle of attack using the unsteady, thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations. 
Comparisons with experimental data revealed that the computational method under­
predicted vorticity and total pressure loss in the vortex core. Webster and Shang,131 also 
using thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations, investigated supersonic vortical flow of a 75° 
swept delta wing. Although their study revealed no evidence of vortex breakdown, at 
a — 30° and 35°, the authors noted large regions of reversed flow on the leeside of the 
wing extending from the trailing edge to the apex.
For low speed flows, Thomas, et al.132 used an upwind finite-volume scheme 
with thin-layer approximation, to investigate flow over a low aspect ratio delta wing from 
0° to 40° angle of attack. Their results showed a bubble type vortex breakdown at 40°
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angle of attack that extended from 0.6 of the root chord to just downstream of the trailing 
edge. In 1992, Agrawal, et al.133 studied the effects of compressibility and grid 
enrichment on the vortex breakdown location of 70° swept sharp-edged delta wings. Still 
applying the thin-layer approximation, Agrawal, et al. used the CFL3D code to compare 
computational solutions with test data. In general, they achieved good agreement but 
obtained mixed results for the streamwise vorticity and velocities near the vortex core, 
and vortex breakdown location.
In the transonic regime, Brandsma, et al.,134 applied both the Euler and thin-layer 
approximations to solve for flow over a 65° swept sharp edged delta wing at Mach 
number 0.85 and compared this solution with available experimental results.
Comparison of the computed results and results from the 
experiment indicate that the Euler method captures the global features, i. e. 
separation from the sharp leading edge, and the formation of the leading- 
edge and trailing-edge vortices, reasonably well except for the still 
substantial discrepancies in the predicted spanwise pressure distributions.
The Navier-Stokes results show a much improved correlation with the 
experimental data on that point because the method yields, in addition to 
the flow features already captured by the Euler method, also the boundary 
layer effect and specifically the secondary separation induced by the 
leading edge vortex on the wing upper surface.134
Their closing recommendation was to exploit the full potential of the Navier-Stokes
equations.
Use of the full Navier-Stokes equations has only recently been made possible. In 
1991, using the unsteady, three-dimensional, full Navier-Stokes equations, Gordnier and 
Visbal135 solved for vortex breakdown flow over a 76° swept delta wing at 20.5° angle of 
attack and Mach number of 0.2. And more recently, in 1995, Visbal136 detailed the onset 
and non-uniqueness of breakdown in the leading-edge vortices above a 15° swept delta 
wing under low Reynolds number conditions. He determined that small increases in the 
angle of attack beyond the critical value instigated vortex breakdown in the near-wake 
from a nearly axisymmetric disturbance. This bubble type breakdown was characterized
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by a three-dimensional stagnation or critical point on the vortex axis. As the breakdown 
proceeds upstream onto the wing, its growth causes a loss of stability. The propagation 
speed and reverse velocity magnitude within the wake diminish and the streamlines take 
on a helical appearance as shown in Figure 2.6.
3-D Critical Point
3-D Critical Point
Figure 2.6 Instantaneous Streamlines through the Vortex Core Depicting 
Transformation of Vortex Breakdown Structure due to Onset of Helical 
Instability, at time a) t  =  7.3, and b) t  =  8.7. Visbal136
The first solutions using the full Navier-Stokes equations on a delta wing in 
transonic flow were presented by Kandil, Kandil, and Liu, 137 in 1993. Coarse and fine 
grids were used to obtain the time-accurate solution of transonic flow over a 65° swept 
sharp-edged delta wing. At an angle of attack of 20° and Mach number and Reynolds 
number of 0.85 and 3.23 x 106 respectively, a A-shock system consisting of ray shocks 
under the primary vortices and a transverse terminating shock were captured on the upper 
surface of the wing. Behind this time dependent terminating shock, the leading-edge
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vortex core breaks down into an unsteady two-bubble cell. The results were validated 
using available experimental data and were in good agreement. In another paper, 138 the 
authors demonstrated the effects of Mach number and angle of attack on the terminating 
shock and breakdown. Specifically, they noted that as the Mach number was increased 
from 0.85 to 0.9, the terminating shock moved downstream and the regions of vortex 
breakdown reduced in size. Conversely, increasing the angle of attack from 20° to 24° 
with constant Mach number of 0.85, moves the shock upstream and the breakdown 
regions enlarge. Again, these results were held in good agreement with experimental 
results. Complete details of structure of the flowfield behind the terminating shock were 
presented.
2.4 Unsteady Applications: Oscillating Delta Wings
2.4.1 Experimental Investigations
As stated in Chapter 1, the dynamic responses of both the leading edge vortices 
and vortex breakdown need to be determined for accurate prediction of high angle of 
attack aerodynamic characteristics. Greenwell and Wood139 provided an excellent 
survey of experimental applications of unsteady flow phenomena which are grouped into 
pitching and roll oscillations for this review.
One of the earlier investigations associating the angle of attack of delta wings with 
vortex breakdown was performed in 1971, by Wentz and Kohlman. 140 Their 
experimental investigation focused on low speed flow over delta wings with sweep angles 
from 45° to 85° held stationary at various angles of attack. They defined the initial 
breakdown and forward progression of the breakdown as a function of the angle of attack 
and determined that vortex breakdown produces a loss of lift and a pitch-up moment. 
Jarrah, 141 in his dissertation, carried out a comprehensive investigation in a low-speed
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wind tunnel of pitching delta wings ranging in angle of attack from 0° to 90° using both 
sinusoidal and ramp forcing functions. His investigation revealed large hysteresis in the 
aerodynamic loads and vortex breakdown position relative to the wing surface. He 
concluded that the magnitude of the hysteresis was strongly influenced by the reduced 
frequency and aspect ratio. Understanding that the influence of unsteadiness is much 
more complex for a realistic aircraft due to complex geometry, he also concluded that 
"unsteady aerodynamics cannot be ignored when studying and analyzing dynamic 
maneuvers, especially supermaneuvers where post stall is part of the operational flight 
envelope. " 141
In 1989, the response of vortex breakdown on a pitching delta wing was examined 
in a water channel for various classes of ramp motion by Magness, et al. 142 They noted, 
depending on the type of motion imposed on the wing, varying degrees of phase shift 
between the onset and development of breakdown and the instantaneous angle of attack 
can occur. They proposed exploitation of this phase shift by tailoring the functional form 
of the pitching maneuver to optimize the loading on the wing. In a later paper, 143 they 
performed a topological study of flow over a delta wing undergoing transient pitching 
maneuvers at high angle of attack. This investigation indicated that the instantaneous 
topological structure is significantly different from traditional topology of stationary 
wings at low angle of attack. Notably, the leading edge vortex exhibits an outward- 
spiraling motion indicating an unstable focus. In a water tunnel, Miller and Gile, 144 
examined the effects of apex jet blowing on 60° and 76° swept delta wings using flow 
visualization to determine the vortex burst location during oscillation, the apex jet 
strength, and blowing directions. They determined that the most dramatic vortex 
improvements occur during the pitch-down conditions since the use of blowing results in 
the reformation of unburst vortices.
In 1992, using a 45° swept delta wing in a low-speed wind tunnel, Huyer, et 
al.,145 examined the unsteady aerodynamic loading of the sinusoidally oscillating delta
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wing for a range of reduced frequencies and mean angles of attack. They observed highly 
transient loads and lift enhancement up to twice that of steady-state values for certain test 
cases. In 1993, wind-tunnel experiments for flow over 70° sharp-edged delta wings were 
also performed by Soltani and Bragg. 146 Since in each of their experiments, the model 
was pitched from 0 ° angle of attack, the wing experienced the initial formation, growth 
and breakdown of the leading-edge vortices. They observed during the upstroke of a 
sinusoidal oscillation, the vortex breakdown point reached the trailing edge at a 
significantly lower angle of attack than in the static case. At a large angle of attack its 
position lagged that of the static case. It is also interesting to note that when a ramped 
pitch-up motion was terminated, the dynamic loads did not converge to their static values.
Transonic flow studies of pitching delta wings have only recently become 
available. In 1995, two separate studies by Geurts147 and Johansson and Winzell148 were 
performed with limited success using half models. Specifically, Geurts investigated 
Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCO) which are characterized by limited amplitude, self- 
sustaining oscillations produced by structural dynamic/aerodynamic interaction at 
transonic speeds using a simple straked configuration. Meanwhile, Johansson and 
Winzell, collected data at both subsonic and transonic speeds to validate measured results 
against computations. In both investigations, the authors recognize the need to pursue 
further testing.
For both forced pitching and rolling delta wings, Nelson and his co-authors have 
performed numerous experimental investigations. In particular, Pelletier and Nelson149 
studied static and dynamic pitching and rolling of a 65° swept delta wing. They 
concluded, "For dynamic motions, both in pitch and roll, breakdown is affected by the 
reduced frequency, for a constant amplitude of motion. Increasing the reduced frequency 
of oscillation increases the width of the hysteresis loop and the time lag increases....In 
roll, the leeward side of the wing has breakdown downstream of the windward side. 
Moreover, it appears that rolling a wing influences breakdown because it modifies the
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effective angle of attack and the effective sweep angle. " 149 Additional forced rolling 
oscillation investigations were performed by Ericsson and Hanff. 150 They analyzed 
experimental results of a rolling 65° swept delta wing at 30° angle of attack to try to 
determine the fluid mechanism causing the "unusual, highly nonlinear vehicle dynamics." 
They concluded: static and dynamic roll characteristics are largely determined by the 
effect of vortex breakdown; the dynamic effect of vortex breakdown is to a large extent 
controlled by the roll-rate-induced conical camber; and, the roll response to both roll 
angles and roll rate are subject to significant convective time-lag effects. Meanwhile, 
Hanff and Huang151 attempted to develop a method to predict the unsteady loads acting 
on the delta wing undergoing an arbitrary motion. The aim of these forced motion 
investigations was to suggest aerodynamic characteristics which may account for the limit 
cycle oscillation known as wing rock.
In 1981, the phenomena of slender wing rock was first observed in experiments 
performed by Nguyen, et al. 152 Using an 80° swept delta wing investigation showed that 
wing rock occurred simultaneously with the appearance of asymmetric leading-edge 
vortices. By 1984, Ericsson153 had shown that vortex asymmetry could generate wing 
rock but growth of the amplitude was limited by vortex breakdown. Under the 
advisement of Nelson, Arena154 conducted a thorough experimental investigation of the 
natural response of a slender wing rock in subsonic flow. He identified the envelope of 
damped and self sustaining motion for an 80° swept wing and qualitatively compared 
these results with computational results. Furthermore, he hypothesizes that vortex 
breakdown limits the steady state amplitude of the wing rock. Above an angle of attack 
which promotes vortex breakdown, the limit cycle amplitude becomes chaotic with non­
periodic fluctuations. Continuing investigation of wing rock, Ng, et al.,155 used a water 
tunnel to compare forced rolling and free-to-roll oscillations of delta wings of various 
sweep angles with static conditions. Their results showed that wing rock can occur in 
the absence of asymmetric vortex liftoff, vortex breakdown, and static hysteresis. From
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this, they concluded that these flow phenomena are not necessary for wing rock to occur 
however, their presence in the flowfield can have strong influence on the amplitude and 
frequency of the limit cycle. This observation was further substantiated by Ericsson, 
"Analysis of experimental results for slender delta wings reveals that asymmetric liftoff of 
the leading-edge vortices on slender delta wings does not start the wing rock, although it 
is responsible for the large limit cycle amplitude observed in experiments. " 156
Various attempts to control wing rock have also been investigated experimentally. 
Malcolm, et al.157 demonstrated a wing's rolling moment can be affected by mechanical 
or pneumatic manipulation of the strength or location of the leading-edge vortices. In 
1993, Walton and Katz158 exploited this idea and applied leading edge control flaps to a 
free-to-roll double-delta wing. Maintaining the flap oscillation frequency at the same 
frequency of the rolling motion, they determined the most effective roll damping was 
achieved when the flap motion was in phase with the wing roll angle. In 1994, Ng, et 
al. , 159 demonstrated passive control of an 80° swept delta wing undergoing wing rock by 
using flow dividers. At angles of attack higher than 30°, suppression of wing rock was 
achieved. However, at lower angles of attack, the divider actually promoted the 
phenomenon. Using asymmetric tangential leading-edge blowing, Wong, et a/ . , 160 
demonstrated positive post-stall roll control for a delta wing at an angle of attack of 55°. 
With an active roll feedback control algorithm employing a proportional-derivative 
compensator, wing rock was stopped in less than one cycle of the limit-cycle motion.
2.4.2 Computational Analysis
To compliment and expand on the experimental investigations which were to be 
primarily descriptive in nature, computational fluid dynamic (CFD) methods have been 
developed and matured to be of particular importance to the study of unsteady flow 
phenomenon. In 1990, Kandil and Chuang161 presented pioneering results for subsonic
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flow over a sharp-edged delta wing undergoing a pitching oscillation about 20.5° angle of 
attack. Using three-dimensional, unsteady, Euler equations in a moving frame of 
reference, results of a steady flow case were validated against experimental data and 
served as the initial conditions for the unsteady flow case. Consistent and periodic 
unsteady computational results were presented for the first time instigating further CFD 
code development and comprehensive computational analysis of unsteady flow 
phenomena.
In 1993, using full Navier-Stokes equations, Visbal performed two studies of 
subsonic flow over pitching delta wings. His first paper162 provided computational 
results for transient vortex breakdown above a delta wing subject to a pitch and hold 
maneuver. Using a 75° swept delta wing at Mach 0.2, Visbal pitched the wing at a 
constant rate from an angle of attack of 25° to 50°. The significance of this work is his 
decription of the three-dimensional instantaneous structure of the flowfield using critical 
point theory for the first time.
The reversed-flow region in the vortex core is associated with pairs 
of opposite spiral/saddle critical points. At its onset, the vortex 
breakdown is fairly axisymmetric, however, as it proceeds upstream and a 
stronger transition takes place along the axis, asymmetric effects become 
important and results in the formation of a bubble-type breakdown. This 
bubble structure is open and contains within itself a pair of stagnation 
points which are diametrically opposed and which rotate in the same sense 
as the base flow. These critical points suggest the existence of azimuthal 
disturbances, and their rotation might be linked with the coherent 
oscillation observed in vortex breakdown. 162
Figure 2.7 shows the computed bubble topology as compared with experimental results
by Rockwell143 and a sketch for clarity. In the sketch, (d), there are two saddle points (Si,
and S2), a stable focus (F+), and an unstable focus (F'), and no saddle-saddle connections.
Visbal determined that the three-dimensional bubble rotates about the vortex axis and as a
result, the sectional streamline pattern undergoes structural bifurcations. He stated that
the bubble structure consists of a bulbous region of concentrated vorticity followed by a
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tail which spiral downstream allowing upstream flow to go into the bubble, as well as 
flow from inside the bubble to exit downstream.
Figure 2.7 Streamline Patterns on a Vertical Plane Sectioning the Breakdown Bubble: 
a) Experimental Results; 143 b) Computed at t  =  2.1; c) Computed at 
t  =  2.6; d) Sketch of Generalized Flow. Visbal162
In his later paper, 163 Visbal described the onset and initial stages of vortex 
breakdown above the same delta wing. He observed that at the onset, the front of the 
breakdown region is fairly axisymmetric. As the breakdown propagates upstream, the 
magnitude of the reversed flow increases and forms concentrated regions of vorticity. A 
drastic reduction in the breakdown propagation seed and magnitude of reversed-flow 
velocity culminate in the formation of the bubble-type breakdown. In 1995, Ekaterinaris 
and SchifF164 validated computations for subsonic flow over a pitching double delta wing 
using thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations. Using a high Reynolds number of 4 x 106 and
3 f-
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Mach number of 0.22, the wing was oscillated sinusoidally ±  6 .8 ° about a mean angle of 
attack of 22.4°. Their unsteady solutions were in agreement with experimental 
measurements and showed qualitative correlation with experimental trends.
In the transonic regime, Kandil and Hu, 165 Chadeijian and Guruswamy, 166 and 
Davis, et al.,161 solved for transonic flow over two- and three-dimensional pitching 
airfoils. The first known solutions for transonic flow over a three-dimensional pitching 
delta wing were performed by Kandil, et al. 168,169 using the full Navier-Stokes equations. 
A 65° swept sharp-edged cropped delta wing was pitched sinusoidally ±  4° about a mean 
angle of attack of 20° from an axis located at the quarter root-chord station. At a Mach 
number and Reynolds number of 0.85 and 3.23 x 106 respectively, the computational 
solution captured a complex shock system, shown in Figure 2.8, which consists of a weak 
ray shock beneath the primary vortex cores and a transverse terminating shock inducing 
vortex breakdown. Details of the flow behind the terminating shock, unavailable from 
experimental investigations, were presented. This showed the oscillatory progression of 
the terminating shock, the vortex breakdown and its structure. These results are 
presented in Chapter 5.
Figure 2.8 Sketch Showing Construction of the Flowfield Ahead and Aft of the 
Terminating Shock in Transonic Flow. Kandil and Kandil168
Primary Vortex
Secondary Vortex
Weak Shock under 
■Primary Vortex
Strong Normal Shock 
(Terminating Shock)
Scmi-Spherical Shock
Breakdown o f 
Primary Vortex
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Computational investigations of delta wings oscillating in roll were initiated by 
Kandil, et a!.170 in 1978 using a nonlinear discrete-vortex method. In 1988, Kandil and 
Chuang171 solved for a locally conical supersonic flow over a sharped-edged delta wing 
at zero angle of attack using unsteady Euler equations. The Euler equations were 
formulated using a moving frame of reference which were solved by using an explicit, 
multi-stage, time-accurate, fmite-volume scheme. The results showed detailed 
formation, interaction, and disappearance of the primary vortex and shock. A complete 
review of this work is found in Chuang's dissertation. 172 In later papers, to improve their 
model, Kandil and Chuang173’ 174’ 175 proceeded to solve for supersonic flow over rolling 
delta wings, using thin-layer Navier-Stokes Equations written in the moving frame of 
reference. Assuming locally conical flow, both a sharp-edged and rounded-edged wings, 
held at a mean angle of attack of 10°, were oscillated ±  15° at a Reynolds number of 
0.5 x  106and Mach number of 2.0. The time history of lift and rolling moment 
coefficients were presented along with computed flow characteristics which described the 
behavior of the primary vortex and shock waves.
Subsonic flow over a rolling delta wing was computed in 1992, by 
Chaderjian, 176,177 using full three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged, Navier-Stokes 
equations. Using a 65° swept delta wing undergoing static roll and large-amplitude high- 
rate-of-roll oscillations, Chaderjian studied the effects of grid refinement and roll angle 
on the breakdown free vortex aerodynamics. He concluded that the static rolling-moment 
characteristics indicated that the wing is statically stable. The dynamic rolling-moment 
coefficient indicated that the fluid extracts energy from the wing motion indicating that 
the wing was positively damped. He also noted that there were significant rate-induced 
time-history lags in the rolling-moment coefficient but negligible lags in the normal-force 
coefficient and center-of-pressure position. Lastly, comparison with experimental results 
showed that a medium density grid provided sufficient resolution of the pertinent flow 
physics. In 1993, Gordnier and Visbal178 studied the flowfield around an 80° swept delta
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wing undergoing a constant roll-rate maneuver from 0° to 45°. Using the unsteady, full, 
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, they described the dynamical behavior of the 
vortices.
The right vortex (downward leading edge) moves inboard and 
towards the surface while the left vortex (upward leading edge) moves 
outboard and away from the surface. A lag in the body-normal position of 
the left vortex similar to the lag observed for delta wing rock was noted.
The left vortex continually loses strength during the roll maneuver. The 
right vortex initially gains strength but then rapidly losses strength as high 
roll angles are achieved. 178
They concluded that this vortex behavior was based on the effective angle of attack and 
sideslip angles during the rolling motion.
In the transonic regime, the only known published study of forced rolling 
oscillation of a delta wing was performed by Menzies, et al,179 in 1995. This study 
solved the unsteady, three-dimensional, full Navier-Stokes equations for flow over a 65° 
sharp-edged cropped delta wing undergoing forced sinusoidal rolling oscillations of ±  4°. 
At an angle of attack of 20° and Mach number of 0.85, the wing was oscillated at various 
rolling reduced frequencies and Reynolds number to observe the effect on the vortex 
breakdown. In addition to the results printed, a video simulation of the computational 
results of the flowfield was developed and presented. It was shown that as the wing 
rolls at a reduced frequency of 27t, an oscillatory expansion and compression of the vortex 
cores and breakdown occurs. Review of the instantaneous streamlines, which mark the 
beginning of the vortex breakdown by their disordered appearance, indicated that as the 
wing rolls, the breakdown washes downstream. It was surmised that when the wing rolls 
downward, there is a relieving effect on the transverse shock which weakens the shock, 
enabling the vortex core to penetrate without breakdown. After six and a half cycles of 
motion, a periodic solution is reached without breakdown. A significant rise in the lift
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coefficient is noted as a result. Complete details of these results are presented in 
Chapter 5.
As in experimental investigations of forced rolling oscillations, the focus is to be 
able to predict and ultimately control the phenomenon of wing rock. In 1985, using an 
unsteady vortex-lattice method, Konstadinopoulos, et a/ . 180 numerically simulated the 
subsonic experimental work performed by Nguyen, et al. 152 They determined that the 
leading-edge vortex system became unstable as the angle of attack was increased which 
caused a loss of roll damping at small angle of roll. Improving the methods for numerical 
simulation, in 1989, Nayfeh, et al. 181 proceeded to construct phase planes which revealed 
the general global nature of wing rock by discussing stable limit cycles, unstable foci, and 
saddle points. This demonstrated the locations of equilibrium positions. By 1994, 
Chaderjian and Schiff182 had solved for flow over a 65° swept delta wing at 30° angle of 
attack and Mach of 0.27 that was both forced and free to roll under the influence of the 
instantaneous aerodynamic rolling moment. Under forced conditions, they noted large 
time lags in the vortex breakdown motion relative to the forced-rolling motion of the 
delta wing resulting in a complex hysteresis of the dynamic rolling moment coefficient. 
The ffee-to-roll motion, the three-dimensional, Reynolds-averaged, Navier-Stokes 
equations were coupled to the flight dynamic equation of motion for one degree-of- 
freedom in roll with an applied friction-like damping term to approximate experimental 
results. The delta wing was initially released from rest at 40.5° in roll and came to rest at 
20.3° which duplicated the experiment.
Numerical simulation for the control of wing rock has been performed by various 
authors primarily using Euler equations assuming locally conical flow. In 1991, after 
developing the Navier-Displacement equations for grid deformation, Kandil and 
Salman183 effectively controlled the wing rock response of an 80° swept delta wing at 30° 
angle of attack and Mach number of 1.2 by using tuned antisymmetric leading-edge flap 
oscillations. They later applied the locally conical Euler equations to the same problem at
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Mach 1.4. The three-dimensional flow solution of Euler equations at Mach 0.3 were also 
considered. 184 Noting the loss of aerodynamic damping rolling moment at the zero 
angular velocity value, they determined that the hysteresis responses of position and 
strength of the asymmetric right and left primary vortices were responsible for wing rock 
and that the phenomenon could be actively controlled through the use of leading edge 
flaps. In 1991, Kandil and Salman185 solved the thin-layer locally conical Navier-Stokes 
equations for an elliptical delta wing at 35° angle of attack. It was again showed that the 
wing-rock phenomenon could be controlled by using timed anti-symmetric leading-edge 
flap oscillations. Details of this work were published in Salman's dissertation. 186 In 
1993, Lee-Rausch and Batina187 also investigated control of wing rock using locally 
conical Euler equations using leading-edge flaps. Their study focused on a 75° swept 
sharp-edged delta wing at a free-stream Mach number of 1.2 at various angles of attack.
Until 1995, coupled rolling and pitching oscillations of a delta wing had not been 
considered. Kandil and Menzies188,189 published the first computational analysis of 
unsteady, transonic, vortex-breakdown flow over a 65° delta wing undergoing forced 
coupled rolling and pitching oscillations using the full Navier-Stokes equations. The 
main focus of this work was to analyze the effects of coupled motion on the wing 
response by varying the oscillation frequency and phase angle while the maximum pitch 
and roll amplitude were kept equal. The behavior of the terminating shock, the vortex- 
breakdown flow behind the terminating shock, and the aerodynamic response of the wing 
was discussed. Complete details of these results are presented in Chapter 6 .
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CHAPTER 3 
FORMULATION
3.1 Introduction
Before 1970, most numerical solutions of fluid dynamic problems were obtained 
using the potential flow formulation. However, due to the isentropic and irrotational flow 
assumptions, many fluid problems cannot be solved using this formulation. In the last 
two decades, rapid advancements in computer technology have enabled computational 
fluid dynamicists to use more complete equations, such as Euler equations and Navier- 
Stokes equations, rather than the potential flow equation. While Euler equations can 
model distributed vorticity and shocks, they do not model the viscous effects. For 
complex flow fields with strong viscous-inviscid interactions, reduced forms of the 
equations of fluid motion do not provide an adequate model of the flow physics. In 
vortex flows, viscous effects are of great importance especially downstream of a vortex 
breakdown region. In high Reynolds number viscous flows, viscous effects are 
concentrated near the vortex axis, adjacent to solid walls and in wake regions. The 
Navier-Stokes equations are clearly superior for modeling these viscous flows. They can 
more accurately model flow separations, shock development and motion, and shock- 
boundary-layer interaction as well as vortex breakdown and vorticity evolution, 
convection and shedding.
In this study, strong viscous-inviscid interactions in the form of large-scale three- 
dimensional boundary-layer separation require that full Navier-Stokes equations be 
considered rather than the simplified Euler equations or even the thin-layer Navier-Stokes
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equations. Therefore, for this research work, the laminar, unsteady, compressible, full 
Navier-Stokes equations are used to formulate the problem of supersonic vortex 
breakdown. Use of full Navier-Stokes equations is made possible because of available 
supercomputer capabilities not available a few years ago. Additionally, these fluid 
dynamic equations are coupled to the rigid body dynamic equations to effect rotations of 
the delta wing.
In this chapter, the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are presented 
followed by discussion of the boundary conditions. Next, the equations of rigid body 
dynamics are derived for both the first class of problems where wing motion is prescribed 
a priori and the second class where wing motion is obtained as a part of the solution by 
coupling fluid dynamics with rigid-body dynamics.
3.2 Fluid Dynamics Equations
3.2.1 Three-Dimensional Navier-Stokes Equations
The conservative form of the dimensionless, laminar, unsteady, compressible, full
1 0Navier-Stokes equations in terms of time dependent body-conformed coordinates £ , £ , 
and £ 3 is given in indicial notation by:
dQ d E m d (E v)s _
d t d C  d ?
m =  1 ,2 ,3 ;  s =  1 ,2 ,3  (3.1)
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In this form, all indicies range from 1-3 and repeated indices denote summation. Each
coordinate is both a function of time and space as given by:
e n =  e n( x 1, X 2 , X 3 , t )  (3.2)
The flow field vector, q of Cartesian coordinates ( x i,x 2, x3) is transformed to the time- 
dependent body-conformed coordinates, (£*, £2, £3) by:
Q =  j  =  j  [p, pin, pu2, pu3, p e f  (3.3)
where -j =  J~ l and is the Jacobian of the transformation from the Cartesian coordinates 
to the body-conformed coordinates, which is given by:
,_1 _  d ( x X, X 2 , X 3, t )J - 1 =
dx1 dx, dx, d x 1
a? a e a ? dr
dxt dxi dx2 dx2
a e a e a e dr
dx% dxi dx3 dx2
a e a e a ? dr
0 0 0 1
(3.4)
The nondimensional inviscid flux vectors in Cartesian coordinates are given by:
E k = puk, puiUk +  h ip , pu2Uk +  <W , pu3uk +  Sk3p , puk(e +  - )
P
k  =  1, 2, 3 (3.5)
where bki is the Kronecker delta function., 8ki =  |  J
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Transformed to body conformed coordinates, the inviscid flux in the direction is given 
by:
1 To . ar. (3.6)
1 r V
=  -J [pUm, puiUm +  diCmp, pu2Um +  f y C p , PUsUm +  d ^ mp, {pe +  p )U m - - r ^ V
where the contravarient velocity component in the direction, Um, is given by :
Um =  & r u *  +  ^ r  A: = 1 ,2 , 3 (3.7)at
m ddk =  Wk-
The nondimensional viscous and heat conduction fluxes in Cartesian coordinates
are:
(Ev)i =  [0, T n , T{2, 3, UmTim  — Qj]
t =  1, 2, 3; m =  1,2,3 (3.8)
where r  is the shear-stress tensor for a Newtonian fluid with Stoke's hypothesis imposed, 
which assumes that A =  - \ p ,  umTim is the shear-dissipation power, and <fyis the heat
flux component assuming Fourier conductivity. The Cartesian components of the shear- 
stress tensor, the shear-dissipation power, and the heat flux component, are given by: 
Shear-Stress Tensor:
_  pMpp / duj duj _  2  duk\  
u Re dxi 3 y ckcfc/
i , j , k  =  1,2,3 (3.9)
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Shear-Dissipation Power:
(jlM oo ( dui dum 2  duk\
u mTim — R  Um\ d x  +  d x  ~  3 d x J
i , k ,m =  1,2,3 (3.10)
Heat Flux Component:
_  — fiMpo dT  . _
(7 - 1 ) P rR e d x i ‘ - 1 ’ 2 ’ 3  (3-11)
Transformed to the body-conformed coordinates, the viscous and heat conduction flux in 
the direction is given by:
(Ev)s =  j [ 0 ,  dktsTki, dk£sTk2, dk£sTk3, dk is{unr kn -  qk) f
k =  1,2,3; n =  1,2,3 (3.12)
Shear-Stress Tensor:
kl Re \  1* d£m k d C  3 kl J d£m)
j , k J ,m =  1,2,3 (3.13)
Shear-Dissipation Power:
_  y M p o  /  duk dui 2 cm d u j \
UlTkl Re Ul\ 1^  d£m <9£m 3 1 d fm)
Heat Flux Component:
( 7  — 1) P rR e  ^  D C
k ,m =  1,2,3 (3.15)
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In detail, the momentum elements of equation (3.12) are expanded as:
for each term, j  =  1,2,3 and k, n, s =  1,2,3 (3.16)
and the shear-dissipation power and heat flux component is expanded as:
+  dk? d ke u Plrg  +d u P , 1 9 ,sd(a2yatrn +  acndC  ( 7 - 1  ) P r  6?
k ,n ,p ,s  =  1,2,3 (3.17)
where M 00 is the freestream Mach number, a is the dimensionless local speed of sound 
and a2 =  T.
In each of the equations, the variables are nondimensionalized using reference
parameters of the freestream conditions. These parameters are, L  for length which is the
chord length, a00 for velocity, L ja ^  for time, for density, and for the molecular
viscosity. The total energy per unit mass, e, is nondimensionalized by and the
pressure, p, is nondimensionalized by p ^a ^ . The freestream Reynolds number, Re, is 
defined as Re =  The Prandtl number, P r  =  ^  , is assumed to be a constantP'oo K
value of 0.72 for all computations. The pressure, p, is related to the total energy per unit 
mass, and density for a thermally perfect gas by the following equation:
n =  l,2 ,3  (3.18)
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where 7  is the ratio of specific heats which is assumed to be constant for a calorically 
perfect gas and is equal to 1.4 throughout.. The dimensionless viscosity is calculated 
from Sutherland's Law as given by:
1 +  C 
.T  +  C >" = t2/3( t 7 c ) (3-,9)
where T  is the dimensionless temperature and C  is Sutherland's Constant. This constant 
is approximated by C =  0.4317 for constant Prandtl number, P r  =  0.72.
According to the characteristic flow parameters, the freestream flow variables are 
given by:
Poo =  1 -0
uico =  Moo cos a u2co =  0 .0  u3oa =  M x  sin a
1 Moo
6*°° 7 ( 7 - 1 )  2
Poo =  -  (3.20)
^0 0  =  Too =  1 .0
^00 -  \J u lx + u\ x + u300
“Oj 00
where Moo is the freestream Mach number.
3.2.2 Fluid Flow Boundary Conditions
The natural exterior boundary condition assumes that the flow field is in an 
undisturbed freestream state at an infinite distance from the wing in all directions. Both
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the inflow and outflow boundary conditions are of the Riemann-invariant type. At the
plane of geometric symmetry, periodic conditions are enforced. For the interior
conditions, the surface of the wing is solid with no slip. This enforces zero relative
velocity on the surface of the wing. Additionally, the adiabatic boundary condition 
=  0  and that the pressure gradient normal to the wing surface, ||,isenforces | |
vying
zero for the stationary wing.
3.3 Rigid-Body Dynamics Equations
3.3.1 Forced Oscillation of the Wing
For the first class of problems, the motion of the wing is specified using singly or 
coupled sinusoidal forcing functions as given below:
Forced Pitching a =  aa sin (kp t )
Forced Rolling 6 ~ 9 a sin (kr t )
Forced Y awing /? =  /3a sin (ky t )
(3.21)
where the subscript a denotes the oscillation amplitude and k{, is the reduced frequency 
of oscillation. The coordinates are rotated according to the Euler Angles rotation as 
shown in Figure 3.1.
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XFigure 3.1 Sketch of Euler Angles of Rotation.
Using the sequence of pitch, roll, then yaw the transformation matrix is as follows:
[C]
cos 0 cos a — sin (3 sin 9 sin a — sin 0 cos 9 cos 0  sin a  +  sin0 sin 9 cos a  
sin 0 cos a  +  cos 0 sin 9 sin a  cos 0 cos 9 sin 0  sin a  — cos 0 sin 9 cos a
—cos 9 sin a sin 9 cos a cos 9
(3.22)
This matrix transforms the inertial reference frame, X , to the moving reference frame, x, 
as given by:
x = [ C ] X  (3.23)
The angular velocity, fi, is given by:
( 9 cos 0 — a sin 0 cos 9 \  
=  9 sin 0 + a cos 0 cos 9
\  0  +  a sin 9 )
^X
Uy
Uz.
(3.24)
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From which the velocity, V, and acceleration, a , are determined by:
y  =  f i x ?
a =  Q x r  Q, x (Q x r ) (3.25)
Note that for a rigid body, r  =  r =  0.
3.3.2 Free Response of the Wing
In the second class of problems, motion of the wing is obtained in response to the 
fluid flow by coupling the fluid dynamics with rigid body dynamics. The resultant 
external aerodynamic pitching, rolling, and yawing moments, and
respectively, are equated to the time rate of change of the angular momentum vector 
about an axis of rotation. The equations are as follows:
C rriro i; =  I x x ^ x  ~  I x y ^ y  ~  I z x ^ z  "T  { I z z  ~  l y y f a y t O z  +  I y Z { u ) :  —  t O y )  +
Ixti^z^x Iz:r^x^ixy ZX^X y (3.26)
Crripitch — -^yyHy Ixy^x lyz^z {Ixx Izz)^xf^z "T Ixzif^x ^z)
Ixu^z^v “I” Iyz^x^\xyu' ujy y u' u'y (3.27)
C'mvau, — Izz^z Ixz^x ^zy^y T" (lyy  Trx)^j/^i T" IyX(bJy bJx) +
zy'JJx'JJz (3.28)
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where f2 =  oj^ i  + 1 j  +  ujzk. For this study, the cross products of inertia are set equal to
zero as the axes of rotation are assumed to be the principal axes. The reduced equations 
are as follows:
With the angular rotations determined, the wing is rotated using the transformation matrix 
in equation (3.21) as in the forced oscillation problem.
3.3.3 Dynamic Boundary Conditions
As a result of the wing motion, modification to the boundary conditions 
associated with the fluid flow equations must be made. The kinematical boundary 
conditions at the inflow-outflow boundaries and at the wing surface must be expressed in 
terms of the relative velocities. Additionally, the dynamical boundary condition must 
reflect that the pressure gradient normal to the wing surface, § |,is  no longer equal to 
zero. This condition is modified for the oscillating wing as:
Cniroll ~  Ixx^x +  (Izz Iyy)UyUJZ (3.29)
Unhitch ~  ly y H y  ( I x x  I z z ) UJx LlJz (3.30)
HfTlyaw — Izz^z +  (Iyy IxX^yUlx (3.31)
9 n  w ing
=  — pa ■ n (3.32)
where a is the absolute acceleration of a point on the flat surface of the wing and n is the 
unit vector normal to the surface of the wing.
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CHAPTER 4 
COMPUTATIONAL SCHEMES
4.1 Introduction
Throughout this study, an implicit, upwind, finite volume scheme, with Roe flux- 
difference splitting, is applied to the conservative form of the full Navier-Stokes 
equations in a body-conformed generalized coordinate system. The full, unsteady, 
Navier-Stokes equations are integrated in time to take advantage of the parabolic- 
hyperbolic nature of the coupled system. Since unsteady problems must be solved using 
global time stepping to obtain the solution history, two types of schemes, explicit and 
implicit, may be used to integrate the equations in time. Although explicit schemes are 
simpler and require less computational effort per time step, an implicit scheme is used in 
this study. It has less restrictive stability boundaries. Ultimately, the implicit scheme, 
while more costly per time step, allows larger time steps and is more economical overall.
Central-differencing schemes while generally more accurate, produce oscillations 
in the vicinity of discontinuities which must be numerically damped with second and 
fourth order dissipation terms. By implementing an upwind scheme, the physical 
propagation of disturbances of the flow equations is mimicked by the difference 
equations without adding artificial viscosity. Using the theory of characteristics, the 
direction of propagation of information is determined and the type-dependent differencing 
is introduced in a separate and stable manner. While upwind schemes require two or 
three times more computational operations when compared to an equivalent central- 
difference method, the increase in computational effort per iteration is offset by an
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improved rate of convergence and a wider applicability to general problems. Therefore, 
the upwind scheme is used for this study.
For irregularly shaped physical domains, the metrics of Jacobian transformation 
and the corresponding gradients which are used in the governing equations may include 
numerical discontinuities. These discontinuities affect the accuracy and solution 
convergence for finite difference equations. With finite volume schemes, the independent 
variables are integrated directly on the physical domain, and therefore grid smoothness is 
no longer an important issue. Any geometrical difficulty is now handled by the grid 
generation routine and not the finite volume solver. Therefore, a finite volume scheme is 
employed for more general problem solving.
In flux-vector splitting, the flux terms are split and discretized directionally 
according to the sign of the associated propagation speed. Depending only on the sign of 
eigenvalues of the inviscid Jacobians, information from the physical properties is 
introduced. However, by considering the conservative variables as piece-wise continuous 
over the grid cells at each time step, the physical properties can be introduced into the 
differencing equations by splitting the flux difference at the cell interface. The flux 
difference is split in terms of the exact solution of the one-dimensional Riemann problem 
at this interface. Using approximate Riemann solvers, this approach is modified for three 
dimensions and is called the flux-difference splitting method of Roe. It is based on a 
characteristic decomposition of the fluid differences while ensuring conservation 
properties and is the scheme used in this study.
Upwind schemes can be used with either conservative or non-conservative forms 
of the governing equations. Supplemented with a shock-fitting scheme for accurate 
results, upwind differencing can be implemented more economically in a non­
conservative formulation. Unfortunately, the available shock-fitting schemes are not able 
to treat complex shock wave interactions efficiently. By using the conservative form for 
this investigation, shock waves and contact discontinuities evolve as part of the solution
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process. To enhance the efficiency and accuracy of the numerical scheme and to 
simplify the implementation of the boundary conditions, a transformation from physical 
space to computational space was performed prior to formulation.
In summary, an implicit, upwind, flux-difference splitting, finite volume scheme 
is used to solve the unsteady, compressible, full Navier-Stokes equations involved in this 
research.
For the first class of problems, the motion of the wing is specified. Once the flow 
field solution is achieved for a given time step, the coordinates of the grid are rotated 
according to the given forcing function. The metric coefficients must be updated, grid 
speed calculated, and the velocity and acceleration terms incorporated into the boundary 
conditions. The flow field solution for the rotated system is then recalculated at the next 
global time step and the procedure is repeated.
For the second class of problems, the wing rotates in response to the rotational 
moments imposed by the flow field. First, the flow field solution and pressure difference 
across the wing is obtained. With the aerodynamics forces known, the solution of the 
rigid-body dynamic equations is obtained using a multi-stage Runge-Kutta time-stepping 
scheme. Starting from known initial conditions of angular position and velocity, the 
equations are explicitly integrated in time. At each step, the metric coefficients of the 
Jacobian matrix, grid speed and boundary conditions are updated. The cycle is then 
repeated for the next global time step with the current wing position and velocity as initial 
conditions.
In this Chapter, components of this scheme, implemented in a code based on 
CFL3D93 and upgraded by O. Kandil, H. Kandil, and Liu94, are briefly discussed. Next, 
the rigid-body dynamics equations for the wing motion are integrated in time using an 
explicit, multi-stage Runge-Kutta scheme. At the end of this chapter, the boundary and 
initial conditions as well as the computational resources required for the numerical 
simulations of single and coupled oscillating wing flow problems are discussed.
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4.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics Formulation
4.2.1 Cell-Centered Finite-Volume Formulation
The conservative form of the dimensionless, laminar, unsteady, compressible, full
Navier-Stokes equations in terms of time dependent body-conformed coordinates £ , £ ,
and £3is given in indicial notation by:
. 9 (E m ~  Eym) _  ~ 
dt a c
m =  1,2,3 (4.1)
where integration over the computational domain (d£1,d£2, and d£3) yields the 
following:
J ^ d e d f d f + j v 9 (E ’ ‘ ~mE '- )  d ^ d t d e = o (4.2)
Recalling that dV =  Jd£xd£2d£ 3 and applying the Gauss Divergence Theorem, Eq. (4.2) 
when applied to a region, 3R, with closed boundaries <?9? can be rewritten as:
f l ? R d v + ! [  =  o (4.3)
J  ot Jam J
where am is the covariant base vector. With the boundaries aligned with the coordinate 
lines £*, £2, and £ 3 in the physical domain, Eq. (4.3) reduces to:
/ § d £ 1d£2d£3+ /  ( E 1 - E lu)dZ2d f +  [  (1 2 -  ^ J d ^ 3 
ds ot Jm Jd%
+  [  ( E z - E a J d f d f ^ O  (4.4)
Jd'St
where the region, 5ft, is divided into very small hexahedral cells.
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The integral equation is applied to each hexahedral volume in the physical 
domain. The cell is then mapped onto the unit cube of the computational domain which 
yields the semi-discretized difference equation:
where the centroid of the cell is denoted by i, j ,  and k, and the conservative variables, q, 
located at the cell center are cell averaged values. The fluxes are evaluated at the cell 
interfaces at j ± \ ,  and k±^ .
4.2.2 Euler Implicit Time Integration
Using the Euler implicit-time differencing method for numerical integration of the 
semi-discretized difference equation, Eq. (4.5), the solution is advanced in time from the 
initial conditions. This method uses a Taylor series expansion to express the flow vector 
q at time level n +  1 in terms of the vector evaluated at time level n as given by:
-  (E 2 ~  +  (E 2 ~
(2?3 E V i +  (E 3 — E V3) j j  /c_i R  {q ij,k) (4.5)
A t  is the time step and the term is evaluated implicitly at time level n +  1. The 
governing equation evaluated at time level n +  1 is given by:
Substitution of Eq. (4.7) into Eq. (4.6) yields:
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where
1 Aq f d ( E m - E v ) \ n+1 x
7 Z«  + (  a r  )  = ° (A<)
Aq  =  qn+1 ~ T
(4.8)
(4.9)
Using a Taylor series expansion to linearize the inviscid and viscous fluxes at time level 
n +  1 results in:
1 A'q 
J A t + M * W } ] A q  +  8sm(Em - E Vm)n =  0
which can be rearranged as:
J A t
+
m — 1,2,3
A q — (Em E Vm)
(4.10)
m =  1,2,3 (4.11)
where I  is the identity matrix and 6 m^is the spacial difference operator in each direction.
Equation (4.11) represents a large banded block matrix which must be solved at 
each time step and is computationally very expensive to solve. To reduce computational 
cost, the approximate factorization method of Beam and Warming86 is used to split the 
left-hand side of the equation. Approximately factored, Eq. (4.11) becomes:
' +  J A t 6e (
d E i dE V}
d'q dq ) A q  =  - J A t  8zm(E m ~ E VJ
m =  1,2,3 (4.12)
This approximation remains within the limits of accuracy of the original discretization 
while factoring the left-hand side into a sequence of simpler operation. The solution can 
then be obtained by solving the following three one-dimensional equations:
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dEVl\ '
dq dq  / .
( d E i dE ^
V dq dq
j d E 3 dE v3
A T = - J A t 6 u (Em- E K, r
m =  1 ,2 ,3  (4.13)
where * and ** denote intermediate values. Equation (4.13) requires solving block tri- or 
penta-diagonal matrices depending on the spacial accuracy of the left-hand side. 
Ultimately, the flow vector evaluated at the next time step, g, is obtained by:
=  qn +  A q T‘ (4.14)
4.2.3 Higher Order Spatial Differencing of the Inviscid Fluxes
Consider the inviscid fluxes in the £* direction. The sub and superscripts j , k, 
and n, are held constant and the difference equation is written by:
S ^ E ^ E ^ - E ^  (4.15)
where 6^ is the spatial operator and £ i±l is the inviscid flux at the interface as given by:
1 ih = 1 1(« - ,9 +) ^  (4-16)
Here, the flow field vectors q ± represent the state variable on the cell interface which are 
determined from upwind-biased interpolations of the primitive variable. These vectors 
are given by:
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- +  -  1Qi+i =  9*1 -  4
(1 —  k )  A  _ + (1 -f- k)A+ 9j (4.17)
( 1  — k)A-|. +  (1 +  k )A _  5 j+i (4-18)
A _ denotes backward differencing such that A -g* =  g,■ — g,_i; A +  denotes forward
differencing such that A  +gt =  qi+i — qt; and the flow field vector g, is defined
q = { p , u i , u 2,U3,p)t.
Forming a family of difference schemes, the parameter k can be assigned several
values. For example, k =  — 1 corresponds to second-order fully upwind differencing. 
This value of k results in a truncation error in the £* direction of jA ^ 1 The
Fromm scheme corresponds to k =  0, which has a truncation error of
And k =  1, corresponds to central differencing with the first term of the truncation error 
equal to — |  A £ l2 ( Jpl) • For this study, k , is defined as —1 .
Combining Eq. (4.17) and (4.18) to rewrite Eq. (4.16), the interface flux is found 
to be a function of the following:
E i i+i =  E i  (q t_ i , qh qi+1, qi + 2 (4-19)
The term represents the directed area of the cell face. This is calculated as one-half 
the vector cross-product of the two diagonal vectors connecting opposite vertex points of 
the cell face. It is taken such that the directed area is parallel to the direction of 
increasing £*.
4.2.4 Roe Flux-Difference Splitting
For this study, the approximate Riemann solver of Roe is used to split the fluxes. 
The Roe flux-difference splitting method is based on a characteristic decomposition of
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the fluid differences while ensuring the conservation properties of the scheme. This
method is illustrated by using a one-dimension equation of the form:
I +S  = ° ( 4 -2 0 )
Here, E  is a linear function of q. Defining A ~  Eq. (4.20) can be rewritten as 
follows:
=  0 (4.21)at ox  i
Solving the Riemann problem in terms of the flux difference, yields the following:
_  _  3
E r -  E l =  y^ctfcAfcefc (4.22)
fc=i
where Ak and are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix A, 
respectively, and represents the projection of the difference in q between the initial 
right and left states onto the eigenvections of A. The flux at the cell interface can be 
determined by either of the two following equations:
E i+i  | qL , qRj  =  E l  +  /.-A k (4.23)
Ei+x \qL, qRj =  E r -  fcAfcefc (4.24)
The signs on the summation symbols refer to the direction of the wave speeds. These 
equations are averaged resulting in:
1 T /■= ■= (4.25)
However, for realistic flow problems such as one-dimensional Euler equations, E  is not a 
linear function of q. To solve nonlinear problems, Roe used the locally linearized form of
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the flux difference to solve the nonlinear wave equation. Hence, for one-dimension, the 
linearized equation is given by:
dq ~ dq
- £ + A ^  =  0 (4.26)
dt dx  i
where A is called the Roe-averaged matrix. However, this matrix must have the 
following properties to ensure uniform validity across flow discontinuities:
1. For any pair of ^  and qi+1, E i+1 -  Ex =  A fe ,  qi+1) ■ &  -  qi+1)
2. I f  q{ =  qi+1 =  q, the matrix A (q ,q ) =  A (q )  =  f |
3. A must have real eigenvalues with linearly independent eigenvectors.
From this the flux difference between the left and right states can be written as:
E r — E l =  A (qR — qL) (4.27)
which when substituted into Eq. (4.25), the interface flux is then:
=  \  [ ( e *  +  E l )  -  IA I ( 5 *  -  « t ) ]  (4.28)
where the interface flux is the average of the right and left states minus the flux difference
between the states. For three-dimensional generalized flows, this can be written as:
E m l+ ^ (Q jR )  Q l )  =  2  ( ^ m R E m i j  ~ ' I A  I ( Q R  ~
m =  1,2,3 (4.29)
where j ,  k, and n  are kept constant for this direction and the last term represents the 
dissipation contribution to the interface flux.
To construct the matrix, A, Roe observed that the vectors q and E  can be 
expressed as quadratic functions of the components of a vector, z which is defined as 
follows:
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Using the perfect gas equation and definitions for variations at the interface and 
arithmetic average, QR — QL and the flux difference, E r — E r can be expressed in 
terms of Z{+ 1 -  Hl using matrices of the average of I  components. Multiplying these 
matrices yields the matrix A as given below:
I A I (Q r  ~  Q l )  ~  A | AQ|
0:4
«1“ 4 +  C a5 +  0 6 
U20i4 +  £ ™ o  5 +  0:7  
W 3O 4 +  £ £ 0 : 5  +  O s
H 0C4 +  uma 5 +  uiq :6 +  U2a 7 +  $301% - a i
(4.31)
where:
oj =
grad (£m)
J
|lim| (A/9 -  A^p\ 2 J
a2 =  i ?
grad (£m)
J
I Um + c|(Ap + p d A u m)
(4.32)
(4.33)
a3
1 _ grad (£m) 
2a'
|um-c |(A p  + paAum) (4.34)
0:4 =  0:1 +  0 2  +  0 3
0 5  =  a  ( 0 2  -  0 3 )
(4.35)
(4.36)
a 5+ j  ~
grad (£m)
J
lum l(p A u j ^X\P A a m) j =  1,2,3
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Notice that A is identical to the local Jacobian A except that the variables are replaced by 
an average which is weighted by the square root of the densities. The Roe averaged 
values denoted by the ~ superscript are:
P =  y /P iP n  (4.37)
Uj  —
( u jL  +  U jR  y /p  l P r ) 
! +  y j  P L P r
(4.38)
H  =
(HL +  H Ry /p L pR )
1 +  \JPl PR
a2 =  ( 7  -  1 ) (uj +  u j +  u j )
■2 \ 1
H
(4.39)
(4.40)
and the contravarient velocity normal to the cell interface is given by:
~  -'■'*.771
um — £Xiuj  j  =  2) 3 (4.41)
4.2.5 Discretization of the Viscous Fluxes
Differentiating the viscous fluxes on the left-hand side of the difference equation, 
Eq. (4.13), produces cross-derivative terms. Applying central differencing to these terms 
ruins the efficiency of the upper and lower triangular matrix solution. For this study, the 
viscous terms containing derivatives parallel to the solid body surfaces are considered 
negligible relative to those in the normal direction. By applying this thin-layer 
approximation to only the left-hand side of the difference equation, the viscous terms are 
simplified for better computational efficiency without solution degradation based on 
order of magnitude analysis of the error. Note that on the right-hand side of the 
difference equation, all cross derivative terms are retained where they can be evaluated 
explicitly.
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The thin-layer-type viscous terms are obtained from the momentum and energy 
equations presented in Chapter 3 by retaining only terms with derivatives in the direction 
under consideration. Therefore, the momentum equation, Eq. (3.16), becomes:
dk^Tkj = Re
duk
d ?
CJlL 'du
for each term, j  =  1 , 2 ,3  and k,s — 1 , 2 ,3  
and the energy equation, Eq. (3.17), becomes:
dkts(upTkp -  gk) =
\ i M &
Re
;dpi sdk^su:
duk
p & e
, a  t s a  ps ( f a n  _J__ '
£  ^  \  d ?  ( 7 - 1 )  P r  d ?  ■
(4.42)
k ,n ,p ,s  =  1,2,3 (4.43)
The fluxes are centrally differenced and a second-order approximation to the cross 
derivative terms is used as follows:
dui 
d£}d£2 ~
+  oT +  6e e (Ul)i+i  j _ i <k (4.44)
where
and
o + « -  =  - (4.46)
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4.3 Rigid-Body Dynamics Computational Scheme
The solution of the rigid-body dynamic equations, Eqs. (3.26-3.28), is obtained 
using a four-stage Runge-Kutta time-stepping scheme in the following sequence. Given 
an initial condition of the angular position and velocity, the angular velocity components 
given by Eq. (3.24) are computed as shown below:
wx \  (  0 cos (3 — d sin (3 cos 9 \
D =  | kfy I =  0 sin P +  d cos j3 cos 9
. Wz )  y $ +  a  sin 9 j
(4.47)
Next, the reduced rigid-body dynamic equations from Chapter 3, can be rearranged as 
follows:
=  ~ • [Cm,,,!! ~  (Izz ~ lyy) WyU)z] =  F I  (4.48)UJ-rx I
T.
(4.49)My — j  ' {Ixx Izz) — F2
■Lyv
u) 2 — ~Z ' \flntyaw ~  (lyy ~ Ixx) ^y^x] =  F3 (4.50)
■‘■zz
Note that for this study, the cross products of inertia are set equal to zero as the wing is 
rotated about the principal axes.
These equations, (4.48)-(4.50) are the primary functions, numbered F I  through 
F3, for the Runge-Kutta solver. An additional set of three equations are added to 
update the angular position. This updated position plus the angular velocity become the
initial conditions at the next time level when the cycle is repeated. These equations,
numbered F4 through F 6 , are:
9 =  cos (3 • ux +  sin (3 ■ uy =  F4 (4.51)
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The combined set of equations, F I  through F 6, are used to calculate the angular position 
and velocity as follows:
Step 1.
u -pj ==z u x “f* d t ' F~\.(Ixxi lyy, F z i  C ^ i , , Ux, Uy, Uz)
Uy, =  Uy +  dt • F 2 , ( IXxi lyy, I ZZ, r^ripttch ) Ux, Uy, Uz)
Uz[ =  Uz +  dt • F 3 ( I XX, lyyi Izzi C'myawi Ux, Uy, Uz) (4-54)
6\ =  9 +  dt ■ F4(/3, u x, u y) 
a i =  a  +  dt ■ F5(/5, 9, u x, u y) 
f c ^ P  +  d t -  F6((3, 9, u x, Uy, u z)
Step 2.
Ux2 =  Ux +  dt • F \ ( I Xx, lyy, Izz, r^rVoi;) UXl, Uyx, UZ[)
Uy2 =  Uy +  dt • F 2 ( I XX, lyy, I ZZ, ^m^uh 1 Ux!) Uyx, UZf)
Uz2 =  U z +  dt  • F 3 ( I XX, lyy, Izz, ^myaw,Ux,, Uy{, UZ[) (4.55)
92 =  9 +  dt-  F4 ( f3 ] ,uXl,Uyt) 
a 2 =  a  +  dt  • F 5 ( p h 9U u Xvu Vx)
(32 =  fi +  d t -  F6(f3u 9\,  u Xl, u y], u Z])
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Step 3.
WX3 =  +  dt • F  1 ( 1  XX, lyy, I ZZ, C Triroin UJX2 , Uly2 , toZ2)
=  ^  " F 2 ( I XX, lyy, I zz, Cmpjtch > ^ * 2  ’ ^ Vl ’ ^ z2 )
^Z-3 =  dt • F 3 ( I XX, lyy, I zz, U)X2,Uy2,lOZ2)
62 =  6 +  dt - F 4(/?2, wx2, ^ y2) 
a 3 =  a  +  dt - F5((32, #2, ^ *2, wfe)
/?3 =  /? +  dt - F 6 ( f t 2 , 62, uJX2,Luy2,u jZl)
(4.56)
Step 4.
=  o f l  +  d t
F l ( I Xx ,  l y y ,  I z z )  C n v o ip  WX, UJy, U)z) l y y ,  I z z ,  C rriro in  (jJX\ , U V\ > ^ z \ ) 
6  3
, F 1 (IXX, l y y ,  I z z ,  C m ro u i^ X i- iU y ^ L O z ^ )  F I ( I Xx i  l y y ,  I z z ,  H m rou , luJx 3 , (^ ,yi , ^ 3 )+    +  ------------------------
u ” +1 = U %  +  d t
F 2 ( IXX, lyy, I zz , Cmpitch , U1X, LOy,U)z) F 2 ( IXX, lyy, I zz , , U)Xl , Uy] , U>Z] )
6  + -------------------------3-----------------------
l y y ,  I z z , Cmpitch , u)x 21 u}y21 u z2) F 2 (IXX, lyy ,  I z z , CmpjfcA , ^ x 3, ^ y 3, u z3)
3 6
— u J l +  d t
F 3 ( I XX, I y y , I z Z ,C m y aw,W x ,U)y,(jJz ) F 3 ( I XX, lyy, I zz , Cniyau, 1 ^ Xi ) kfy, , Wz| ) 
6  3
F 3 (IXX, lyy , Izz , Cniyau,, wx2> ^ y2, Ll,z2 ) , F 3 (IXX, lyy , Izz , Cmyaw, Wx3, UJy3, ^ z3 ) 
+  3 +   6 -----------------------
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e n + l = Q n +  d J F H P , U x ,UJy ) +  F A ( 0  i , U Xl , U y i )
6  3
(4.57)
FA((32,ujX2,Uy2) FA(l33,u X3,u y3)
3 6
a n+1 =  a n +  dt
F 5 ( / 3 ,  d , u x ,u>y) F 5 ( / 3 u 6 i , u Xl , u y i )
F 5 { 0 2 l  @2l &X2, Uy2) F 5  ( 0 3 ,  ^3) L0X3 , U)y3 )
3 6
(3n+1 = p n +  dt
F 6 ( ( 3 , 9 , u j x , u j y , u z ) F 6 d 3 u 6 i , u Xl , u y i , u gl)
6  3
F6(p2,92,vX2,Uy2,uZ2) F6(f33,63,uXi,Uy3,ujZ3)
3 6
The wing is then rotated to the new position, the flow field solution calculated and the 
aerodynamic moments obtained to update the next cycle.
All boundary conditions are explicitly implemented. They include inflow-outflow 
conditions, solid-boundaiy conditions and plane of geometric symmetry conditions. At 
the plane of geometric symmetry, periodic conditions are enforced. At the inflow 
boundaries, the Riemann-invarient boundary-type conditions are enforced. At the 
outflow boundaries, first-order extrapolation from the interior point is used.
Since the wing is undergoing rolling motion, the grid is moved with the same 
angular motion as that of the body. The grid speed, and the metric coefficient, 
^ ,a re  computed at each time step of the computational scheme. Consequently, the
kinematic boundary conditions at the inflow-outflow boundaries and at the wing surface
4.4 Boundary and Initial Conditions
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are expressed in terms of the relative velocities. The dynamic boundary condition, | j j , on 
the wing surface is no longer equal to zero. This condition is modified for the oscillating 
wing as:
=  - p l £ - n  (4.58)
dp
dn wing
where 11  is the acceleration of a point on the wing flat surface; n, the unit normal to the 
wing surface which is equal to the unit vector ez for a flat surface. The acceleration is 
given by:
^  =  sf x ( 3  x l> )  (4.59)
where i f  is the angular velocity. Notice that for a rigid body, the position vector is 
not a function of time and hence, =  0. Finally, the boundary condition for the
temperature is obtained from the adiabatic boundary condition and is given by:
dT
dn
=  0 (4.60)
wing
The initial conditions for the forced oscillation cases correspond to the flow 
solution around a stationary wing at an angle of attack of 2 0 ° that was impulsively 
injected into a uniform free stream, with =  0.85, and Reynolds number of
3.23 x 106. The solution after 18,000 time steps at A t  =  0 .0 0 0 2  which corresponds to a 
total dimensionless time of 3.6, is then used for the starting point of all subsequent cases. 
The computational results of this solution are presented in greater detail in Chapter 5.
For the natural response cases, establishing the initial conditions requires two 
steps. Similar to the forced oscillation cases, the flow is first solved for the stationary 
wing at 0° roll angle. For the subsonic cases, the wing at an angle of attack of 10°, 30°, 
or 45° is impulsively injected into a uniform freestream with =  0.1, and Reynolds 
number of 0.40 x 106. The solution is developed time accurately for 17,500 time steps at
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A t  =  0.001 which corresponds to a total dimensionless time of 17.5. For the transonic 
case, the solution specified for the forced oscillation cases is used. These solutions 
represents the initial conditions for the second step. In the second step, the dynamic 
initial conditions are imposed. To initiate motion, either an angular displacement or 
angular velocity must be specified. In this investigation, an angular displacement of 10° 
roll is applied to the subsonic cases while an angular velocity of 9.25 x 10' 5 ra d /t  
imposed for the transonic flow case. The flow solution at each step is presented in greater 
detailed in Chapter 7.
4.5 Computational Resources
Computations for this investigation were performed using a Cray C-90 
supercomputer. Approximately 25 MW of memory were required for execution of the 
computational scheme. Once computed, the flowfield data and grid information required 
21 MB of memory based on a 64-bit word for storage of the solution and restart 
information. On average, 1,500 times steps were computed for every hour of 
computational effort. As an example of the time required per case, to compute the 
flowfield for the initial conditions required nearly 12 hours of CPU time on the Cray 
C-90.
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CHAPTER 5 
SINGLE MODE FORCED OSCILLATIONS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the delta wing model used for all transonic flow cases. 
Details of the initial flow condition and results for single mode forced oscillations are 
then presented. A discussion of the geometry of the computational model includes details 
of the computational domain and ffeestream conditions. Next, details of the structure of 
the resolved initial flow conditions are shown in conjunction with the results of a grid 
refinement study. These results are also compared with experimental observations for 
validation of the computational scheme. Figure 5.1 outlines the cases studied of single 
mode forced oscillation of a delta wing in transonic flow which serves as a basis for 
evaluating the effects of coupled mode oscillation.
Case Forcing Function Reduced Frequency Reynolds Number
Rolling Case I 8 =  4.0°sin(27rf) 27T 3.23 x 106
Rolling Case II 8 =  4.0°sin(27rt) 27T 0.50 x 106
Rolling Case III 8 =  4 .0 °sin(7rt) 7T 0.50 x 106
Pitching Case I a =  20° +  4 .0 °sin(7r) 7T 3.23 x 106
Pitching Case II a = 20° +  4.0°sin(27r) 27r 3.23 x 106
Figure 5.1 Summary of Single Mode Forced Oscillation Cases.
For both the rolling alone and pitching alone motions, the maximum amplitude of 
oscillation is kept constant. For the rolling alone oscillation cases, both the Reynolds 
number and rolling reduced frequency are altered. For the pitching alone oscillation
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cases, only the pitching reduced frequency is altered. These results establish the effects 
of added viscosity and speed of oscillation on the vortex breakdown and aerodynamic 
response of the wing.
5.2 Computational Model
5.2.1 Model Geometry and Computational Domain
The model considered for the transonic flow solutions consists of a 65° swept, 
sharp-edged, cropped-delta wing of zero thickness. The cropping ratio (tip length/root 
chord length) is 0.15. An O-H grid of 125 x 85 x 84 in the wrap-around, normal, and 
axial directions, respectively, is used to solve for the initial flow conditions. The 
computational domain extends two-chord lengths forward and five-chord lengths 
backward from the wing trailing edge. The radius of the computational domain is four- 
chord lengths. The minimum grid size in the normal direction to the wing surface is 
5 x 104  from the leading edge to the plane of symmetry. The initial conditions 
correspond to the solution of the wing held stationary for 18,000 time steps. After the 
initial conditions are developed, the grid is then modified due to computational cost to 
65 x 43 x 84 in the wrap-around, normal, and axial directions, respectively. (Figure 5.2). 
This is accomplished by retaining the odd numbered grid points in the wrap-around and 
normal directions. The cell centered fine solution is then interpolated to the modified 
grid by averaging in both the normal and lateral directions simultaneously. Note that the 
grid remains fine in the axial direction to best capture the vortex/shock interaction. This 
modification increases the time step by a factor of five, yet solutions of Pitching Case I 
performed using both the fine and modified grid showed no solution degradation. The 
solutions appear nearly identical and therefore, will not be shown.
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Figure 5.2 Three-dimensional 65° Swept, Cropped Delta Wing Computational 
Domain (65 x 43 x 84).
5.2.2 Freestream Conditions
For all transonic flow cases, the initial condition configuration mean angle of 
attack is 20° and the freestream Mach number and Reynolds number are 0.85 and
3.23 x 106, respectively. These conditions are characterized by a complex shock-wave 
system over the upper surface of the wing, vortex/shock interactions, and vortex 
breakdown and were chosen to coincide with available experimental data. The Reynolds 
number was subsequently lowered to simulate added viscosity for the second and third 
rolling-alone cases.
5.3 Initial Conditions
5.3.1 Grid Refinement Study and Experimental Validation
Prior to defining the grid used in these computations, a grid refinement study was 
performed by Kandil, et al. 137. Two grids were constructed. The fine grid, described in
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the previous section, used elliptical grid lines in the cross-flow planes so that the 
minimum grid size normal to the wing surface remained constant from the leading edge 
to the plane of symmetry. For the coarse grid, the grid points in the cross flow planes 
were distributed using a Joukowski transformation which produces a minimum grid size, 
normal to the wing surface, that varies from 5 x 104  at the leading edge to 3 x 10' 2 at the 
plane of symmetry. Applying the computational scheme to each grid at i  =  3.6, the 
flowfield was developed. Figure 5.3 shows the spanwise surface-pressure coefficient 
(Cp) at different chord stations for the fine and coarse grids. For comparison, the 
experimental data of Erickson52 at Re — 3.23 x 106 and Harmann189 at Re =  2.38 x 1 0 6 
and 4.57 x 106 are also presented.
U ppcM titxe  apanwiae p>om t«coeffideat variation it  x » 0.8UppeM uiftce span wise prem re*coeflicient variation at x » 03
&
: Fine grid, Re»3.23 ------
Caine grid. R t«323 
"•“ EricJaoii, Kii»3I23* ”0 ‘
: DFVLR, Re*138 +
: DFVLR, R M -57 D
i Fine grid, R i*3.23 — -
; DFVLR, Rca2J 8 +
! DFVLR, R*»4.57 □
OS 0j60.2 0.40.8 10 0.4
Dpper-turfacc ipanwiae preaaaie<eoe(Ddcot variation at r  *  0.6 Upper*surface apanwise prtasure-coefTicjent variation at a *  0.9
&
•0.5
OS0 OS0.2 0.4 0.60.8 0.41
Figure 5.3 Comparison of the Computed and Experimental Spanwise, Surface- 
pressure Coefficient (Cp) at Different Chord Stations for the Stationary 65° 
Swept Delta Wing Model at M 00 =  0.85, a  == 20°, t  — 3.6. 137
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The fine grid Cp-curves show the correct location of the suction-pressure peaks 
corresponding to the primary and secondary vortices and are in relatively close agreement 
with the experimental data which justified use of the fine grid for subsequent cases.
5.3.2 Flowfield Details
The initial conditions used for the transonic flow cases correspond to the solution 
of a stationary wing impulsively inserted into the freestream conditions. The wing is held 
at an angle of attack of 2 0 ° and 0 ° roll angle for 18,000 time steps which equals a total 
dimensionless time of 3.6 when A t  =  0.0002. Plots of the initial conditions, shown in 
Figure 5.4, depict a solution characterized by weak oblique shocks beneath the primary 
vortices and a transverse, terminating shock located at approximately x  =  0.86. These 
shocks bound a substantial supersonic pocket. Immediately behind the transverse shock, 
centered about the plane of symmetry, a large high pressure region of subsonic flow is 
observed. Careful study of the Mach and pressure contours in Fig. 5.4 shows that this 
area contains two regions of high gradients; the leading edge at the terminating shock and 
at x  =  0.93.
.05 .05
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X  PLANE
0.00 t.l
PRESS. CONTOURS ON THE PLANE OP SYMMTKY
0.00 1 
MACH CONTOURS ON THE PLANE OP S Y M ltm
Figure 5.4 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Static Pressure 
Contours and Mach Number Contours on the Plane of Geometric 
Symmetry. Re =  3.23 x  106, M 00 =  0.85, a  =  20°, 6 =  0°.
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Figure 5.5 shows plots of the total Mach number contours and streamlines on ray 
planes that section the vortex breakdown. At x  =  0.86, the terminating shock and the 
primary, leading edge vortices interact resulting in breakdown. Surrounding this region 
of breakdown is a hemispherical shock which outlines a region of reversed flow. The 
primary vortex is enlarged at the vortex breakdown location. It behaves as an attracting 
and repelling spiral saddle critical point which indicates vortex breakdown due to the 
terminating shock.
Right Side
0 .36
0 .7 9 1 .53
TOTAL MACH NUMBER CONTOURS
Left Side
0 .7 9 1.53
1.530.79
STREAMLINES
t.530.79
TOTAL MACH NUMBER CONTOURS STREAMLINES
Figure 5.5 Total Mach Number Contours and Streamlines on a Vertical Ray Plane 
Sectioning the Vortex Breakdown.
In three-dimensions, Figure 5.6 shows plots of the Mach number contours, 
instantaneous streamlines, and surfaces of constant entropy. These views depict clearly a 
bubble type vortex breakdown and the flow appears to be completely symmetric. The 
resulting lift coefficient is approximately 0.408.
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MockNuaber
Figure 5.6 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines for the Leading Edge 
Vortex Cores.
5.4 Rolling Case I: Re =  3.23 x 106, k — 2-k
5.4.1 Introduction
From the initial conditions with Re =  3.23 x 106, the wing is forced to oscillate 
in roll around the axis of geometric symmetry. The amplitude of rolling oscillation (9a) is 
equal to 4° and the reduced frequency, (k), is 27r. The period corresponding to the 
frequency is 1 .0  and with a A t  =  0 .0 0 1 , each cycle of oscillation takes 1 ,0 0 0  time steps. 
The motion starts with the right-hand side of the wing (looking in the upstream direction) 
rolling downward. The case is run for 12 complete cycles and periodicity is achieved 
after about 6.5 cycles.
Figure 5.7 shows a sketch indicating the sign convention used and plots of the 
motion of the wing and time history of the lift coefficient and rolling moment coefficient. 
These coefficients are also shown plotted vs. the roll angle indicating the phase. Figure
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5.7 shows that with the onset of motion, the lift coefficient increases in an oscillatory 
fashion until periodicity is achieved after 6.5 cycles. The rate of change of the lift 
coefficient increases rapidly until the third cycle. The largest increase occurs from 
t  =  1.25 where Cl =  0.422 to t  =  2.25 where Cl =  0.448. Unlike the lift coefficient, 
the rolling moment coefficient is cyclic after the first cycle and oscillates between ±0.14. 
It is likely that the position and strength of the left and right side vortex breakdown and 
ultimate disappearance of the breakdown over time explains this inconsistency.
f
i
T heta
.r: <• "  *’ * •; ;;
i ■ v '  ' 4  ' ■ " i —
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0.490 0.490
0.0100.480 e  0.480
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0.460 0.4600.000
0.450 £  0.450
-0.005 §0.4400.440
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0.420 -0.015 =
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-0.020 ° 2 0 2 
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Figure 5.7 Sketch Indicating the Sign Convention, Plot of the Roll Angle vs. Time, 
and the Coefficient of Lift and Rolling Moment plotted vs. Time and Roll 
Angle. Re =  3.23 x 106, 6 =  4°sin(27rt).
5.4.2 Transient Response
From the initial conditions, the flow is symmetric and each side of the wing 
experiences vortex breakdown at approximately x  =  0.86. After the first quarter cycle, 
the pressure gradient in the high pressure region behind the terminating shock moves
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forward from x =  0.93 to x  =  0.88 closing the axial distance between the two gradients. 
The Mach contours of the vertical planes show significant asymmetry as the vortex 
breakdown bubble is compressed on the left side of the wing (the side moving upwards). 
Breakdown occurs on the expansion (downward) side just ahead of the breakdown on the 
compressed side of the wing. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show snapshots at each quarter cycle.
t  =  0.25 
6 =  4.0° T
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X PUNE PRESS. CONTOURS ON THE PLANE O f SYMMTRY
N •« 1
MACK CONTOURS ON THE PUNE OP SYMMTRY
•  ■65
•6 I.OfI.N
t  =  0.50 
9 =  0.0° |
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X PUNE PRESS. CONTOURS ON THE PUNE OP SYUKTRY MACH CONTOURS ON THE PUNE O f SYMMTRY
e.es 0.65
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X PUNE
• .«•
PRESS. CONT0UR9 ON THE PUNE OP SYMMTRY
i . • •  e . i i  i
MACH CONTOURS ON THE PUNE OP SYMMTRY
t  =  0.75 
e =  -4 .o °  i
t  =  1 .0 0  
9 =  0.0° T
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X PUNE
I.U
PRESS. CONTOURS ON THE PUNE OP SYMMTRY
I . N  • . « •  '
MACH CONTOURS ON THE PUNE OP SYMMTRY
Figure 5.8 Snapshots of the First Cycle of Rolling Shown at Each Quarter Cycle.
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Figure 5.9 Snapshot of the First Cycle Shown at Each Quarter Cycle of a Vertical 
Plane Sectioning the Vortex Breakdown at: a) t  =  0.25 b) t  =  0.50 
c) t  =  0.75 d) t  =  1.00.
After a half cycle is completed, the wing passes back through zero degrees of roll. 
At the maximum roll velocity, the right side is compressing the flow while the left (going 
downward) side is expanding it. On the plane of geometric symmetry, the secondary 
gradient joins the terminating shock which moves slightly aft and as a result of the 
combining gradients, appears much stronger. The vortex breakdown on the right side 
appears more compressed and hovers closer to the wing surface. The bubble cells inside 
the breakdown separate fore to aft leading toward a spiral type breakdown. The left side 
appears similar to that of the initial conditions.
As the motion continues (left side down when looking upstream), the terminating 
shock starts to expand and moves forward. The right side breakdown develops into a 
spiral which is greatly reduced in size when compared to the initial conditions. The left 
side develops an additional attracting and repelling spiral saddle point in the bubble
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breakdown. The breakdown location moves forward from approximately x  =  0.85 to 
x — 0.80 on the left, while the right side appears stationary at x  — 0.85.
With the completion of the first cycle, further expansion and weakening of the 
terminating shock around the plane of symmetry and at the vortex core location is 
observed. The shock on the plane of symmetry moves to approximately x =  0.70 
resulting in a significantly smaller supersonic pocket than at the initial conditions. It is 
interesting to note that on the right (expanded) side, the breakdown develops a bubble 
amid the spiral type breakdown and on the left (compressed) side, the breakdown is 
reduced from four to just two bubble cells. Breakdown occurs on the right side at 
approximately x =  0.81 and on the left at approximately x =  0.85.
With continued motion, the transverse shock continues to move forward, expand 
and weaken until it disappears shortly after the completion of the second cycle. The 
vortex breakdown dissipates, becoming weakened spirals. After two cycles are 
completed, the lift coefficient undergoes the largest rate of change while the rolling 
moment converges to periodicity. This indicates that the vortex breakdown position 
shifts from fore to aft relative to the trailing edge as the core compresses and expands due 
to the wing motion. Simultaneously, the breakdown is weakened resulting in the overall 
increase in lift. To further this hypothesis, the pitching moment coefficient, plotted in 
Figure 5.10, increases in magnitude over time in the same fashion as the lift coefficient.
Figure 5.10 Comparison of the Coefficient of Lift and Pitching Moment vs. Time and 
Roll Angle.
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This suggests that as the breakdown weakens and ultimately disappears, the overall lift of 
the wing is increased due to increased lift from the aft portion of the surface where 
breakdown had occurred. The cyclic rolling moment curve is produced by the relative 
fore and aft position and relative strength of the vortex breakdowns of the right and left 
sides oscillating with the motion.
The Mach contours on the plane of symmetry indicate that the terminating shock 
initially moves forward for the first quarter cycle. It is joined by the secondary high 
gradient and shifts aft after the first half cycle and then the shock moves forward 
weakening until the completion of the second cycle. After the second cycle was 
completed, another shock develops on the trailing edge of the wing. As the motion 
continues, this compression moves forward and weakens until periodicity is achieved. 
The shock then remains stationary at x  =  0.81. Figure 5.11 are samples of these plots.
UACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X PLANEUACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X PLANE MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X PLANE
UACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X PLANEUACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE UACH CONTOURS ON A  CONSTANT K PLANE
Figure 5.11 Samples of Total Mach Number Contours near the Surface of the Wing 
each at 0 =  0° and a) t  =  2.0, b) t  =  2.5, c) t  =  3.0, d) t  =  4.0, 
e) t  =  5.5, f) t  =  7.0.
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5.4.3 Periodic Response
After six and one half cycles, periodicity is achieved with only minor fluctuations 
per oscillation noted in the lift coefficient. The mean value of the coefficient of lift has 
increased by 19.5%. The lift oscillates between 0.480 and 0.494 leading the roll angle 
with a phase angle just greater than 90° with minimal hysteresis noted. The coefficient of 
rolling moment leads the roll angle by 90° and oscillates between ±  0.14.
This flow has no notable vortex breakdown and the terminating shock, which is too 
weak to induce breakdown of the vortex cores, extends across the plane of symmetry at 
x — 0.81. Streamlines along vertical planes sectioning the vortex flow show a very clean 
flow without breakdown (Figure 5.12).
Right Side Left Side
1.53
streamlines s rm u u N E s
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PUNE
Figure 5.12 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Streamlines of 
Vertical Planes Sectioning the Vortex at £ =  7.5.
As the wing rolls, the primary vortex core expands on the wing left side which is moving 
upward. This effect appears strongest as the wing rolls through zero degrees. At 
t  =  1 0 .0 , the wing is rolling through zero degrees and the left side of the wing is moving 
upward. In Figure 5.13, the instantaneous streamlines and surfaces of constant entropy 
depict a larger core on the left hand side of the wing when compared with the initial 
conditions viewed in three dimensions.
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Figure 5.13 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at t  =  10.0.
5.5 Rolling Case II: Re =  0.50 x 106, k =  2tt
5.5.1 Introduction
Restarting from the same initial conditions as in Case I, the Reynolds number is 
lowered to 0.5 x 106 to determine the effect of increased viscosity. The wing is again 
forced to oscillate in roll around the axis of symmetry with the same amplitude, 6a =  4 °, 
and reduced frequency, k =  2ir, as in the previous case. The motion starts with the right- 
hand side of the wing (looking in the upstream direction) rolling downward. This case is 
run for 12 complete cycles and periodicity is achieved after only 5.5 cycles.
The fluid behavior is similar to that of Case I. In Figure 5.14, the time history and 
phase of the coefficient of lift and rolling moment are plotted. The first noticeable 
difference is the plot of the lift coefficient. The increasing rate of change for the lift 
coefficient continues until, as in Case I, the third cycle. The largest increase occurred one 
half cycle later from t  =  1.75 with Cl =  0.440 to t  =  2.75 with Cl =  0.452. The lift 
coefficient also stabilized at a slightly lower value of 0.475 versus 0.484 for
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Re =  3.23 x 106. Periodicity is achieved in one less cycle than in Case I; however, the 
mean of the lift coefficient decreases slightly after the seventh cycle. The rolling moment 
coefficient curve appears to be identical.
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Figure 5.14 Plot of the Coefficient of Lift and Rolling Moment Plotted vs. Time and 
Roll Angle. Re =  0.50 x 106, 6 =  4°sin(27rt).
5.5.2 Transient Response
For comparison with Case I, Figure 5.15 shows snapshots of the Mach number 
contours of the same k-plane of the wing taken at times corresponding to the snapshots of 
Figure 5.11. The boundary layer on the wing surface is thicker due to the added viscosity 
resulting from the decrease in Reynolds number. The constant k-plane plotted of these 
Mach contours now lies inside the boundary layer as a result of the increase in thickness. 
Inside the boundary layer, the velocity is lower as indicated by the reduced Mach number. 
However, from these snapshots, the trends of motion and strength variation of the 
transverse, terminating shock are very similar to that of Case I. The initial shock moves 
forward and weakens as a result of the motion. By the start of the third cycle of rolling a 
secondary shock develops near the trailing edge. This shock moves forward to
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approximately x  =  0.80 by time t  =  5.5 when periodicity of the coefficient of lift is 
achieved.
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Figure 5.15 Samples of Total Mach Number Contours near the Surface of the Wing 
each at 9 =  0° and a) t  =  2.0, b) t  =  2.5, c) t  =  3.0, d) t =  4.0, 
e) t  -  5.5, f) t  =  7.0.
5.5.3 Periodic Response
After five and one half cycles, periodicity is achieved. The coefficient of lift 
oscillates between 0.472 and 0.484 leading the roll angle in phase just greater than 90 
degrees with a similar hysteresis as experienced in Case I. The rolling moment 
coefficient curve appears to be identical ranging ±0.14  with a phase lead of 90° 
referenced to the roll angle. Viewed in three-dimensions, Figure 5.16 shows there is no 
notable vortex breakdown on the wing surface. The effects of the decreased Reynolds 
number are evident when compared with Figure 5.13. Due to the thicker boundary layer, 
the Mach number of the constant k-plane is lower, especially near the trailing edge.
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Figure 5.16 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at t  =  10.0.
5.6 Rolling Case III: Re =  0.50 x 106, k =  ir
5.6.1 Introduction
From the initial conditions, the Reynolds number is lowered to Re =  0.5 x 106. 
The wing is then forced to oscillate in roll with a maximum roll amplitude, (9a), of 4° 
and a reduced frequency, (k), of %. This frequency corresponds to a period of 2 and with 
At =  0.001, each cycle of oscillation takes 2,000 time steps to complete. The motion 
starts with the right-hand side of the wing (looking in the upstream direction) rolling 
downward. This case is run for nine complete cycles but periodicity is never achieved.
The plot of the coefficient of lift versus roll angle reveals interesting results. Figure 
5.17 shows plots of the motion and the time history and phase of the coefficient of lift and 
rolling moment. The first cycle produced a maximum lift coefficient of 0.417. The lift 
decreases in a somewhat oscillatory manner for the next three cycles to a minimum value 
of 0.391 until the start of the fifth cycle. The lift coefficient curves of the fifth and sixth
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cycles are the only cycles that are somewhat related, appearing almost cyclic and ranging 
in lift from 0.397 to 0.410. Halfway through the seventh cycle the lift coefficient 
increases dramatically to 0.417 and hovers there for one cycle before decreasing in value.
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Figure 5.17 Plot of the Roll Angle vs. Time and the Coefficient of Lift and Rolling 
Moment plotted vs. Time and Roll Angle. Re =  0.50 x 106, 
8 — 4°sin(7rt).
5.6.2 Transient Response
The symmetric flow at the initial conditions has a transverse shock at x  =  0.86 and 
a secondary high pressure gradient at x  =  0.93. As in the first two cases, the two 
gradients near the trailing edge merge as a result of the rolling motion. However, in this 
case, the merger occurs during the first quarter cycle and the terminating shock moves
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forward to x  =  0.79 which coincides with an increase in the lift. The right hand side of 
the wing (looking in the upstream direction) is moving downward and thereby expanding 
the flow. The right side vortex breakdown appears larger and occurs slightly ahead of the 
breakdown on the left side. Similar to the previous cases, the vortex breakdown on the 
expanded side develops an additional bubble cell.
Plots of the second quarter cycle show that the terminating shock progresses further 
upstream to start pressure compression at x  =  0.70and passes Mach 1.0 at® =  0.76. 
The lift is relatively constant. The left side which is moving downward and expands the 
flow, has an enlarged vortex breakdown that advances forward from x  =  0.90 to 
x — 0.80. The compressed vortex breakdown transfers to a spiral type breakdown but 
unexpectedly advances to a position forward of the expanded vortex breakdown. In the 
previous two cases, the expanded side vortex breakdown occurred forward of the 
compressed side vortex breakdown.
Continued motion of the wing strengthens the terminating shock which advances to 
x — 0.70. The expanded flow side of the wing develops another bubble cell in the 
breakdown and both right and left vortex breakdowns appear at x  =  0.80.
The first cycle is completed by reversing motion to a roll angle of 0°. The 
terminating shock expands, weakens and advances further to x  — 0.64. Behind the 
shock, the region of constant pressure develops which is bounded at x  =  0.90. This 
combination produces the maximum lift coefficient. The vortex breakdown on the left 
side, (upward moving), reduces to spirals and remains stationary while the right side 
breakdown advances from x  =  0.80 to x  =  0.75. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show snapshots 
at each quarter cycle for comparison.
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Figure 5.18 Snapshots of the First Cycle of Rolling Shown at Each Quarter Cycle.
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Right Side Left Side
Figure 5.19 Snapshots of the First Cycle Shown at Each Quarter Cycle of a Vertical 
Plane Sectioning the Vortex Breakdown at: a) t  — 0.5, b) t  =  1.0, 
c) t  =  1.5, d) t =  2.0.
Selected snapshots of the Mach contours at a constant k-plane and instantaneous 
streamlines, Figure 5.20, demonstrate the effect of the reduced rolling frequency. It is 
clear that the transverse, terminating shock advances upstream. In contrast with Case I 
and Case II, the rolling motion at a reduced frequency of 7r does not cause the shock to 
weaken. The advancing shock in this case interacts with the primary leading-edge vortex 
core resulting in a breakdown location upstream as well. For each snapshot shown in 
Figure 5.20, the value of the coefficient of lift is approximately 0.409. The flowfield, 
however, does not show consistency and the breakdown appears to be advancing 
upstream with time.
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Figure 5.20 Snapshots of Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with 
Instantaneous Streamlines with C l «  0.409, 9 =  0.0° at: a) t  =  3.0,
b )i =  5.0, c ) t = 8 . 0 ,  d) t =  13.0.
For comparison, Figure 5.21 is a plot of the Mach number contours with surfaces of 
constant entropy and instantaneous streamlines at t  =  15.0. Clearly, the vortex 
breakdown occurs much farther upstream when compared to the initial conditions. 
However when compared to the snapshots of Figure 5.20, the location is farther 
downstream. While Case I and II showed no breakdown on the wing surface after 7 
cycles of rolling, this case exhibits a stronger breakdown. Without the breakdown, the lift 
increased by nearly 20% and the solution was periodic for Cases I and II. Due to the 
breakdown, this case does not achieve periodicity. The order of magnitude of the 
variation of the lift coefficient is significantly smaller than in Cases I and II. This 
suggests that the rolling motion at this reduced frequency is not a dominant factor of the
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variation of the lift. Additionally, the order of magnitude of the variation of the rolling 
moment is reduced by a factor of three. As the breakdown advances towards the apex, 
the effective lever arm that creates the rolling moment about the axis of symmetry is 
reduced by geometry.
Figure 5.21 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at t  =  15.0.
In Figure 5.22, a comparison between the coefficient of lift and pitching moment can be 
made. The pitching moment increases and decreases in magnitude nearly proportional to 
the increases and decreases in the lift coefficient. Exceptions are noted only when the 
breakdown location approaches the quarter-chord axis, from where the pitching moment 
is resolved.
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Figure 5.22 Comparison of the Coefficient of Lift and Pitching Moment vs. Time and 
Roll Angle, (for phase of the Lift Coefficient see Figure 5.17)
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The lift fluctuates due to variations in the amount of lift generated on the aft portion of 
the wing. As the breakdown location advances upstream, less lift is generated aft of the 
pitch axis decreasing the pitch restoring moment. When the location of the breakdown 
approaches the quarter-chord axis, the effects are less pronounced. This trend reverses as 
the breakdown location begins to shift downstream after t  =  15.0.
5.7 Pitching Case I: Re =  3.23 x 106, k =  ir
5.7.1 Introduction
From the initial conditions, the wing is forced to sinusoidally oscillate in pitch 
around an axis located at the quarter-chord length. The pitching motion is impulsively 
started from a mean angle of attack, am — 20° with a pitching oscillation amplitude (aa) 
of 4° at a reduced frequency (k) of 7r. The period of oscillation corresponding to the 
frequency is 2.0 and with a A t =  0.001, each cycle of oscillation takes 2,000 time steps. 
This case was run for 5.5 cycles reaching periodicity with the first cycle.
In Figure 5.23, the motion of the wing and time history of the lift coefficient and 
rolling moment coefficient are plotted. These coefficients are also shown plotted vs. the 
angle of attack indicating the phase. Figure 5.23 shows that with the onset of motion, the 
rolling moment coefficient is zero indicating that the flow is symmetric. It is very 
interesting to note that as the angle of attack increases from 20° to 24°, the lift coefficient 
drops from 0.62 to 0.49. As the angle of attack decreases from 24° to 17.5°, the lift 
coefficient continues to decrease until it reaches a minimum at a  =  17.5°. As the angle 
of attack decreases to 16° pitch down then increases to 20° pitch up, the lift coefficient 
increases continuously.
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Figure 5.23 Plot of the Angle of Attack vs. Time and the Coefficient of Lift and 
Rolling Moment plotted vs. Time and Angle of Attack. Re =  3.23 x 106, 
a  =  20° +  4°sin(7rt).
Figure 5.24 shows the comparison of the coefficient of lift and pitching moment. 
As with the rolling cases, the pitching moment coefficient is directly proportional to the 
lift coefficient.
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5.7.2 Periodic Response
From the first cycle, the flowfield reaches periodicity with only minor variations in 
the lift coefficient. Figure 5.25 shows snapshots of the total Mach number contours near 
the wing surface and pressure and Mach contours on the plane of geometric symmetry of 
a typical full cycle. At t  =  2.0 and a  =  20°, the wing is pitching up as the second cycle 
of motion is started. Two shocks are evident. The first at x  =  0.63 and another just 
developing on the trailing edge. As the wing continues to pitch up, the aft portion of the 
wing is expanding the flow. The region of subsonic flow behind the transverse shock 
divides and enlarges. The secondary shock on the trailing edge gains strength resulting in 
a loss of lift. As the cycle continues and the wing pitches downward to 20° angle of 
attack, the supersonic pocket in front of the transverse shock enlarges as the shock moves 
downstream. When the wing reaches 16° angle of attack, the transverse shock is 
weakening and the secondary shock is developing on the trailing edge. By t  =  4.0 and 
a  =  20°, the cycle is complete and the flowfield appears as at t  =  2.0.
Figure 5.26 shows snapshots of the Mach contours and instantaneous streamlines on 
a vertical plane passing through the leading-edge vortex cores. From Figure 5.26, it is 
clear that the flow is completely symmetric. As the wing pitches upwards, the 
hemispherical shock bounding the region of the breakdown appears to be compressing 
and shifting toward the surface of the wing. When the pitching motion reverses, the 
region expands and lifts up away from the surface of the wing. The structure of the 
breakdown also varies with the motion. As the wing pitches up and expands the flow aft 
of the rotation axis, the breakdown is very weak and bubbles develop in the breakdown. 
When the motion reverses, the bubbles dissolve into spiral type breakdown.
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Figure 5.25 Snapshots of a Full Periodic Cycle Shown at Each Quarter Cycle.
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Figure 5.26 Snapshots of a Periodic Cycle Shown at Each Quarter Cycle of a Vertical 
Plane Sectioning the Vortex Breakdown at: a) t  =  2.0, b) t  =  2.5,
c) t  =  3.0, d) t  =  3.5.
In three-dimensions, Figure 5.27 shows Mach number contours plotted near the 
wing surface with surfaces of constant entropy and instantaneous streamlines at t  =  2.0. 
The breakdown is very clearly a spiral type breakdown as seen in the 3-d Figure and the 
streamlines appear to extend outward in the wake region as a result of the motion.
Figure 5.27 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at t  =  2.0.
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5.8 Pitching Case II: Re =  3.23 x 106, k =
5.8.1 Introduction
From the initial conditions, the wing is forced to oscillate in pitch around the same 
axis as in the Pitching Case I. With the Reynolds number held constant at 
Re =  3.23 x  106, the wing oscillates with the same amplitude, (aa), of 4° and a reduced 
frequency, (k ), of 2ir. The motion starts by pitching the wing upwards. The period of 
oscillation corresponding to the frequency is 1.0; however, due to the large variations in 
the fluid flow, the time step was lowered considerably as the case was run. This 
eliminated any lag in the fluid flow solver with respect to the actual flow for a more 
accurate solution. Only one complete cycle was achieved due to computational expense.
In Figure 5.28, the motion of the wing and time history of the lift coefficient and 
rolling moment coefficient are plotted. These coefficients are also shown plotted vs. the 
angle of attack indicating the phase. As in Pitching Case I, the rolling moment 
coefficient is zero indicating that the flow is symmetric. Unlike the first pitching case, 
the phase plot of the coefficient of lift of this case is nearly symmetric.
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Figure 5.28 Plot of the Angle of Attack vs. Time and the Coefficient of Lift and 
Rolling Moment plotted vs. Time and Angle of Attack. 
Re =  3.23 x 106, a  =  20° +  4°sin(27rt).
5.8.2 Transient Response
The lift coefficient indicates that this flow appears periodic. Figure 5.29 shows 
snapshots of the Mach contours and pressure contours dining the first cycle of motion. 
During this cycle, the transverse shock shifts upstream. Similar to the previous case, after 
one cycle of motion, a secondary shock develops on the trailing edge. The pressure 
contours on the plane of symmetry indicate the development of a very high pressure 
region on the aft portion of the wing during the second quarter cycle of motion. While 
the wing is pitching downwards, the aft portion of the wing rises up, effectively 
compressing the fluid.
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Figure 5.29 Snapshots of the First Cycle of Pitching Shown at Each Quarter Cycle.
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The speed of the motion results in the high pressure region. At t  =  0.75, the region 
enlarges and extends upward. By the end of the first cycle when the wing reverses pitch 
direction, this high pressure region moves away from the upper surface of the wing.
Figure 5.30 shows the Mach contours and instantaneous streamlines of a ray plane 
sectioning the vortex breakdown at times corresponding to Figure 5.29.
Right Side Left Side
Figure 5.30 Snapshots of the First Cycle Shown at Each Quarter Cycle of a Vertical 
Plane Sectioning the Vortex Breakdown at: a) t  =  0.25, b) t  =  0.50,
c) t  =  0.75, d) t  =  1.0.
Again, it is clear that this flow is completely symmetric. In contrast to the previous case, 
the shock bounding the region of breakdown is no longer hemispherical. Large 
fluctuations result from the speed of the motion. By the end of the first cycle, the 
breakdown region appears much smaller without bubbles in the streamlines. In three-
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dimensions, Figure 5.31 shows the Mach number contours and instantaneous streamlines 
at t  =  1.0. This figure is very similar to Figure 5.27 after one complete cycle. However, 
the breakdown appears slightly smaller and the shock appears to be slightly aft.
Figure 5.31 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at t  =  1.0.
The unsteady, compressible, full Navier-Stokes equations are integrated time 
accurately using the implicit, upwind, flux-difference splitting, finite-volume scheme to 
study the unsteady transonic flow around an oscillating 65° sharp-edged, cropped delta 
wing. The wing is first forced to oscillate in roll around the axis of symmetry with a 
maximum roll amplitude, 6a, of 4.0° and a reduced frequency, k, of 2.0 . It has been 
shown that the rolling motion affected the flow most significantly at the zero degree roll 
angle where the roll velocity is at a maximum. This is consistent with the noted phase 
lead of 90° for the rolling moment coefficient and the 90+° lead of the lift coefficient. 
The terminating shock moves upstream and weakens until after the second cycle when a 
secondary gradient initiates from the trailing edge. However, this secondary gradient
5.9 Summary
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does not produce vortex breakdown and the lift coefficient increases in an oscillatory 
manner until the initial vortex breakdown washes downwind. It is surmised that the core 
of the vortex is undisturbed by the advance of the secondary shock which results in the 
overall increase in lift of 19.5%.
The second rolling case demonstrated the effects of added viscosity. In this case, it 
was determined that the rate of change in the lift coefficient is related to the position and 
strength of the trailing edge gradient. Periodicity was achieved in one less cycle with a 
lower Reynolds number. With added viscosity, the secondary vortex is more pronounced 
and boundary layer is thicker. The significant features of the fluid flow were not altered 
as a result of lowering the Reynolds number.
In the third rolling case, the reduced frequency was lowered to k =  n. This resulted 
in a substantial change in the fluid flow. In this case, due to the slower motion, the fluid 
can respond to the motion in which the transverse shock initially advances without 
weakening. This shock interacts with the primary vortices resulting in breakdown 
upstream of the initial conditions. As the case proceeds, the shock and location of the 
breakdown shifts downstream. The lift coefficient curve for the third case oscillates at a 
frequency of twice that of the rolling moment. However, there appears to be a much 
lower frequency of oscillation in response to the gradual shift of the terminating shock. 
Due to the variation in the motion of the breakdown, periodicity is not reached, the lift 
does not exhibit a notable increase, and the rolling moment coefficient is reduced by a 
factor of three.
In the first pitching case, the wing oscillates in pitch around an axis located at the 
quarter-chord with a maximum pitch amplitude, (aa), of 4.0° and a reduced frequency of 
7r. It has been shown that for the pitching motion, periodicity is achieved within the first 
cycle and the flow remains symmetric. The transverse shock experiences oscillations as a 
secondary shock develops on the trailing edge of the wing. Additionally, the lift 
coefficient exhibits significant hysteresis. The hemispherical shock bounding the region
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of breakdown also varied in shape and position with the motion. When the wing pitches 
upward, the region is compressed and shifts toward the surface of the wing. When the 
motion is reversed, the trend likewise reverses, however, there is a slight time lag.
In the second pitching case, the reduced frequency of the motion, (k ), is increased to 
2n. This necessitates reducing the time step to adequately resolve the fluid flow. At this 
reduced frequency, the hysteresis of the lift coefficient appears more symmetric. The 
development of the shock on the trailing edge exhibits a similar trend to the previous 
case, however, it is noted that the fluid motion significantly lags behind the motion of the 
wing producing regions of very high pressure. Large fluctuations in the shape of the 
hemispherical shock bounding the region of vortex breakdown result from the speed of 
the motion. In comparison with the first pitching case, the breakdown appears slightly 
smaller and the shock appears to be slightly aft after the first cycle of oscillation.
In all cases of single mode forced oscillation, the coefficient of pitching moment is 
nearly directly proportional to the lift coefficient. The lift fluctuates due to variations in 
the lift generated on the aft portion of the wing. As the breakdown location advances 
upstream, less lift is generated aft of the pitch axis decreasing the restoring pitching 
moment. However, as noted in the case of forced rolling at a reduced frequency of n, 
when the location of the breakdown approaches the quarter-chord axis, the effects are less 
pronounced.
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CHAPTER 6 
COUPLED MODE FORCED OSCILLATIONS
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, results for coupled mode forced oscillation of the same model and 
computational domain of the previous chapter are presented. Using the results of 
Chapter 5 as a baseline, the effects of simultaneously forcing the wing to pitch and roll 
can be analyzed. Figure 5.2 outlines the cases studied of coupled mode forced oscillation 
of a delta wing in transonic flow. In all cases the Reynolds number was held constant at 
3.23 x 106.
Coupled Case Description Pitch Forcing Function Roll Forcing Function
Coupled Case I In Phase, l7rFreq. a =  20° +  4.0°sin(7rf) 0 =  4.0°sin(7rf)
Coupled Case II Out of Phase a =  20° +  4.0°sin(7rt) 0 =  4.0°sin(7r(t -  0.5))
Coupled Case III Different Freq. a =  20° +  4.0°sin(7rt) 0 =  4.0osin(27rt)
Coupled Case IV In Phase, 27T Freq. a =  20° +  4.0°sin(27rt) 0 =  4.0°sin(27rt)
Figure 6.1 Summary of Coupled Mode Forced Oscillation Cases.
Following the cases of Chapter 5, the maximum amplitude of oscillation is kept constant 
for both motions. By varying the reduced frequency of oscillation and phase angle 
between the two motions, the effects of the coupled motion on the vortex breakdown and 
aerodynamic response of a delta wing in a transonic freestream can be determined.
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6.2 Coupled Pitching and Rolling Case I: k r =  n, k p =  tt
6.2.1 Introduction
From the initial conditions described in Chapter 5, shown in Figures 5.4 to 5.6, 
the wing is forced to oscillate simultaneously in pitch about an axis located at the quarter 
chord and in roll about the axis of geometric symmetry. The amplitude of both the 
pitching, (aa), and rolling, ( 0a), oscillation is 4° and the reduced frequency for the two 
motions, (k), is tt. The period corresponding to the frequency is 2.0 and with a 
A t  — 0.001, each cycle of oscillation takes 2,000 time steps. The motion starts with the 
wing pitching upwards while simultaneously rolling the left-hand side of the wing 
(looking in the upstream direction) downward. The case is run for more than five 
complete cycles and periodicity is achieved within the first cycle.
In Figure 6.2, a sketch indicating the sign convention used, the motion of the 
wing, and time history of the lift coefficient and rolling moment coefficient are plotted. 
These coefficients are also shown plotted vs. the angle of attack indicating the phase. 
Note that for this case, since the motion is in phase it is not necessary to plot the 
coefficients vs. roll angle. Comparison of Figure 6.2 with the corresponding single 
mode motion plots, Figure 5.17 and 5.23, is necessary. The lift coefficient curve of the 
coupled case is nearly identical to that of the pitching alone case while the rolling 
moment coefficient curve of the coupled case is nearly identical to the rolling alone case. 
Additionally, the two curves show approximately a 90° phase lead on the motion. This is 
likewise identical to the respective single mode cases. This indicates that when the 
pitching and rolling oscillations are coupled, the lift-coefficient of the pitching alone case 
and the rolling-moment coefficient of the rolling-alone case dominate the resulting 
responses, respectively. The coupled motions show periodic lift and rolling-moment 
coefficient responses.
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Figure 6.2 Sketch Indicating the Sign Convention, Plot of the Angle of Attack and 
Roll Angle vs. Time, and the Coefficient of Lift and Rolling Moment 
plotted vs. Time and Angle of Attack, a  =  20° +  4°sin(7rt), 
6 =  4°sin(7rt).
Figure 6.3 shows a comparison of the lift and pitching moment coefficient plotted 
vs. time and angle of attack. Due to fluctuations in the location of the vortex breakdown, 
the pitching moment coefficient is 180° out of phase and directly proportional to the lift 
coefficient. For comparison of similar results of the pitching alone case see Figure 5.24.
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of the Coefficient of Lift and Pitching Moment vs. Time and 
Angle of Attack.
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6.2.2 Periodic Response
From the first cycle, the flowfield reaches periodicity with only minor variations 
in the lift coefficient. Figure 6.4 shows snapshots of the total Mach number contours near 
the wing surface as well as pressure and Mach contours on the plane of geometric 
symmetry of a typical full cycle. In order to compare these results with the pitching alone 
case of reduced frequency of 7r shown in Figure 5.26, these snapshots were taken during 
the second cycle of motion. At t =  2.0, the wing is increasing in angle of attack and 
rolling with the left-hand side of the wing (looking in the upstream direction) moving 
downward. Just as in the pitching alone case, two shocks are evident. The figures of 
t  =  2.0, are nearly identical, however, due to the rolling motion, there are some 
asymmetries developing. By t  =  2.5, at the maximum roll angle, the asymmetries are 
more apparent, but in general the flow is exhibiting the same trends as established in the 
pitching alone case. That is, when the wing continues to pitch up, the aft portion of the 
wing is expanding the flow. The secondary shock on the trailing edge gains strength 
resulting in a loss of lift. In this case, the secondary shock is not symmetric about the axis 
of geometric symmetry. With the wing rolling farther in the positive direction, the left- 
hand aft portion of the wing expands the flow further by rolling downward. This added 
expansion allows the secondary shock to advance upstream on that side. When the wing 
reverses the motion returning to 20° angle of attack and 0° roll angle, the supersonic 
pocket enlarges as the shock shifts downstream. The downward pitching motion causes a 
significant compression of the flow on the aft portion of the wing resulting in a very high 
pressure region behind the transverse shock.
By t  =  3.5, the flow appears somewhat symmetric demonstrating the lagging of 
the fluid response with respect to the rolling motion. Reaching the minimum angle of 
attack, a  =  16°, the transverse shock appears to be weakening while the secondary shock 
is developing on the trailing edge.
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As in the case of pitching alone, the fluctuations in the lift coefficient are related to the 
strength of this secondary shock. When the secondary shock advances upstream, the lift 
decreases. As the shock dissipates, the lift increases until the shock redevelops on the 
trailing edge. By t  =  4.0, the cycle is complete and the flowfield appears as at t  =  2.0.
In contrast, Figure 5.18 shows snapshots of the first cycle of the rolling alone case 
at a reduced frequency of 7r. The flow appears more asymmetric as a result of the coupled 
motion although this is not reflected in the rolling moment curve. Other than the initial 
upstream motion of the transverse shock, only sporadic similarities appear.
Figure 6.5 shows snapshots of the Mach contours and instantaneous streamlines 
comparable to Figure 5.26 of the pitching alone case. Although this flow is clearly 
asymmetric, some interesting similarities can be drawn. First, the hemispherical shock 
bounding the region of the breakdown appears to compress and shift toward the surface 
of the wing when the wing increases in angle of attack. When the motion reverses, the 
region expands and lifts up away from the surface of the wing. This is identical to the 
trend of the pitching alone case. The structure of the breakdown also follows the trends 
of the pitching alone case. As the wing pitches up, bubbles develop in the breakdown. 
When the flow is compressed as the wing decreases in angle of attack, the bubbles 
dissolve in spirals. However, it is interesting to note that this effect is altered due to the 
rolling motion.
In three-dimensions, Figure 6.6 shows Mach number contours plotted near the 
wing surface with surfaces of constant entropy and instantaneous streamlines at t  =  2.0. 
This figure compares with Figure 5.27. The flow features are nearly identical. Some 
asymmetry exists due to the rolling motion, but the breakdown is clearly spiral type, 
located at approximately x  =  0.63. Additionally, the streamlines appear to extend 
outward in the wake region as a result of the pitching motion.
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Figure 6.5 Snapshots of a Periodic Cycle Shown at Each Quarter Cycle of a Vertical 
Plane Sectioning the Vortex Breakdown at: a) t  — 2.0, b) t  =  2.5,
c) t  =  3.0, d) t  =  3.5.
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Figure 6.6 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at t  =  2.0.
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6.3 Coupled Pitching and Rolling Case II: k r — tt, kp =  7r, <j> =  f
6.3.1 Introduction
Restarting from the same initial condition as in Case I, the wing is again forced to 
oscillate in pitch around an axis located at the quarter-chord length and in roll around the 
axis of geometric symmetry with the same pitch and roll amplitude, (aa, 6a =  4.0°), and 
reduced frequency, ( k  =  t t ) ,  as in Case I. For this case the motion starts with the angle of 
attack increasing without any rolling oscillation. Once the maximum angle of attack, 
(a =  24.0°), is attained, the wing is then forced to roll sinusoidally with the left-hand side 
of the wing (looking in the upstream direction) rolling downward while the angle of 
attack simultaneously decreases. This results in a 90° phase lead for the pitching motion. 
The case was run for more than five complete cycles of rolling.
Figures 6.7 is a plot of the motion, lift and rolling moment coefficient curves of 
the coupled out-of-phase pitching and rolling case plotted versus time and both the angle 
of attack and the roll angle. With a 90° phase lead in the pitching motion, the lift 
coefficient curve is again nearly identical to that of pitching alone case but the rolling 
moment coefficient curve decreases with each cycle. With a phase lead, the breakdown 
of the vortices appear to strengthen as a result of coupling the motion and leads to a 
negative bias in the rolling moment curve.
Figure 6.8 shows a comparison of the lift and pitching moment coefficient plotted 
vs. time and angle of attack. Comparison with Figure 5.24, shows that the pitching 
moment coefficient is identical to that of pitching alone at a reduced frequency of 7r and 
is directly proportional to the lift coefficient.
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6.3.2 Quasi-Periodic Response
From the start of the first cycle, the lift coefficient curve reaches periodicity with 
only minor fluctuations as in the previous case. However, the rolling moment continually 
decreases with time. Figure 6.9 shows snapshots of the Mach and pressure contours at 
times corresponding to Figure 6.4 and 5.26, Coupled Case I and Pitching Case I, 
respectively. At t  =  2.0, the wing is pitching up at the maximum pitching velocity and 
the right-hand side of the wing (looking in the upstream direction) is at the maximum 
downward position. Careful comparison of Figure 6.9 with Figures 6.4 and 5.26 shows 
little difference in flowfield characteristics with respect to longitudinal location on the 
axis of symmetry until t  =  4.0. Before the close of the second cycle, the transverse and 
secondary shock locations exhibit identical trends established in Coupled Case I. By 
t  =  4.0, the transverse shock is located at x  =  0.57 which is farther upstream than either 
the pitching alone or coupled case where the shock was located at x  =  0.63. However, 
the secondary shock appears to be developing as a result of the pitching motion in the 
same cyclic manner as Coupled Case I and Pitching Case I which results in periodicity of 
the lift coefficient. With respect to axial symmetry, comparison of Figure 6.9 with Figure
6.4, shows significant alteration of the flowfield. In the previous case, minimal 
asymmetry was noted at lower angles of attack. In this case, as the wing is reaching 16° 
angle of attack, the wing is rolling at the maximum velocity due to the phase lag in the 
rolling motion.
Figure 6.10 shows snapshots of the right and left side vertical planes that section 
the vortex at the corresponding times to emphasize this point. Comparison of the 
streamlines in Figures 6.10 and 6.5, shows a different breakdown structure. At t  =  3.5, 
the wing in both cases is at 16° angle of attack. In Coupled Case I, the structure of the 
right and left side breakdown appears similar and somewhat symmetric.
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In this case, the right-hand side is compressing the flowfield at the maximum velocity 
resulting in a breakdown structure that appears very different. This results in a non­
periodic drop in the rolling moment coefficient curve producing the negative bias in the 
curve.
Right Side Left Side
Figure 6.10 Snapshots of a Quasi-periodic Cycle Shown at Each Quarter Cycle of a 
Vertical Plane Sectioning the Vortex Breakdown at: a) t  =  2.0,
b) t  =  2.5, c) t  =  3.0, d) t  =  3.5, e) t  =  4.0.
In three-dimensions, Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show Mach number contours plotted 
near the wing surface, instantaneous streamlines, and surfaces of constant entropy 
depicting the vortex core and breakdown. At t  =  2.0, the wing is at 20° angle of attack
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with the right-hand side of the wing (looking upstream) down, 8 =  — 4°. The figure is 
nearly identical to the comparable figure of Coupled Case I, Figure 6.6. At t  =  9.0, the 
wing is at 20° angle of attack with the left-hand side of the wing (looking upstream) 
down, 8 =  4°. Aft of the pitch axis of rotation, the wing is moving upwards, effectively 
compressing the fluid. Due to the rolling motion, the right-hand side also compresses the 
fluid. By coupling the motion out of phase, the position of the vortex breakdown shifts 
upstream as compared to the breakdown position of the initial condition case. This effect 
is much more pronounced on the right-hand side of the wing at this instant in time.
Figure 6.13 shows the Mach contours and vortex breakdown structure at t  =  11.0. 
At t  =  11.0, the wing is at 0° roll angle and angle of attack of 24°. As a result of the 
coupled out of phase motion, the supersonic pocket on the plane of geometric symmetry 
is significantly reduced in size from the initial conditions. Flow asymmetries are more 
pronounced resulting in a negative bias in the rolling moment curve. It is theorized that 
had the wing rolling motion been initiated in the opposite direction, the asymmetry would 
have resulted in a positive bias in the rolling moment coefficient curve.
1 0  L I  U
Figure 6.11 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at t  =  2.0.
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Figure 6.12 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at t  =  9.0.
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Figure 6.13 Mach Contours near the Wing Surface and Plane of Geometric Symmetry 
and Streamlines of Vertical Planes Sectioning the Vortex at t  =  11.0.
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6.4 Coupled Pitching and Rolling Case III: kr =  2 ir, kp =  ir
6.4.1 Introduction
From the initial condition, the wing is forced to oscillate in pitch around an axis 
located at the quarter-chord length and in roll around the axis of geometric symmetry with 
the same pitch and roll amplitude, (a0, 8a =  4.0°), as in Case I. The reduced frequency, 
(kr), for the rolling oscillation is 27T-twice that of the pitching motion. In this case the 
motion starts with the angle of attack increasing to the maximum angle of attack while 
the wing is simultaneously rolling with its left-hand side (looking in the upstream 
direction) downward, then upward, returning to 0° angle of roll before the angle of attack 
begins to decrease. Thus the wing has 0° roll angle when its angle of attack is at the 
maximum, minimum, and mean values. This case was run for five complete cycles of 
pitching which equates to ten complete cycles of rolling.
Figure 6.14 shows the aerodynamic properties plotted versus the angle of attack 
and the roll angle, and a plot of the motion versus time. The coefficient of lift curve has 
the same characteristics and phase as seen in the Coupled Cases I and II, but the general 
trend shows a distinct rise in lift as the motion continues. Plots of the lift coefficient in 
Figure 5.7 of the rolling alone case at k =  2-k demonstrate that the lift coefficient rises 
with each cycle of motion until 6.5 cycles when periodicity is reached. In this case, the 
increase in the mean value of the lift is approximately 13.8%.
Viewing the angle of attack phase plot, the rolling moment coefficient also 
reaches periodicity but oscillates at twice the frequency of the lift coefficient curve. This 
cyclic periodic response confirms from Coupled Case II, that when the pitching and 
rolling motion are out of phase and the pitching motion brings the angle of attack below 
20°, asymmetries develop that result in a negative bias of the rolling moment curve.
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Unlike Coupled Case II, the rolling moment coefficient curve does not continue to 
decrease over time.
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Figure 6.14 Plot of the Angle of Attack and Roll Angle vs. Time and the Coefficient of 
Lift and Rolling Moment plotted vs. Time, Angle of Attack, and Roll 
Angle, a =  20° +  4°sin(7rt), 0 =  4°sin(27rt).
Figure 6.15 shows the comparison of the lift and pitching moment coefficient 
plotted vs. time and angle of attack. As with the previous two coupled cases, the pitching 
moment coefficient is 180° out of phase and directly proportional to the lift coefficient as 
a result of the location of the vortex breakdown.
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6.4.2 Transient Response
In Figure 6.16, snapshots of the Mach and pressure contours of the first cycle at 
each quarter cycle, can be compared directly with Figure 5.8 of the rolling alone case at 
k =  2tt. Many of the flow features are similar. First, the transverse shock locations 
nearly match at each instant in time. Second, after the first quarter cycle of motion, the 
two gradients merge during the second quarter cycle and the terminating shock shifts aft 
as a result. Third, the shock begins to dissipate near the close of the first cycle. However, 
as a result of the downward pitching motion, the flowfield is greatly compressed resulting 
in very high pressures near the surface of the wing after t  =  0.25. This appears to lessen 
the dissipation of the transverse shock. A secondary shock also appears to develop on the 
trailing edge of the wing. This feature is comparable to the pitching alone but is delayed 
by half a cycle.
In Figure 6.17, the structure of the breakdown may be analyzed in comparison 
with Figure 5.9, snapshots of the comparable rolling alone case, and Figure 5.26, 
snapshots of the comparable pitching alone case. The changes in the shape of the 
hemispherical shock bounding the region of breakdown are very unusual. It is clear that 
the flow is highly asymmetric and the breakdown is exhibiting significant structural
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changes. From the pitching motion, the breakdown moves away from the wing surface 
when the wing pitches upward, views a) and b), and compresses toward the surface when 
pitching downward, views c) and d). The rolling motion also appears to affect the 
position due to compression and expansion from side to side.
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Figure 6.16 Snapshots of the First Cycle of Rolling Shown at Each Quarter Cycle.
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Figure 6.17 Snapshots of the First Cycle of Rolling Shown at Each Quarter Cycle of a 
Vertical Plane Sectioning the Vortex Breakdown at: a) t  =  0.25,
b) t  =  0.50, c) t  =  0.75, d) t  =  1.00.
For further comparison, Figure 6.18 is a plot of the Mach number contours near 
the wing surface with surfaces of constant entropy and instantaneous streamlines at 
t  =  2.0. In contrast with Figure 5.27 of the pitching alone case, this figure shows a larger 
core region, breakdown, and supersonic pocket.
Figure 6.18 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at t  =  2.0.
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Mach contours near the wing surface are shown in Figure 6.19 for comparison 
with Figure 5.11. From this comparison, the effects of the coupled motion are clearer. 
By t  =  2.0, the transverse shock appears to be advancing and weakening as a result of the 
rolling motion. However, the secondary shock has already developed on the trailing edge 
as a result of the pitching motion. By t  =  3.0, the secondary shock has advanced as in 
the rolling alone case. By t  — 4.0, another trailing edge shock is developing due to the 
wing pitching upward at the maximum velocity. When periodicity is reached by t  =  7.0, 
the transverse shock is farther forward at x  =  0.75 vice x =  0.81. Considering the shape 
of the coefficient of lift curve, it is expected that this shock is not stationary, but cycles 
with the pitching motion.
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PUNE MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X  PUNE
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X PLANE MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT X  PUNE
Figure 6.19 Samples of Total Mach Number Contours near the Surface of the Wing
Each at 0° and at: a) t  =  2.0, a  =  20°, b) t  =  2.5, a  =  22.8°,
c) t  =  3.0, a =  24°, d) t  =  4.0, a  =  20°, e) t  =  5.5, a =  17.2°,
f) t  =  7.0, a  =  20°.
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6.4.3 Periodic Response
After seven cycles of rolling or three and one half cycles of pitching, periodicity is 
achieved with only minor fluctuations per oscillation noted in the aerodynamic properties. 
This flow is very similar to the comparable rolling alone case. For the rolling-alone case 
at k =  2n, the terminating shock moved forward and dissipated as a result of the motion. 
It was apparent that the rolling motion causes one side to compress as that side of the 
wing moves upwards and the other to expand weakening the shock. When the motion is 
coupled at the different frequencies, the behavior of the shock over time is very similar to 
that of the rolling alone case. However, the resultant coefficient of periodic lift of the 
coupled response is less than the lift of the rolling alone case demonstrating the effect of 
the coupled motions.
To explain this difference comparison of the three-dimensional views shown in 
Figure 6.20 and 6.21 with Figure 5.13 is necessary. First, the flow has no vortex 
breakdown on the wing surface. Yet at t  =  9.0, Figure 6.20, shows that the breakdown 
occurring in the wake is very close to the trailing edge. At this time, the wing is at the 
maximum pitch up velocity. The expansion of the flow on the aft portion of the wing 
causes the shock to temporarily advance. By t  =  10.0, the wing is undergoing maximum 
pitch down velocity which compresses the flow, pushes the shock aft on the wing, and 
washes the breakdown downstream. It is also important to note that due to the pitching 
motion, the streamlines in the wake appear to spread out laterally as was seen in the 
pitching alone case.
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M ich Number
12
Figure 6.20 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s — 0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at 0 =  0°, a  — 20°, and 
t  =  9.0.
Figure 6.21 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at 6 =  0°, a  — 20°, and 
t  =  10.0.
Another comparison with the rolling alone case can be made between Figure 6.22 
and Figure 5.13. Like the rolling alone case, this flow has no breakdown on the wing. 
Streamlines along the vertical planes sectioning the vortex flow show a very clean flow 
with little or no disturbance. However, there is a second shock present in this flow as a
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result of the pitching motion which is reflected in the reduction of the lift coefficient 
curve.
0.00 1 . 0 0
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE MACH CONTOURS ON THE PLANS OF SYHMTRY
Right Left
0.36
0.00
0.79 1.53 0.79 1.53
STREAMLINES
Figure 6.22 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Streamlines of a 
Vertical Plane Sectioning the Vortex at t  =  10.0.
6.5 Coupled Pitching and Rolling Case IV: k r =  2n, kp =  2 ir
6.5.1 Introduction
Again, from the initial condition, the wing is forced to oscillate in pitch around an 
axis located at the quarter-chord length and in roll around the axis of geometric symmetry 
with the same pitch and roll amplitude as in Case I; however, the reduced frequency, (k), 
for both the pitching and rolling oscillation is 27r-twice the value of Case I. As in the 
first case the motion starts with the angle of attack increasing while simultaneously
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rolling the left-hand side of the wing (looking in the upstream direction) downward. The 
period of oscillation corresponding to the frequency is 1.0; however, due to large 
variations in the fluid flow, the time step was lowered considerably as the case was run. 
Only one and a quarter cycles were completed due to computational expense.
Figure 6.23 shows the aerodynamic properties plotted versus the time and angle of 
attack for the coupled motion at a frequency of 27t. Comparison of the coefficient curves 
for the coupled motion and comparable pitching alone case, Figure 5.28 and reveals that 
the lift coefficient and pitching moment coefficient curves are nearly identical. 
Comparison of the coefficient curves for the coupled motion case with the rolling alone 
case, reveals that the rolling moment coefficient curve is also identical. This indicates 
that the coupling effect is similar to that of Case I. The case appears to be periodic after 
one and a quarter cycles.
--------------  Alpha
............... Thata
■a 20
Time
0.005 SE £
o.ooo |  <3
-0.005 S
0.005
Time Angle of Attack
Figure 6.23 Plot of the Angle of Attack and Roll Angle vs. Time and the Coefficient of 
Lift and Rolling Moment plotted vs. Time and Angle of Attack.
cx =  20° +  4°sin(27rt), 9 =  4°sin(27rt).
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6.5.2 Transient Response
Figure 6.24 shows snapshots of the Mach contours and pressure contours During 
the first cycle of motion for comparison with those of the pitching alone case, shown in 
Figure 5.29. These figures bear a striking resemblance. The transverse shock initially 
shifts upstream and a very high pressure region develops on the aft portion of the wing 
during the second quarter cycle. This region lifts away from the surface when the 
pitching cycle reverses. In the pitching alone case at k =  2-n, it was assumed that the 
speed of the pitching motion prevented the fluid from responding to the compression of 
the wing. In this case, it appears that the pitching motion so dominates the flowfield, that 
asymmetries resulting from the rolling motion are very small. Note however, that the 
flow does not demonstrate periodicity.
The structure of the breakdown shown in Figure 6.25 also compares well with the 
breakdown of the pitching alone case shown in Figure 5.30, although the asymmetry due 
to the rolling motion is more apparent. The hemispherical shocks surrounding the region 
of breakdown have a very unusual shape. It is clear from these shapes that the fluid lags 
the motion of the wing. Additional variations in the shape are due to the rolling motion 
coupled to the pitching motion. The structures appear most similar to the pitching alone 
case on the side of the wing that extends up into the flow as a result of the rolling. For 
example, In views a) and b), the structure of the breakdown on the right side of the wing 
is very similar to the structure shown in view a) and b) of Figure 5.30 of the pitching 
alone case. The wing has a positive roll angle during both of these views.
In three-dimensions, Figure 6.26 is remarkably similar to Figure 5.31 of the 
pitching alone case. As a result of the coupling motions, the core on the right-hand side 
appears to have shifted inboard slightly and limited asymmetry is noted in the Mach 
contours. However, the similarities with the pitching alone case are strong.
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Figure 6.24 Snapshots of the First Cycle of Coupled Motion Shown at Each Quarter 
Cycle.
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Figure 6.25 Snapshots of the First Cycle Shown at Each Quarter Cycle of a Vertical 
Plane Sectioning the Vortex Breakdown at: a) t  =  0.25, b) t  =  0.50, 
c) t  =  0.75, d) t  =  1.00.
Figure 6.26 Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant 
Entropy (s =  0.5) and Instantaneous Streamlines at 9 =  0°, a  =  20°, and 
t  =  1.0.
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6.6 Summary
The unsteady, compressible, full Navier-Stokes equations are integrated time 
accurately using the implicit, upwind, flux-difference splitting, finite-volume scheme to 
study the unsteady transonic flow around a 65° sharp-edged, cropped delta wing. The 
wing is first forced to oscillate in pitch and roll with a maximum pitch amplitude, aa, and 
roll amplitude, (9a), of 4.0° and a reduced frequency, (k), of 7r. The second case 
demonstrates the effect of a 90° pitching phase lead while maintaining the same 
amplitudes and reduced frequency. The third and fourth cases increase the reduced 
frequency for the rolling motion, and both rolling and pitching motion, respectively.
The first and fourth coupled cases demonstrate the coupling effect for in phase 
motion. At a reduced frequency of k =  7r and 2ir, in phase coupled motion shows that the 
lift coefficient of the pitching alone case dominates the coupled case lift response. 
Likewise, the rolling moment coefficient of the rolling alone case dominates the coupled 
case rolling moment response. At a reduced frequency of k =  7r, periodicity of the 
flowfield was achieved within one cycle. For the case of k =  2ir, only the transient 
response was computed due to computational limitations. In both cases, flow 
asymmetries develop due to the rolling motion even though the pitching motion appears 
to dominate the flowfield characteristics. When the wing pitches upward, the 
hemispherical shock bounding the breakdown region compresses and shifts toward the 
surface of the wing and the streamlines originating from the vortex core extend outward 
into the wake region. These observations are consistent with the pitching alone case.
The second case demonstrates the coupling effect for motion with a 90° phase 
lead in pitching. Although periodic in the lift response within one cycle, the rolling 
moment coefficient decreases with time. From the results, it was apparent that 
asymmetries due to the out of phase rolling motion were intensified at the lower angles of 
attack. This results in a non-periodic drop in the rolling moment coefficient curve
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producing the negative bias in the curve. Additionally, the location of the vortex 
breakdown advances upstream as a result of the coupled out of phase motion.
From Coupled Case IE, it has been shown that even when coupled, forced rolling 
oscillation at a reduced frequency of kr — 2 ir eliminates the vortex breakdown which is 
washed downstream into the wake region. This results in an increase in the coefficient of 
lift of approximately 13.8%. Due to the coupled pitching motion, this increase is less 
than the observed 19.5% increase of the rolling alone case. Although the vortex 
breakdown is shifted into the wake region, the pitching motion still causes its location to 
fluctuate fore and aft. This fluctuation results in a decrease in the amount of lift gained 
from eliminating the breakdown from the wing surface due to the rolling motion. The 
third case also substantiated the observations made from Coupled Case II about the 
negative bias of the rolling moment curve at an angle of attack below 20°.
In all cases of coupled mode forced oscillation, the pitching motion appeared to 
dominate many of the flowfield characteristics. Due to geometry, the lever arm to aft 
portions of the wing is longer to the pitch axis of rotation that to the rolling axis. With 
constant rates of rotation, the pitching motion has a greater effect on the absolute velocity 
of the trailing edge of the wing. Since this is the area of greatest concern for this 
investigation, it is reasonable for the pitching motions to dominate the flow features. 
However, the rolling motion did have a substantial effect by producing flow asymmetries. 
In Coupled Case IV , the flow asymmetries produced a relieving effect for the large 
pressure variations developed due to the pitching motion. For the same computational 
effort, the coupled case was run for an extra quarter cycle over the pitching alone case.
As with the single mode cases, the coefficient of pitching moment is directly 
proportional to the lift coefficient. From the single mode oscillation cases, it was 
surmised that variations in the breakdown location alter the lift generated on the aft 
portion of the wing. Fluctuations in the lift aft of the pitch axis results in a pitch restoring
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moment proportional to the change in the lift. The response of the pitching moment 
coefficient for the coupled cases further strengthens this hypothesis.
It has been shown that a phase shift and frequency difference between the 
pitching and rolling motions have substantial effects on the aerodynamic response of the 
wing and the vortex-breakdown flow.
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CHAPTER 7
SINGLE MODE NATURAL RESPONSE OSCILLATIONS
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the two delta wing models used for the natural response oscillation 
cases are described. A discussion of the geometry of the computational model includes 
details of the computational domain and the solution methodology. This is followed by 
details of the initial flow conditions at each angle of attack before and after the dynamic 
initial condition is imposed. From the resolved initial flow conditions, the wing is free to 
roll in a natural response to the rolling moment imposed by fluid flow. Results of the 
four cases of single mode natural response oscillations of a delta wing are then presented 
and discussed. These four cases represent damped oscillations, self-sustaining limit cycle 
oscillations, as well as oscillations involving flow with vortex breakdown. Figure 7.1 
outlines the cases in both a subsonic and a transonic ffeestream.
Case Dynamic Initial Conditions A M oo Reynolds # a Ixx (nondimensional)
Subsonic Case I II H-» o o II o o <r+. 00 o o 0.1 0.40 x 106 10° 2.253 x 10~2
Subsonic Case II e =  io°, e = o°/t 00 o o 0.1 0.40 x 166 30° 2.253 x 10“ 2
Subsonic Case III e =  io°, e = o°/t oo00 0.1 0.40 x 106 45° 2.253 x 10“ 2
Transonic Case I 0 =  0°, 0 =  5.3 x 10_3o/ i 65° 0.85 3.23 x 106 20° 2.880 x 10"3
Figure 7.1 Summary of the Single Mode Natural Response Oscillation Cases.
These cases demonstrate the effect of sweep angle, ffeestream Mach number, and vortex 
breakdown on the resultant motion. When available, experimental data is also compared 
with results of the computational scheme to provide further validation of this model and
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insight into the phenomenon of wing rock. These comparisons also illustrate the 
complex details afforded by computational investigations.
7.2 Computational Models
7.2.1 Subsonic Cases
The model considered for all the subsonic cases consists of an 80° swept, sharp- 
edged, delta wing of zero thickness. The nondimensional mass moment of inertia about 
the principal axis, I xx, is equal to 2.253 x 10'2. An O-H grid of 65 x 43 x 84 in the 
wrap-around, normal, and axial directions, respectively, is used to solve for the flow. The 
computational domain extends two chord lengths forward and five chord lengths 
backward from the wing trailing edge. The radius of the computational domain is four 
chord lengths. Figure 7.2 shows a cut away portion of the computational grid near the 
wing and on the wing surface. Notice that the wake portion of the grid is parallel to the 
ffeestream flow to best capture the flowfield details. Since the position of this wake 
region is dependent on the wing angle of attack, a new grid is generated for each of the 
subsonic cases in order to optimize the grid in the wake region behind the trailing edge. 
However, the structure and clustering of grid points is identical which precludes showing 
the remaining grids.
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Figure 7.2 Three-dimensional 80° Swept Delta Wing Computational Domain
(65 x  43 x  84).
7.2.2 Transonic Case
The model considered for the transonic case consists of a 65° swept, sharp-edged, 
cropped, delta wing of zero thickness. The nondimensional mass moment of inertia about 
the principal axis, I xx, is equal to 2.88 x 10‘3. An O-H grid of 65 x 43 x 105 in the 
wrap-around, normal, and axial directions, respectively, is used to solve for the flow. 
This grid was refined compared to the grid used in the forced oscillation cases by adding 
21 additional points in the axial direction on the wing surface. Due to large motions of 
the transverse shock, these additional points were necessary to accurately resolve the 
flowfield. As in all cases, this computational domain extends two chord lengths forward 
and five chord lengths downstream from the wing trailing edge. The radius of the 
computational domain is four chord lengths. Figure 7.3 shows a cut-away portion of the 
computational grid near the wing and on the wing surface.
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Figure 7.3 Three-dimensional 65° Swept Delta Wing Computational Domain
(65 x 43 x 105).
7.2.3 Solution Methodology
The method of solution consists of three steps. In the first step, the problem is 
solved for the stationary wing at 0° roll angle. This solution represents the initial 
conditions for the second step. In the second step, the dynamic initial conditions are 
specified. For the subsonic cases, a sinusoidal rolling function is specified to roll the 
wing to 10° roll angle with zero angular velocity while the Navier-Stokes equations are 
solved accurately in time. For the transonic case, the wing is subjected to an initial 
angular velocity. Having specified the dynamic initial conditions, the third step proceeds. 
Applying the four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme described in Chapter 4 with the specified 
dynamic initial conditions for 8 and 8 , the equations of motion are explicitly integrated in 
time in sequence with the fluid dynamic equations. The equations of motion are used to 
solve for 8 , 8 , and 8 while the fluid dynamic equations provide the pressure distribution 
over the wing surface. The pressure distribution is integrated over the surface to
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determine the coefficient of rolling moment, Cm^,, with respect to the axis of symmetry. 
At each time step, the wing and the grid are rotated corresponding to 9 and 9 resulting in 
the natural response of the delta wing to the fluid flow.
7.3 Subsonic Case I
7.3.1 Initial Conditions
For this case, the 80° swept delta wing is impulsively inserted at 10° angle of 
attack into a uniform ffeestream with a Mach number and Reynolds number of 0.10 and 
0.40 x 106, respectively. The flowfield is solved for the wing while it is held stationary 
at an angle of attack of 10° for 17,500 time steps. This corresponds to a total 
dimensionless time of 17.5 when A t =  0.001. Plots of the flowfield, shown in Figure
7.4, depict a completely symmetric solution without shocks and a fairly uniform pressure 
distribution.
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
Figure 7.4 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface. Re =  0.40 x 106, =  0.1, a  =  10°,
9 =  0°.
In three-dimensional plots, Figure 7.5 shows the static pressure contours on cross-flow 
planes and on the wing surface with instantaneous streamlines. Notice that this flow has 
no vortex breakdown.
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0.715 O.T1T 0.72* f.71# 0.713 0.71C
Figure 7.5 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes and on the Wing Surface 
with Instantaneous Streamlines.
Details of the pressure contours on a cross-flow plane located x  — 0.77 are shown in 
Figure 7.6. Notice that at this angle of attack, the vortex cores are rather small and weak.
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Figure 7.6 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x  =  0.77.
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Using this solution for the initial flow conditions for the second step, the wing is 
then forced to a roll angle of 10°. By using the first 90° of a sine wave for the forcing 
function, the wing has zero roll velocity at the time when the desired roll angle is reached. 
This solution, shown in Figures 7.7 to 7.9, then represents the initial conditions for the 
natural response case.
Figure 7.7 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface. Re =  0.40 x 106, M,x  =  0.1, a - 10°, 
9 =  10°, 6 =  0°/t.
Figure 7.8 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes and on the Wing Surface 
with Instantaneous Streamlines.
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE TUNG SURFACE
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Span
Figure 7.9 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
*  =  0.77.
Due to the roll angle, the flow is no longer symmetric. At this moment, the flow 
is exerting a positive rolling moment (counter-clockwise when looking upstream). The 
cores of the leading edge, primary vortex have shifted position vertically relative to the 
wing surface. On the right side, the fluid is compressed due to the upward motion of the 
right side of the wing. The core on this side is now closer to the surface of the wing. The 
pressure of the inner contour has dropped from 0.7126 to 0.7125. On the left side, the 
core is farther from the wing surface. Although the inner most contour maintains 
constant pressure, the pressure on the surface on the left side of the wing decreases due to 
the position of the core relative to the surface.
7.3.2 Response History
Using the resolved flowfield after the wing is rolled to 10° for initial conditions, 
the wing is released to roll in response to the pressure difference between the left and 
right sides of the wing. Figure 7.10 shows various plots of the time history and phase of
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the resultant motion. In Figure 7.11, the time history of the aerodynamic properties and 
phase of the lift and rolling moment coefficients are plotted.
This case demonstrates the damped oscillations at a relatively low angle of attack. 
At an angle of attack of 10° and M 00 =  0.1, an 80° swept delta wing will not undergo 
self-sustained wing rock. From the initial displacement of 10°, the wing rolls to a 
minimum of -3.11° in overshoot and returns to a positive roll angle before reaching the 
steady-state response at 6 «  0°. The coefficient of lift increases by 8.4%. The side force 
and yawing moment appear to be functions of the roll angle as expected due to geometry.
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Figure 7.10 Time History and Phase Plots of the Response of Subsonic Case I.
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Figure 7.11 Time History of the Aerodynamic Properties and the Phase of the Lift and 
Rolling Moment Coefficients plotted vs. Roll Angle.
7.3.3 Transient Response
After the wing is released to roll freely in response to the fluid flow, the wing is 
subjected to a restoring rolling moment that initiates a negative roll velocity. Figure 7.12
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identifies several points of interest in the time history of the motion. At point a), the wing 
has been released and the flowfield has been resolved for 3,400 time steps. This then will 
be used for comparisons with the remaining cases. Points b), c), and d), are identified as 
inflection points or local minima or maxima. Point e), is identified as approximately the 
steady-state response. While labeled only on the roll angle curve, these points have 
matching points noted on the angular velocity curve as well. Figure 7.13 provides a 
summary of relevant data obtained at these points.
15
10
5
0
•5 20 30Time
Figure 7.12 Time History of the Roll Angle and Angular Velocity Labeling Points of 
Interest.
Label Time Roll Angle, 9 Roll Velocity, 9 Rolling Moment Coefficient, Cmnai
a) 6.90 9.58° -0.38 °/f -7.45 x 10'5
b) 13.30 4.40° -1.02 °/t -2.93 x 10-6
c) 25.80 -3.11° 3.81 x 10'3 °/t 3.31 x 10'5
d) 32.40 -1.74° 0.32 °/f 2.57 x 10-6
e) 51.70 0.52° -9.35 x lO’2 °/t -2.16 x 10-6
Figure 7.13 Summary of Time, Roll Angle, Roll Velocity, and Rolling Moment 
Coefficient of Points of Interest.
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In Figure 7.14, snapshots of the total Mach number and pressure contours on the 
wing upper surface are shown at each labeled point of the transient response.
a)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
b)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
c)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
d)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
Figure 7.14 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
At point a), the wing has reached the maximum restoring moment. Aft of the pitch axis, 
the pressure has decreased on the positive side of the wing. This is the left hand side
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when looking in the upstream direction. The pressure increase is reflected in the large
increase in the restoring pitching moment. The pressure contours at Point b) indicate the 
continuing trend with less pressure on the aft positive side of the wing. However, the 
Mach contours indicate a shift in the velocity footprint of the leading edge vortex. At this 
point, the wing has reached the maximum of local rolling moment and the angular 
velocity starts to ebb. At point c), the Mach contours appear more symmetric as the wing 
approaches zero roll velocity. The pressure contours reflect slightly less pressure on the 
left side of the wing. By point d), the pressure distribution is nearly symmetric as the 
wing approaches 0 =  0°.
Comparison of the total pressure contours on a cross-flow plane indicate the 
position and relative strength changes of the leading edge vortices. Plots of these 
contours are shown at each labeled point in Figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.15 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x =  0.77 at Points of Interest.
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The pressure contours at point a) show that after free motion is initiated, that the 
vortex core on the right side of the wing starts to shift upward. On this side, the wing is 
moving downward. While the wing is undergoing the largest negative angular velocity at 
point b), the right side core continues to separate from the wing surface. On the left side, 
the core is somewhat compressed due to the motion of the wing. As the compressed core 
nears the surface, the Mach contours indicate a decrease in the cross flow velocity. At 
point c), the cores appear like a mirror image to the cores at point b). Notice that the roll 
angle is nearly opposite at that point. By point d), the trend of compression and 
expansion reverses with the motion reversal. At this angle of attack, the variation of the 
vortex core position due to the rolling motion is very small. Measured from the dynamic 
initial condition, 9 =  10°, to the minimum roll angle at point c), 6 — — 3.11, the core on 
the left side of the wing shifts downward an approximate nondimensional distance of 
0.15 with respect to the wing surface. Additionally, throughout the transient response, 
the pressure changes of the inner most contour are extremely small, ±1 x 104 . Without 
large pressure differences between the left and right sides, the angular velocity remains 
small and the motion of the wing subsides.
7.3.4 Steady State Response
By point e), the response appears to have reached steady state and the 
computational effort required to obtain exact zero conditions is not met. Figures 7.16 to 
7.18 illustrate the flowfield details for comparison with the initial conditions. From the 
initial conditions before the imposed displacement, there is a noticeable difference in the 
pressure contours. Aft of the pitch axis, there are two small regions of lowered pressure 
on the outboard edges of the wing. This pressure distribution results in a noted increase 
in the lift and restoring pitching moment. Otherwise, these figures appear very similar to 
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 and represent the steady state solution.
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Figure 7.16 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at Point e).
k»i . rrcMsrw
] n
Figure 7.17 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes and on the Wing Surface 
with Instantaneous Streamlines at Point e).
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7.4 Subsonic Case II
7.4.1 Initial Conditions
In this case, the wing is impulsively inserted at an angle of attack of 30° into a 
uniform ffeestream of =  0.1 and Re — 0.40 x 106. The flowfield is developed for
17,500 time steps which corresponds to a total dimensionless time of 17.5 when 
A t  =  0.001. The solution of the wing held stationary at 30° angle of attack is shown in 
Figures 7.19 to 7.21.
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
Figure 7.19 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface. Re =  0.40 x 106, =  0.1, a  =  30°,
6  =  0 °.
M l t.T ] «.T2 t.TO 1.71 6,72
Figure 7.20 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes and on the Wing Surface 
with Instantaneous Streamlines.
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Figure 7.21 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x  =  0.77.
These plots also depict a symmetric solution without shock or vortex breakdown. At this 
angle of attack, the leading edge vortex cores are substantially larger. As expected, this 
results in less pressure on the surface of the wing and a nonlinear increase in lift. In 
comparison with the similar plot for Subsonic Case I, Figure 7.21 shows that the position 
of these vortex cores is farther from the surface of the wing.
Using this solution for the initial conditions for the second step, the wing is then 
forced to a roll angle of 10°. As in the previous case, the wing has zero roll velocity 
when the roll angle equals 10°. This solution, shown in Figure 7.22 to 7.24, then 
represents the initial conditions for the natural response case.
The flow is now asymmetric and unlike the previous case, the flow is exerting a 
restoring moment when the wing comes to rest at 6 =  10°. Due to the roll angle, the 
leading edge vortex cores shift position. On the right side, the core moves closer to the 
surface of the wing and outward. The pressure of the inner most contour drops from 
0.7047 to 0.7035. On the left side, the reverse motion is observed although the pressure 
loss is less pronounced.
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MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
Figure 7.22 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface. Re =  0.40 x 106, =  0.1, a  =  30°,
0 =  10°, 6 =  0°/t.
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Figure 7.23 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes and on the Wing Surface 
with Instantaneous Streamlines.
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Figure 7.24 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x =  0.77.
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7.4.2 Response History
From the initial conditions, the wing is released to roll in response to the 
flowfield. Figure 7.25 shows plots of the time history and phase of the resultant motion. 
In Figure 7.26, the time history of the aerodynamic response and the phase of the lift and 
rolling moment coefficients are plotted.
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Figure 7.25 Time History and Phase Plots of the Response of Subsonic Case II.
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Figure 7.26 Time History of the Aerodynamic Properties and the Phase of the Lift and 
Rolling Moment Coefficients plotted vs. Roll Angle.
This case demonstrates the self-sustaining limit cycle oscillations known as wing 
rock. For the initial displacement of 6 =  10°, the wing oscillates in roll with a growing 
amplitude until periodicity is reached three cycles later. At periodicity, the roll amplitude
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is 41.2° with a period of 23.1 nondimensional time per oscillation. Viewing the time 
histories of all three rotational properties, it is clear that the angular acceleration and roll 
angle are exactly 180° out of phase, while the angular velocity is nearly 90° out of phase. 
In the phase plot of 8 vs. 8 , it is interesting to note the three lobes of the periodic 
response. These lobes represent the energy shift from the wing to the fluid in the outer 
two lobes and from the fluid to the wing in the middle lobe. These outer lobes are 
referred to as damping lobes. In the plot of the time history of the angular acceleration, 8 
vs. time, irregularities due to the damping lobes are noted near the peaks of the curve. 
Since these lobes are not present in the damped oscillation case, careful study of the 
flowfield at these points may provide insight into the wing rock phenomenon.
In the plots of the aerodynamic properties, irregularities due to the damping lobes 
are also noted in the side force and yawing moment coefficients as well as the rolling 
moment coefficient which is directly proportional to the angular acceleration. In the 
phase plot of C ^ , vs. 8 , only the periodic response has been plotted. A "+" indicates an 
energy shift from the wing to the fluid and a indicates an energy shift from the fluid to 
the wing. The phase plot of the coefficient of lift, Q,  demonstrates the hysteresis in the 
lift curve but it also appears to be completely symmetric.
7.4.3 Transient Response
From the dynamic initial conditions, unlike the previous case, the flow is exerting 
a restoring, or negative roll moment which initiates a negative roll velocity. Figure 7.27 
identifies several points of interest in the time history of the motion. At point a), the wing 
has been released and the flowfield has been resolved for 3,500 time steps. Points b), c), 
d), and e) are identified as inflection points or local minimums or maximums. While 
labeled on the roll angle curve, these points have matching points noted on the angular
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velocity curve as well. Figure 7.28 provides a summary of relavent data obtained at each 
of these labeled points of interest.
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Figure 7.27 Time History of the Roll Angle and Amgular Velocity Labeling Points of 
Interest.
Label Time Roll Angle, 6 Roll Velocity, 0 Rolling Moment Coefficient, CrTlroll
a) 7.00 3.88° -3.53 °/t -3.37 x 10-4
b) 9.10 -4.89° -4.51 °/t 5.59 x 10-6
c) 13.20 -16.67° 7.11 x 10‘2°/f 7.39 x 10^
d) 18.40 6.80° 7.30 °/t -1.43 x 10'5
e) 22.90 27.54° -1.24 x 10'1 °/t -1.04 x 10'3
Figure 7.28 Summary of Time, Roll Angle, Roll Velocity, and Rolling Moment 
Coefficient of Points of Interest.
In Figure 7.29, various snapshots of the total Mach number and pressure contours 
of the wing are shown at each labeled point of the transient response. Comparison of the 
total pressure contours on a cross-flow plane indicate the position and relative strength 
changes of the leading edge vortices. Plots of these contours are shown at each labeled 
point in Figure 7.30. Review of the comparable snapshots of Subsonic Case I, Figures 
7.14 and 7.15, provides insight into the mechanisms responsible for initiating wing rock.
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Figure 7.29 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
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Figure 7.30
e)
Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x  =  0.77 at Points of Interest.
At point a), just after the onset of motion, the vortex cores have reversed position 
from the initial dynamic condition. The right side vortex has shifted upward and 
outward, while the left side vortex has shifted toward the surface and inboard. In the 
previous case, lateral motion with respect to the leading edge was not observed. At the 
first inflection point of the roll angle curve labeled point b), the roll velocity is at a local
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minimum. Unlike the previous case, the local minimum in roll velocity occurs after the 
wing has passed through the zero roll angle. The pressure on the left side appears to have 
increased from the previous position providing a limited moment due to this rolling 
motion but the inertia of the wing causes the roll angle to increase in magnitude. At point
c), the flow is very asymmetric due to the large roll angle. The vortex core on the right 
side has shifted away from the wing surface and inboard, while the left side core only 
shifts outward. By point d), the core on the right side of the wing appears to elongate and 
shrink in diameter as the motion compresses the core. This results in the position of the 
core shifting toward the surface of the wing. The pressure contours of the cross-flow 
plane at point e) show pronounced lateral motion of the enlarged core. As expected, the 
movement of the core position increases as the rolling motion amplifies. However, this 
motion is clearly asymmetric and possibly unbalances this system and provides the energy 
for sustained motion. Figure 7.31 is a plot of the core positions at x  =  0.77, for the initial 
conditions, labeled IC, the dynamic initial conditions, and each of these labeled 
snapshots.
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Figure 7.31 Plot of the Core Positions at x  =  0.77.
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7.4.4 Periodic Response
After three cycles of rolling, the motion reaches a periodic response. Figure 7.32 
identifies several points of interest during the fifth cycle of oscillation. Points f), h), i), 
k), and 1) are identified as an inflection point or local minimum or maximum. Points g) 
and j)  are added as points of interest since these points were noted as irregularities in the 
rolling moment coefficient curve. Specifically, these points are located at the cross over 
point of the energy lobes described in section 7.4.2. As with the transient response, these 
points are labeled on the roll angle curve with matching points noted on the roll velocity 
curve. Figure 7.33 provides a summary of the relevant data obtained at each of these 
labeled points of interest.
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Figure 7.32 Time History of the Roll Angle and Angular Velocity Labeling Points of 
Interest.
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Label Time Roll Angle, 6 Roll Velocity, 9 Rolling Moment Coefficient, CTnroll
/ ) 92.30 41.10° -0.68 7* -1.09 x 10'3
9) 95.30 27.34° -8.15°/* -7.81 x 10-4
h) 97.18
OOo
-11.25°/* -3.75 x 10'5
*) 104.30 -40.80° 1.44°/* 1.06 x 10’3
3) 107.00 -27.50° 8.107* 7.91 x 104
k) 109.70 -0.24° 11.25 7* 4.19 x 10'5
I) 115.40 41.18° 0.29 7* -1.11 x 10*3
Figure 7.33 Summary of Time, Roll Angle, Roll Velocity, and Rolling Moment 
Coefficient of Points of Interest.
In Figure 7.34, various snapshots of the total Mach number and pressure contours 
of the wing are shown at the primary points of interest. This depicts a complete cycle of 
rolling. Figures 7.35 and 7.36 show total pressure contours on various cross-flow planes 
and on the wing surface with instantaneous streamlines for comparison with the initial 
conditions. In Figure 7.37, a plot of the core positions at x =  0.77 is shown to 
demonstrate the symmetric motion of the vortex cores. Note that the cubic splines 
connecting the individual points do not represent the path taken but are merely shown for 
connectivity. To proved further detail, the pressure contours of the cross-flow plane 
located at x  =  0.77 for each of these points is provided in Figure 7.38.
Comparison of the maximum positive roll angle points, f) and 1), demonstrate that 
the the cycle is periodic. Additionally, at the maximum negative roll angle, point i), the 
pressure and mach contours appear as a mirror image. The two inflection points near 
9 =  0°, appear as mirror images as well. As previously noted, the phase plots appeared 
symmetric although there is hysteresis of the responses. The streamlines at points h) and 
k) also indicate that the vortex core is no longer smooth and may have reached 
breakdown. The detailed view of the pressure contours show a greatly enlarged core at 
these points which furthers this observation.
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Figure 7.34 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
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•.7# C.7) 4.72
Figure 7.35 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes of the Complete Cycle of 
Rolling.
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•.TO 171 1.71
Figure 7.36 Total Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface with Instantaneous 
Streamlines.
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Figure 7.37 Plot of the Core Postions at x  =  0.77.
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Figure 7.38
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Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x =  0.77 of the Complete Cycle
In Figures 7.39 to 7.41, similar plots are shown for comparison of the two 
remaining points, g) and j). Note that the footprint of the vortex core appears to bow 
outward toward the leading edge of the wing. While on the upward moving side, the 
pressure is significantly less than the downward moving side. Towards the trailing edge, 
the pressure increases on the upward moving side as a result of the bowed vortex core. In 
essence, the rolling moment due to the pressure distribution of cross sections near the 
trailing edge opposes the overall rolling moment. Due to geometry, this adverse pressure
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effect results in the noted irregularities in the side force and yawing moment coefficient 
curves, as well as the rolling moment coefficient curve.
It appears that the uneven movement of the vortex core with respect to the leading 
edge is a result of the lagging movement of the fluid in response to the motion of the 
wing. Near the trailing edge, this effect is more pronounced due to the increased absolute 
velocity of the wing near the outer edges of the surface. When the fluid motion catches 
up to the motion of the wing, the energy flows from the fluid to the wing, promoting the 
rolling motion, and stimulating wing rock. As the wing rolls, the angular velocity 
increases. In the phase diagram of C ^ ,, of Figure 7.26, the lobe indicating the energy 
transfer from the fluid to the wing is labeled with a sign. This lobe closes when the 
roll angle of the wing exceeds 6 — ±27°. Near the trailing edge, the absolute velocity of 
the wing exceeds the limit of the motion that the fluid can maintain. The flowfield 
reflects this lag by the bowed appearance of the vortex core. When the fluid flow motion 
lags the wing motion, energy is absorbed by the fluid providing damping to the system 
and is indicated by a "+" sign in the phase diagram shown in Figure 7.26. As the 
wing slows, the cores appear to straighten and snap back. This effectively rolls the wing 
in the opposite direction.
. .  f lA A v n  w u n i u u n o  v j i  n a  r u u i n  * v c  ****■» —w . v * « w ,
J)
Figure 7.39 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
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Figure 7.40 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes and on the Wing Surface 
with Instantaneous Streamlines.
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Figure 7.41 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x =  0.77.
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7.4.5 Validation
In order to provide further validation of this computational investigation, the wing 
model and free stream conditions were chosen to be compared with known experimental 
studies. Specifically, the investigation performed by Arena154 used an 80° flat plate delta 
wing with sharp leading edges. For his experiments, the freestream Mach number and 
resulting Reynolds number were 0.047 and 400,000, respectively. The results of the 
motion obtained are shown in Figure 7.42. In this case, the wing oscillated with 
9 =  ±41°. Figure 7.43 is a phase plot of the rolling moment coefficient of a 
representative cycle in the periodic response of the limit cycle. From both these figures, it 
is clear that this investigation captured the essence of wing rock.
a  = 30°
Re =  400,000
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Figure 7.42 Wing Rock Time History for an 80° Swept Delta Wing at a  =  30°154.
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Figure 7.43 Rolling Moment Coefficient for a Complete Cycle of Rolling for an 80° 
Swept Delta Wing at a =  30° 154.
Computational work performed by Arena in Ref. 154 provides limited 
comparisons with the actual experimental data. However, his investigation contradicts 
the experiment by predicting that for a sweep angle of 80° and a  =  30°, the wing will 
experience divergent oscillations as shown in Figure 7.44. Since his computational 
scheme was based on the vortex lattice method, it is clear that to accurately solve for the 
wing rock problem, the full Navier-Stokes equations must by used.
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Figure 7.44 Oscillatory Motion Envelope Computationally Predicted by Arena154.
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7.5 Subsonic Case III
7.5.1 Initial Conditions
In this case, the wing is impulsively inserted at an angle of attack of 45° into a 
uniform freestream of =  0.1 and Re =  0.40 x 106. The flowfield is developed for
17,500 time steps which corresponds to a total dimensionless time of 17.5 when 
A t =  0.001. The solution of the wing held stationary at 45° angle of attack is shown in 
Figures 7.45 to 7.48.
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
Figure 7.45 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface. Re =  0.40 x 106, Moo — 0.1, a  =  45°, 
0 =  0°.
Figure 7.46 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes and on the Wing Surface 
with Instantaneous Streamlines.
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Figure 7.47 Total Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant
Entropy (s =  0.007).
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Figure 7.48 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x  =  0.77.
Before the wing is rolled, the flow is symmetric as in the previous two cases. 
However, it is clear that at this angle of attack, the leading edge vortex cores significantly 
enlarge and experience breakdown as a result. The approximate location of this 
breakdown is located at x  =  0.46. In the detailed plot of the cross-flow plane, Figure 
7.48, the vortices appear much larger as a result of the breakdown.
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Using this solution for the initial conditions for the next step, the wing is then 
sinusoidally forced to a roll angle of 10°. As with all subsonic cases, the wing is 
naturally brought to rest when the 10° roll angle is reached. This solution, shown in 
Figure 7.49 to 7.52, respresents the initial conditions for the third natural response case.
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
Figure 7.49 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface. Re — 0.40 x 106, =  0.1, a — 45°,
9 =  10°, 0 =  0°/t.
Figure 7.50 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes and on the Wing Surface 
with Instantaneous Streamlines.
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Figure 7.51 Total Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface with Surfaces of Constant
Entropy (s =  0.007).
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Figure 7.52 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x  =  0.77.
Comparison of the two solutions reveals that the vortex breakdown location shifts 
forward on the upward moving side of the wing and the region of breakdown appears 
somewhat larger. This is consistent with the results of forced rolling alone cases 
involving vortex breakdown from Chapter 5. On the cross-flow plane, the core-like 
section in the breakdown on both sides of the wing appears to have shifted upwards and 
inboard as a result of the changes in the structure of the breakdown.
After the wing is forced to a 10° roll angle, the flow becomes asymmetric. At this 
moment, the wing is developing 13.8% more lift than the initial conditions of Subsonic
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Case II. However, the resultant rolling moment is nearly equivalent. At this angle of 
attack, the leading edge cores produce a larger pressure drop on the surface of the wing. 
After the cores breakdown, the pressure drop is less substantial. While the cores prior to 
breakdown exert a greater restoring moment, the distance from the axis of rotation is less 
due to geometry. In the breakdown region, the pressure distribution reverses somewhat, 
producing a non-restoring rolling moment. These two opposing functions are balanced 
resulting in a rolling moment coefficient equal to that of Case II.
7.4.2 Response History
From the initial conditions, the wing is released to roll in response to the rolling 
moment produced by the pressure distribution of the flowfield on the wing surface. The 
resultant motion and aerodynamic response are plotted in Figures 7.53 and 7.54.
This case demonstrates the effect of vortex breakdown on the limit cycle 
oscillation. At an angle of attack of 45°, the primary vortices experience breakdown over 
the surface of the wing through the rolling motion. Like the previous case, after three 
cycles, the motion of the wing is periodic with a maximum roll amplitude of 22° and 
period of 21.4 nondimensional time per oscillation. Many features of the response are 
very similar to that of Subsonic Case II. When viewing the time histories of all three 
rotational properties simultaneously, it is clear that the angular acceleration and roll angle 
are exactly 180° out of phase. The rolling velocity is approximately 90° out of phase with 
the roll angle. In the phase plot of 0 vs. 9, the three lobes of energy transfer are clear in 
the periodic response. Due to the damping lobes, irregularities are also noted in the 
rolling moment coefficient curve.
Unlike the previous case, the side force and yawing moment coefficients do not 
exhibit any irregularities, the pitching moment and drag is no longer proportional to the 
lift, and the phase plot of the coefficient of lift is no longer symmetric. At this higher
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angle of attack, the lift coefficient at 6 =  0° remains constant due to the presence of the 
breakdown, and due to the limited amplitude of rolling, the lift does not approach zero at 
the peak of oscillation.
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Figure 7.53 Time History and Phase Plots of the Response of Subsonic Case III.
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7.5.3 Transient Response
From the dynamic initial conditions, the flow is exerting a restoring moment and 
the wing responds with a negative roll velocity. Figure 7.55 identifies several points of 
interest in the time history of the motion. At point a), the wing has been released and the 
flowfield has been resolved for 3,500 time steps. The remaining points, b), c), d), and e), 
are comparable with those labeled points in the previous cases and have matching points 
noted on the angular velocity curve as well. Figure 7.56 provides a summary of relevant 
data obtained at each of these labeled points of interest.
20
-10
-20
20
Figure 7.55 Time History of the Roll Angle and Angular Velocity Labeling Points of 
Interest.
Label Time Roll Angle, 9 Roll Velocity, 9 Rolling Moment Coefficient, Cmrolt
a) 7.00 3.82° -3.23 °/t -2.32 x 10^
b) 8.91 -3.15° -3.95 °/t -2.64 x lO'5
c) 12.80 -12.90° -4.14 x 10'2°/t 5.51 x 10"1
d) 19.00 3.40° 3.82°/1 3.82 x 10^
e) 23.30 14.19° -3.95 °/t -6.89 x 10-4
Figure 7.56 Summary of Time, Roll Angle, Roll Velocity, and Rolling Moment 
Coefficient of Points of Interest.
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Comparison of Figures 7.13 and 7.28 of Subsonic Cases I and II with Figure 7.56 
demonstrates the effect of the vortex breakdown on the wing response. Having increased 
the angle of attack from 10° to 30°, large amplitude variations in the motion were 
observed in the transient response. For example, at point c), the local minimum roll angle 
for the first cycle of the previous cases showed an increase in magnitude of more than 
13.5°. In this case, increasing the angle of attack decreased the minimum roll angle by 
nearly 4°. By point d), the velocity with vortex breakdown is nearly half that of the 
Subsonic Case II. It appears that the breakdown of the vortices dampens the motion.
In Figure 7.57, various snapshots of the total Mach number and pressure contours 
are shown at each labeled point of the transient response. Figure 7.58 shows detailed 
plots of the total pressure contours on a cross-flow plane for comparison. Although the 
vortex core experiences breakdown, the core position can still be traced. Figure 7.59 is a 
plot of the core positions at x  =  0.77 for the initial conditions, labeled IC, the dynamic 
initial conditions, and each of the labeled points of interest.
From Figures 7.57 to 5.59, it is clear that the flow is very asymmetric. Points c) 
and e) reveal the breakdown location of the downward moving vortex core much farther 
downstream than on the upward moving side. The wing motion compresses the vortex on 
the upward moving side. With this compression, the vortex core surpasses the critical 
point, at which the core can no longer remain stable and breakdown advances upstream. 
It appears that the energy transferred from the wing to the fluid is absorbed by the vortex 
which results in larger regions of breakdown.
At point d), the pressure variation across the wing surface is much less 
pronounced than in the previous case due to the presence of the breakdown. This is 
consistent with the noted drop in velocity in this case. The breakdown locations on both 
sides of the wing appear to shift downstream. It is suggested that not all of the energy 
absorbed by the fluid is returned to the wing, rather the reorganization of the vortex 
continues to absorb the energy of the system, resulting in a significant reduction in the
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wing motion. Clearly, the pressure difference between left and right sides is smaller 
which produces a smaller rolling moment.
a)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
b)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
c)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
d)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
e)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
Figure 7.57 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
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Figure 7.58 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x  =  0.77 at Points of Interest.
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Figure 7.59 Plot of the Core Positions at x — 0.77.
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7.5.4 Periodic Response
After two and a half cycles of oscillation, the motion achieves periodicity. Figure 
7.60 identifies several points of interest during the fourth cycle of oscillation. To be 
consistent with Subsonic Case II, these points are specifically located to study the 
irregularities of the rolling-moment coefficient curve. Figure 7.61 provides a summary of 
the relevant data obtained at each of these labeled points.
20
-10
-20
70
Figure 7.60 Time History of the Roll Angle and Angular Velocity Labeling Points of 
Interest.
Label Time Roll Angle, 6 Roll Velocity, 9 Rolling Moment Coefficient, C ^ ,,
/ ) 63.00 20.86° 1.50 °/t -7.26 x 104
9) 70.10 -5.22° -6.27 °/t 2.27 x 104
h) 73.51 -20.33° -1.99 °/t 6.49 x 104
*) 75.90 -20.03° 2.37°/f 7.87 x 104
3) 79.90 0.62° 6.64 °/t -1.93 x 10'5
k) 84.40 21.42° 1.08 °/t -7.79 x 104
0 86.40 19.22° -2.98 °/t -5.07 x 104
Figure 7.61 Summary of Time, Roll Angle, Roll Velocity, and Rolling Moment 
Coefficient of Points of Interest.
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For better comparison, snapshot views of points located at the same point on the 
cycle are paired in the following figures. Figures 7.62 to 7.64 compare points f) and k). 
At these points, the wing is approaching the maximum roll angle of 22°. In contrast, 
Figures 7.65 to 7.67 show point h) at the opposing point on the cycle. At this point, the 
wing is approaching the minimum roll angle of -22°. These views have very similar flow 
characteristics. At each moment, the vortex core on the upward moving side is 
compressed by the wing motion. This compression causes an adverse axial pressure 
gradient which causes the vortex breakdown location to shift upstream. On the 
downward moving side the vortex core appears to be reorganizing. Due to the restored 
vortex, the pressure drops significantly increasing the lift generated on that side. The 
favorable pressure gradient causes the breakdown location to shift downstream past the 
trailing edge of the wing and the increased lift causes the wing to begin to reverse rolling 
direction.
f)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
k)
Figure 7.62 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at Points f) and k).
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Figure 7.63 Total Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface with Instantaneous 
Streamlines and Surfaces of Constant Entropy (s =  0.007).
Figure 7.64 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x  =  0.77.
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MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
h)
Figure 7.65 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at Point h).
Figure 7.66 Total Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface with Instantaneous 
Streamlines and Surfaces of Constant Entropy (s =  0.007).
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Figure 7.67 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x  =  0.77.
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Figures 7.68 to 7.70 compare points i) and 1). At these points, the wing is just past 
the largest magnitude in the roll angle. Notice the core on the right side (looking 
upstream of the flow) of the wing in constant surface view of point 1), Figure 7.69. It 
appears that the downward motion of the wing causes the location of the breakdown to 
shift downstream. The un-burst region of the vortex also appears to be lengthening but at 
a faster rate. As a result, the vortex core bows away from the surface of the wing. 
Although this phenomenon is not as clear in the same view of point i) due to orientation, 
the other views exhibit a near mirror image of the flowfield. Since the vortex core lifts 
away from the wing, the pressure distribution on the surface does not appreciably drop 
even though the breakdown location has shifted aft.
i)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE
1)
PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
Figure 7.68 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at Points i) and 1).
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I jA  A.7* 0.72
Figure 7.69 Total Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface with Instantaneous
Streamlines and Surfaces of Constant Entropy (s =  0.007).
Figure 7.70 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x =  0.77.
Figures 7.71 to 7.73 compare points g) and j). At these points, the wing is 
undergoing the largest magnitude in the roll velocity. The previously lifted core 
straightens and shifts closer to the wing surface. By nearing the wing surface, the vortex 
core causes a decrease in the pressure which slows the motion of the wing. On the 
upward moving side, the breakdown is now located over the wing such that it reduces the
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amount of lift generated. These combined actions suppress the rolling motion and 
prevent the wing from attaining amplitudes in excess of that attained in the previous cases 
at a lower angle of attack. It should also be noted that at points g) and j), there is a 
significant increase in the pitch restoring moment due to the large increase in the lift. The 
breakdown of the vortices serves as a damping force for the oscillating wing. Without 
breakdown, the lagging motion of the lateral core oscillation appears to sustain the limit 
cycle oscillation and promote roll amplitudes in excess of 40°. While it is clear that the 
cores still oscillate laterally in this case, they also experience breakdown. With the 
breakdown, the range of motion for the wing is significantly less and the pitching moment 
is no longer a function of the lift. It is suggested that the energy transfer from the wing to 
the fluid is absorbed by the vortices in the form of the breakdown. When the vortex is 
restored, the energy is transferred back to the wing.
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
j)
Figure 7.71 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at Points g) and j).
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•J* «.7t
Figure 7.72 Total Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface with Instantaneous 
Streamlines and Surfaces of Constant Entropy (s =  0.007).
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Figure 7.73 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x  =  0.77.
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7.6 Transonic Case I
7.6.1 Initial Conditions
For this case, the 65° swept, cropped delta wing is impulsively inserted at an angle 
of attack of 20° into a uniform freestream of =  0.85 and Re =  3.23 x 106. This 
solution, as developed for all of the forced oscillations cases, is the flowfield for the wing 
which is held stationary for 18,000 time steps. Although a detailed discussion of the 
results for this solution are shown in Chapter 5, in Figures 5.4 to 5.6, Figure 7.74 shows 
plots of the Mach number and pressure contours of the wing for a more direct 
comparison.
Figure 7.74 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface. Re =  3.23 x 106, =  0.85, a =  20°,
9 =  0°.
This solution is expanded for the refined grid described in section 7.2 using 
interpolation for the added grid points. The dynamic initial condition is then imposed on 
the wing such that 9 =  0° and 9 =  5.3 x 10_3o/t. To best illustrate the flowfield of this 
initial condition, the solution was developed for an additional 2,500 time steps at
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
UACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
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A t  =  0.001 with the wing free to roll in response to the fluid. At this moment, t  =  2.5, 
the roll angle, 8 , and roll velocity, 8 , are — 6.58 x  10-2 and -1.28 x  10‘2, respectively. 
Note that this is not precisely the dynamic initial condition imposed, but is representative 
of the flowfield near that time. The results of the solution at t  =  2.5 are shown in Figure 
7.75 to 7.78.
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
Figure 7.75 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface. Re — 3.23 x  106, =  0.85, a =  20°,
8 =  -  6.58 x  10"2°, 8 =  -  1.28 x  10“2o/f.
O.D t.T l IJO  C .| 04  14
Figure 7.76 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes and on the Wing Surface 
with Instantaneous Streamlines.
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Mach Number
0.0 1.1 12
Figure 7.77 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of 
Constant Entropy (s =  0.5).
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Figure 7.78 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x  =  0.77.
At this point, the solution is fairly symmetric due to the very small roll angle and 
rolling velocity. The rolling moment coefficient, Cm^,, is equal to —1.267 x 10-5 which 
is a non-restoring moment at this angle. The rolling moment is significantly smaller than 
the rolling moment experienced at the initial conditions of the subsonic cases. Due to the
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slight rolling motion of the wing, the transverse shock has shifted forward on the wing 
surface to x  =  0.63. As a result, the location of the vortex breakdown shifts upstream. 
From Figure 7.78, the total pressure contours after breakdown indicate that the core-like 
regions on both sides of the wing are located at approximately the same position relative 
to the wing. Unlike the cores of the subsonic cases, where the wing was displaced first, 
these cores do not shift relative to the wing surface or the axis of symmetry.
7.6.2 Response History
From the initial conditions of 9 =  0° and 6 =  5.3 x 10_3o/t , the wing is released 
to roll in response to the rolling moment resulting from the pressure distribution of the 
flowfield on the surface of the wing. The resultant motion and aerodynamic response are 
plotted in Figures 7.79 and 7.80.
Similar to the previous case, this case demonstrates the effect of vortex 
breakdown on the limit cycle oscillation. In the transonic flow regime, breakdown of the 
primary vortex cores occurs at a much lower angle of attack. While the flow appears 
periodic after the second cycle, the motion is somewhat chaotic and leads to divergence 
after five cycles of rolling. The highly unsteady nature of the shock induced vortex 
breakdown promotes very irregular motion and aerodynamic response histories. In the 
phase diagram of the rolling moment, the lobes identified in the subsonic cases indicating 
the energy transfer are not distinguishable. The pitching moment is greatly influenced by 
the location of the vortex breakdown and is not solely a function of the lift. The lift 
coefficient indicates an initial loss after the onset of motion and fluctuates between 0.36 
and 0.40 during the quasi-periodic response. As the wing motion diverges to 
approximately 24°, the lift and drag drop considerably.
The frequency of the rolling motion appears to be the dominant frequency 
observed in the plots of the aerodynamic properties. However, several low amplitude,
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higher frequencies are also observed. These higher frequencies appear to match those 
frequencies noted in the rolling moment coefficient curve. Despite these highly irregular 
responses, the side force and yawing moment coefficients appear to be only a function of 
the roll angle. Apparently, the fluctuation of the breakdown location does not effect these 
aerodynamic properties.
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Figure 7.79 Time History and Phase Plots of the Response of Transonic Case I.
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Figure 7.80 Time History of the Aerodynamic Properties and the Phase of the Lift and 
Rolling Moment Coefficients plotted vs. Roll Angle.
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7.6.3 Transient Response
From the symmetric initial flow conditions, a very small positive angular velocity 
is imposed on the wing. After more than 5,000 cycles, the asymmetries in the flowfield 
develop causing the wing to oscillate. Figure 7.81 identifies several points during this 
transient response. At point a), the motion is just starting to amplify. Points b), c), and e) 
are located at the local minimum or maximum roll angle while point d) is an inflection 
point in the curve. Figure 7.82 provides a summary of relevant data obtained at each of 
these labeled points.
-10
Time
Figure 7.81 Time History of the Roll Angle and Angular Velocity Labeling Points of 
Interest.
Label Time Roll Angle, 9 Roll Velocity, 9 Rolling Moment Coefficient, CmroU
a) 5.30 6.09 x 10'2° 0.21 °/t -3.48 x 10‘5
b) 9.29 1.66° -0.11 °/t -1.89 x 104
c) 15.40 -4.16° 6.45 x 10'2 °/t 2.51 x 10'5
d) 19.30 2.02° 0.7 6°/t -1.08 x 104
e) 24.31 7.82° 0.84 °/t 4.11 x lO4
Figure 7.82 Summary of Time, Roll Angle, Roll Velocity, and Rolling Moment 
Coefficient of Points of Interest.
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Figures 7.83 to 7.85 show details of the flowfield at each of the labeled points. 
Compared with the same figures of the subsonic cases, there are several significant 
differences in the overall response. In the transonic regime, the transverse terminating 
shock interacts with the leading edge vortices inducing breakdown at a much lower angle 
of attack. Ray shocks also appear beneath the primary, leading edge, vortices. The Mach 
and pressure contours of Figures 7.83 and 7.84, clearly depicted these ray shock and 
hence a noticeable footprint of the vortex cores can be seen. Due to the larger apex angle 
of the wing, the regions of breakdown have more lateral separation as shown in Figure 
7.85. With this separation, the vortex core and its breakdown have less influence on the 
opposing side vortex and breakdown region. Additionally, the amplitudes of the roll 
angle and velocity are significantly smaller for this case.
By point a), the transverse shock has continued to shift upstream from the initial 
conditions. With the advance of the shock, the location of the breakdown shifts upstream 
as well. As a result, the regions of breakdown grow and the lift generated by the wing 
decreases. A secondary shock has also developed near the trailing edge. By point b), 
asymmetries in the flowfield can clearly be observed. Both shocks appear to shift 
downstream as the wing rolls in the counter clockwise direction as viewed looking 
upstream. As a result, the footprints of the vortex cores on both sides of the wing appear 
to lengthen as the breakdown location shifts aft. However, on the upward moving side, 
breakdown location appears to be even farther aft of the position on the downward 
moving side. Following the same trend, this asymmetry of the vortex breakdown location 
is also noted in views of points c) and e). In contrast, the movement of the breakdown 
location appears to stall at point d). At this moment, the two shocks have merged, the 
wing experiences a significant drop in the rolling velocity, and the roll angle of the wing 
remains somewhat stable for approximately 3,000 time steps.
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Figure 7.83 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE NINO SURFACE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE VINO SURFACE
a) b) c)
PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE RING SURFACEPRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE VINO SURFACE
Figure 7.84 Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
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Figure 7.85 Details of the Total Pressure Contours on a Cross-Flow Plane located at 
x  — 0.77 at Points of Interest.
7.6.4 Quasi-Periodic Response
For the next four cycles, the motion of the wing appears somewhat periodic. 
Figure 7.86 identifies key points in the history of the motion during the fourth cycle of 
rolling. Figure 7.87 provides a summary of the data obtained at each of these labeled 
points of interest.
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40 50 60 70 80
Time
Figure 7.86 Time History of the Roll Angle and Angular Velocity Labeling Points of 
Interest.
Label Time Roll Angle, 9 Roll Velocity, 9 Rolling Moment Coefficient, CmroU
/ ) 46.06 10.24° 1.41°/t 1.58 x 10'5
9) 55.06 -0.47° -2.38 °/t -5.74 x 10’5
h) 61.07 -12.11° -0.58 °/t 1.63 x 10^
*) 67.06 0.56° 3.04°/f -5.88 x 10‘5
j ) 72.66 11.41° -022° It -1.48 x 10-4
Figure 7.87 Summary of Time, Roll Angle, Roll Velocity, and Rolling Moment 
Coefficient of Points of Interest.
Figures 7.88 to 7.90 show details of the flowfield near the wing surface at each of 
the labeled points during the quasi-periodic cycle. At points f), and j), the wing has 
reached the maximum positive roll angle. Note the similarity of the previous section 
point e), which is also located at the maximum roll angle, with points f) and j). In the 
Mach and pressure contours, the lateral oscillation of the terminating shock can clearly be 
observed. As the wing passes the zero roll angle at points g) and i), this shock nearly 
crosses the wing. At the peak roll angles, the shock remains visable only on the upward 
moving side. On the downward moving side, the streamlines indicated that the vortex 
breakdown location advances far upstream.
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j)
Figure 7.88 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
PRESSURE CONTOURS OS THE T O C  SURFACE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE TO O  SURFACE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE TO C  SURFACE
f) g) h)
PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
0 j)
Figure 7.89 Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
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j)
Figure 7.90 Total Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface with Instantaneous 
Streamlines.
Figure 7.91 shows surfaces of constant entropy highlighting the vortex core and 
its expansion as the core interacts with the shock and breaks down. When compared to 
Subsonic Case III, several differences are apparent. As the wing approaches the
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maximum roll angle magnitude at points f), h), and j), the breakdown of the vortex core 
on the downward moving side is located very near the apex. In the previous case, the 
comparable views f), h), and k) of Figures 7.63 and 7.66, show that the vortex on the 
downward moving side is restored and the breakdown is washed downstream aft of the 
wing. The vortex core does not lift away from the wing surface as the wing descends and 
approaches the zero roll angle. Views g) and i) of this case are comparable to views g) 
and j) of Figure 7.72 and demonstrate this difference. In the previous case, the 
breakdown and restructuring of the vortex served to dampen the motion. In this case, the 
oscillation appears to be caused by the asymmetric motion of the breakdown location.
Figure 7.91 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of 
Constant Entropy (s =  0.5).
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7.6.5 Divergence
After five and a half cycles of oscillation, the rolling motion diverges as the wing 
continues to roll to approximately 24°. This is accompanied by a sharp drop in the lift. 
To ascertain the reason for this divergence, snapshots at several points identified in 
Figure 7.92 will be examined. Figure 7.93 provides a summary of the data obtained at 
those points.
30
2 0
- 1 0
1401301 2 01 0 0 1 1 090
Time
Figure 7.92 Time History of the Roll Angle and Angular Velocity Labeling Points of 
Interest.
Label Time Roll Angle, 9 Roll Velocity, 6 Rolling Moment Coefficient, CrjlTol[
k) 107.26 -12.10° 125° It 1.87 x 10^
I) 113.56 0.44° 3.55 °lt -9.79 x 10’5
m) 118.56 11.08° 2.07 °/t 2,74 x 10-6
n) 126.06 24.47° 0.65 °/t 6.15 x 10’5
o) 133.56 23.92° -0.91 °/t 3.83 x 10‘5
Figure 7.93 Summary of Time, Roll Angle, Roll Velocity, and Rolling Moment 
Coefficient of Points of Interest.
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Figures 7.94 and 7.95 show details of the flowfield near the wing surface for comparison 
with the quasi-periodic response. Notice that the features of point k) are very similar to 
those of point h) shown in Figures 7.88 to 7.90. The wing has reached the minimum roll 
angle, the terminating shock is very strong on the downward moving side, and the 
breakdown is near the apex on the upward moving side. The same response is also noted 
at point 1) which is comparable with point i) shown in Figures 7.88 to 7.90. At point m), 
the wing should begin to reverse direction. The terminating shock has shifted to the 
upward moving side; however, the shock is a little farther aft and appears weaker than in 
the corresponding point j).
When forced to roll at a frequency of lit, the transverse shock was weakened as a 
result of the motion and the breakdown was washed downstream. In this case, it appears 
that the motion has again weakened the shock and by point n), the breakdown is washed 
downstream of the wing. However, this only occurs on the upward moving side. On the 
downward moving side, the breakdown location reaches the apex of the wing which 
results in a significant drop in the lift and produces excessive side forces.
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT IC PU N E UACK CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PLANE MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PUNE
k) 1) m)
UACK CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K  PUNE UACK CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K PUNE
n) o)
Figure 7.94 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
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PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
k) 1) m)
PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE VINO SURFACE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE VINC SURFACE
n) o)
Figure 7.95 Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
Figure 7.96 and 7.97 capture the essence of the vortex breakdown and illustrate 
the sequence of events. Comparing these views with Figures 7.90 and 7.91 show clearly 
the difference between the vortex breakdown location at point m) and point j). With the 
shock induced vortex breakdown, the wing is unable to remain in a stable limit cycle. 
The rolling motion causes the shock to weaken as observed in the forced oscillation 
cases. The shock eventually dissipates on the right side of the wing and can no longer 
induce breakdown. Without breakdown on the right side, the wing rolls until equilibrium 
is reached at a positive mean roll angle of 24.2°. Small amplitude fluctuations of this roll 
angle are observed due to the unsteady nature of the complete breakdown on the left side 
of the wing.
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o )
Figure 7.96 Total Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface with Instantaneous 
Streamlines.
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o )
Figure 7.97 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface with Surfaces of 
Constant Entropy (s =  0.5).
7.7 Summary
The unsteady, compressible, full Navier-Stokes equations are integrated time 
accurately and are coupled sequentially to the Euler equations of rigid-body dynamics. 
Using a four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme to explicitly solve for the wing motion, the 
unsteady transonic and subsonic flow around slender delta wings which are ffee-to-roll is 
studied. Two wing models were used to study the natural response of a wing undergoing 
damped, self-sustained, and divergent rolling oscillations. Four cases are shown to
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demonstrate the effect of angle of attack, sweep angle, freestream Mach number, and 
vortex breakdown on the resultant motion and aerodynamic properties. Comparison with 
experimental data showed excellent quantitative and qualitative agreement. Flowfield 
details of the leading-edge vortices and their breakdown difficult to capture by 
experiment have also been shown.
The first subsonic case demonstrated at relatively low angle of attack, that an 80° 
swept delta wing will not undergo self sustained oscillations. Within one cycle, the wing 
resumes the steady state position of 0° roll angle. However, as a result of the motion, the 
lift increased by 6.9% from the initial conditions. The motion of the wing and vortex 
cores is very slight. With the relatively small angular velocity of the wing, the fluid 
motion does not lag the motion of the wing. The flowfield then damps the wing response 
and prevents self sustained oscillations.
Subsonic Case II demonstrated the classic wing rock phenomenon. Within three 
cycles of oscillation, the wing exhibits the self sustained limit cycle oscillation known as 
wing rock. The wing motion sustains a roll amplitude of 41.2° and period of oscillation 
of 23.1 nondimensional time. The phase diagram of the rolling moment coefficient 
shows three distinct lobes which represent the energy shift from the fluid to the wing and 
vice versa. When the wing is first released to respond to the fluid, the pressure 
distribution shows a much stronger asymmetry than in the previous case due to the higher 
angle of attack, this results in a faster roll velocity. Instead of the motion damping as in 
the first case, the increased velocity causes the motion to overshoot. Due to the geometry 
of a delta wing, the absolute velocity near the trailing edge of the wing is greater than 
near the apex. It appears that the velocity of the wing near the trailing edge exceeds the 
ability of the fluid to respond. Since the motion of the vortex core is inhibited near the 
trailing edge, the core exhibits a distinctive bowed shape. While the motion of the fluid 
lags the wing response, energy is stored in the vortex cores. The wing motion slows as a 
result of the damping provided by the energy transfer to the fluid and reverses roll
2 1 0
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direction. With the slowing of the roll rate, the motion of the fluid ceases to lag the 
motion of the wing. The vortex cores appear to snap back. In doing so, the energy stored 
in the fluid is imparted to the wing causing the roll velocity to increase. This cyclic 
motion builds until the energy transfer of the system is balanced and the periodic response 
is maintained.
The last subsonic case demonstrated the effects of vortex breakdown on rolling 
motion. At an angle of attack of 45°, the vortex cores experience vortex breakdown 
during the entire range of motion. This case also exhibits self sustained limit cycle 
oscillations but the maximum roll amplitude is nearly half that of the previous case. As 
in the previous case, the fluid flow movement lags the motion of the wing promoting the 
sustained oscillations. However, this motion is significantly less than the motion of the 
previous case. It is suggested that the breakdown of the vortex damps the motion of the 
wing. In the previous case, when the absolute wing velocity exceeded the ability of the 
vortex core to follow the motion, the energy of the system was stored in the vortex. 
When the wing motion slowed, the energy was regained. In this case, the energy 
transferred to the fluid results in a lift-off of the vortex core prior to breakdown. 
Additional energy is absorbed by the restructuring of the vortex when the breakdown 
washes downstream. With the presence of breakdown in the subsonic case, the motion is 
damped due to the breakdown, and the amplitude of motion is greatly reduced.
The last case demonstrated the effect of vortex breakdown in the transonic regime. 
In this case, the primary vortices interact with a transverse shock which induces vortex 
breakdown at a much lower angle of attack. With the presence of this shock, the response 
of the wing is very different from the subsonic cases. The response shows a somewhat 
periodic response for several cycles. However, by the end of the fifth cycle, the wing 
motion diverges until a roll angle of approximately 24° is reached. The derivatives of the 
motion and many of the aerodynamic properties show a very high frequency, low 
amplitude disturbance, in addition to the oscillation due to the wing motion. This high
2 1 1
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frequency disturbance is attributed to the unsteadiness of the flowfield as a result of the 
shock-vortex interaction. Unlike the third subsonic case, it appears that the oscillation of 
the location of vortex breakdown induces the rolling motion. The transverse shock 
oscillates laterally across the wing. With the motion of the shock, the vortex breakdown 
location also oscillates causing a dramatic shift in the pressure distribution. Beneath the 
vortex breakdown there is no pressure drop and the wing rolls to the side with the largest 
region of breakdown. Divergence of the motion is observed when the rolling frequency is 
sufficient to cause the transverse shock to weaken. The weakened shock is no longer 
capable of inducing vortex breakdown on the upward moving side, and the wing responds 
by continuing to roll until an equilibrium point is reached.
2 1 2
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CHAPTER 8 
ACTIVE CONTROL OF 
SINGLE MODE OSCILLATIONS
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the final objective of this investigation, development of an active 
control system is discussed. A control system is designed to control the self-sustaining 
limit cycle oscillation of Subsonic Case II of Chapter 7. Using state-space representation, 
a reduced order model is defined and evaluated. To shape the dynamic response, the 
Butterworth Configuration is applied to the reduced order model for pole placement in 
order to create a stable system based on state feedback control. Ultimately, this control 
model uses proportional mass injection based on the wing roll angle and angular velocity. 
Results are presented for the 80° swept wing undergoing wing rock with the control 
system applied to the computational scheme by coupling the dynamic control system 
equations to the fluid dynamic equations.
8.2 Control Model
8.2.1 State-Space Representation
The control system is developed using a state-space representation. This 
technique models the equations of motion in the form:
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x  =  A x  +  B u (8.1)
y =  Cx + Du ( 8 .2 )
In this form, a: is a vector of states, and u is a vector of external inputs. The matrices A, 
B,C ,  and D, define the character of the state equation, Equation (8.1), and the 
measurement equation, Equation 8.2. Since the initial system is the natural response of 
the wing to the fluid flow, there are no external inputs, therefore u = [0]. The equations 
of motion for the system which is free to roll only are:
for the single degree of freedom system, and the cross products of inertia are set equal to 
zero since the rotation point is assumed to be centered on the principle axes. The 
coefficient of rolling moment, C ^ ,,,  is determined from the flowfield by integrating the 
stagnation pressure over the surface of the wing. For the given ffeestream conditions, the 
pressure distribution is a function of 8, 6, and to a much lesser extent various other 
parameters defined by the strength and location of the vortices. Based on an order of 
magnitude analysis the realization of the system involving all parameters influencing the 
pressure distribution on the wing surface, has a poorly conditioned controllability matrix. 
Additionally, since an exact relationship for the pressure distribution is undetermined, it 
is necessary to develop an estimator for the system. By developing a reduced order 
estimator, a state-space model can be developed in such a way that the dynamics of the 
system are preserved. With this reduction, the estimator is a function of only the 
controllable states, 8 and 8. The reduced order system reduces the computational expense
(8.3)
8
strolla (8.4)
Note that Equation 8.4 is the reduced form of Equation 3.26 where ujx — 8 and ux = 8
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required to solve large order systems of equations and eliminates unnecessary
complication due to the presence of uncontrollable states.
8.2.2 Reduced Order Model
Since an explicit formulation for the pressure distribution is unobtainable, a 
reduced order balanced realization can only be estimated. From the data of the ffee-to- 
roll case, Natural Response Case II, an equation is formulated to estimate 6 as a function 
of 9 and 9. Using a multiple regression for the two carriers, 9 and 9, the resulting 
nondimensional estimated equation of motion is as follows:
6 =  — 0.0777 6 (8.5)
Noting the response of the wing motion from Chapter 7, it is not surprising that the 
estimated reduced order system resembles an undamped linear oscillator.
Comparison of the estimated dynamic system with the actual system is shown in 
Figure 8.1.
----------------Cm (roll)
  Theta'fost)
Theta”
o 0.0010 0.04
E 0.0005 0 . 0 2  :
- 0 . 0 0  i =
- 0 . 0 2® -0.0005
-0.04
- 0 . 0 0 1 0
15010 0
Time
Figure 8.1 Comparison of the Computed Coefficient of Rolling Moment and 
Nondimensional Angular Acceleration with the Estimated Dynamic 
System Response Plotted vs. Time.
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The estimated response has less than 4% error when compared to the actual 
nondimensional angular acceleration. For the purpose of this investigation, this estimator 
is deemed an appropriate choice to model the actual system.
The estimated reduced order system in state-space representation, Equations (8.1) 
and 8.2, yields the following:
x  =
A =
u = [ 0 ]  y =
0 1' 'O'
0 B  =-  0.0777 0 ( 8 .6 )
C = 1 0  
0  1
D =
The dynamic response of the model based on the eigenvalues, places the open loop poles
at S  1,2 =  ± \ /  — 0.0777 shown in Figure 8.2.
A ju )
S i=  + 0.2787i
S2 =  -0.2787*
Figure 8.2 Plot of the Open Loop Poles on the Imaginary Axis.
From the placement of the poles on the imaginary axis, it is clear that this is a neutrally or 
non-asymptotically stable system.
2 1 6
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8.2.3 Shaping the Dynamic Response
For control of the system, the Butterworth Configuration is used for the closed 
loop pole placement to shape the dynamic response. To place the closed loop poles 
according to the configuration, the desired characteristic equation is based on the second 
order Butterworth polynomial as follows:
B 2(z) = z2 + y /2 z  + 1  (8.7)
where z =  ^  and ujq is the damping of the control system.
According to Friedland191, for second order systems, a Butterworth configuration 
is desirable since this configuration places the poles at approximately uniform distances
from the origin for efficient use of control effort. This configuration is shown in Figure
8.3.
Sci =  -  0.0707 +  0.0707i
Sc2 =  — 0.0707 — 0.0707*
Figure 8.3 Butterworth Closed Loop Pole Configuration for a Second Order 
System.191
For this particular system, the open loop poles of the model also have a uniform distance 
from the origin and require less control energy to move the poles to the closed loop 
positions. Since there are no limits on overshoot of the system, the oscillatory nature of
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the closed loop poles offers a faster response time for the amount of control energy 
expended.
8.2.4 Feedback Control
8.4.
Using a state feedback control, the system can be diagrammed as shown in Figure
Control State Output
input vector vector vector
Figure 8.4 Block-diagram Representation of the Feedback Control System. (Adapted 
from Ref. 191).
With feedback control, the system of equations are:
dt
dc = -  0.07770 + — u
( 8 .8 )
(8.9)
Where = Ixx9c is the controlled moment function and u  is the external control 
moment input. In state-space representation, Equations 8.8 and 8.9 are of the following 
form:
2 1 8
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■ 0 ‘
u — — Gx
■ 0 '
X =
9 y = 0
A =
0 1‘ '  0 '
-  0.0777 0 B  = 1 ( 8 . 1 0 )
C = 1  0  
0  1
D  = G — [<7i £ 2 ]
From this system, the appropriate gain matrix, G, can be determined from the formula of 
the closed loop dynamics matrix:
Ar_ -  A -  BG ( 8 . 1 1 )
Where the characteristic equation of Ac must satisfy the Butterworth polynomial. 
Solving for the characteristic equation of Equation 8.11 yields:
S 2 + y - S + ( ~ +  0.0777) =  0 (8.12)
*xx *xx
The value of the damping for the control system, w0 , is set equal to 4.44 to obtain an
acceptable response time without requiring unrealistic control energy. This also ensured
that the order of magnitude of the control matrix, BG, was sufficiently large to eliminate 
any adverse effects due to errors resulting from the estimated model. Therefore, the 
desired characteristic equation according to the Butterworth configuration is:
S 2 + y /2u0S  + u;l = 0 (8.13)
Matching coefficients yields the gain matrix, G , and control law as follows:
G =  [0.4424 0.1416] (8.14)
u = -0 .44240-0.14160 (8.15)
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8.2.5 Solution Methodology
To impart the rolling moment required by the control law specified in Equation 
8.15, a mass injection system is developed. On both the upper and lower surfaces of the 
wing, areas aft of the pitch axis and near the leading edge were designated for control. 
Figure 8.5 shows these areas as dark shaded regions on the wing surface. The boundary 
condition for the wing surface was then modified to reflect the velocity being imparted by 
the fluid of the control system on the wing. By using both upper and lower surfaces and 
blowing and suction of fluid, the effective region for control was quadrupled.
8.3.1 Initial Conditions
The initial conditions for the active control application correspond to the results 
from Subsonic Case II of Chapter 7. Specifically, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
control design, a time when the wing was at the maximum roll angle was chosen for the 
initial conditions. By time t = 92.3, the wing has rolled to 41.1° and exhibits a very 
small negative angular velocity. This time corresponds to the results of point f) in
Figure 8.5 Control Regions on the Wing Surface.
8.3 Active Control of Wing Rock
2 2 0
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Section 7.4.4. Repeated here for future comparisons. Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show details of 
the flowfield at this time.
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K  PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON T E E  WING SURFACE
Figure 8.6 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at t =  92.3.
D.T# *.71 #.72 #.70 #71 0.72
Figure 8.7 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes and on the Wing Surface 
with Instantaneous Streamlines at t  =  92.3.
8.3.2 Response History
With the control system applied, the flowfield is resolved and the response of the 
wing determined. Figure 8.8 shows plots of the time history and phase of the motion. 
For comparison, the response of the uncontrolled wing motion is shown with a dashed 
and dotted line. Within one and one half cycles, the wing is brought to rest at a roll angle 
of 0°.
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Figure 8.8 Time History and Phase Plots of the Response after Active Control is 
Applied.
Figure 8.9 shows plots of the time history of the aerodynamic properties shown 
simultaneously with the properties of the uncontrolled wing motion. As in Figure 8.8, the 
properties of the controlled wing motion are shown for comparison using a dash-dotted 
line. Within one and one half cycles of rolling, the properties return to the values of the 
initial conditions before any applied motion. Notice that the period of oscillation has 
decreased from a value of 23.1 for the uncontrolled motion case to 21.3 with the control 
system applied.
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Figure 8.9 Time History of the Aerodynamic Properties after Active Control is 
Applied.
Figure 8.10 is a plot of the nondimensional velocity of the fluid mass injected into 
the flow. For convention, a positive velocity indicates that fluid is being blown into the 
flowfield. A negative velocity indicates that fluid is be sucked away from the flowfield. 
As the control surfaces are on both sides of the wing, all references to the direction of the 
fluid are made with respect to the upper surface of the right side of the wing. Hence, a 
positive velocity indicates that mass is blowing into the flow on the upper right side 
surface and lower left side and mass is sucked away from the flow on the lower right side 
surface and upper left side.
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0.00
a ) -0.10
too 1,0 Time 120
Figure 8.10 Plot of the Nondimensional Velocity of the Mass Injected into the Flow 
(right-upper surface).
8.3.3 Transient Response
After the control system is applied, the wing oscillates one and one half cycles 
before coming to rest. During this transient response, snapshots of the flowfield will be 
shown to analyze the effectiveness of the control system. Figure 8.11 identifies several 
points of interest in the time history of the motion, while Figure 8.12 provides the 
summary of the data obtained at these points.
40
-10
-20
-30
-40
130120100 11090
Time
Figure 8.11 Time History of the Roll Angle and Angular Velocity after Control is 
Applied Labeling Points of Interest.
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Label Time Roll Angle, 6 Roll Velocity, 0 Rolling Moment Coefficient, CmTo,,
IC 92.30 41.10° -0.68 7* -1.09 x 10'3
a) 95.60 24.28° -8.16°/i -2.53 x lO'4
b) 98.90 -1.87° -6.71 °/f 4.23 x lO'4
c) 103.09 -17.40° -3.30 x 10'2 7* 7.03 x 10-4
d) 109.80 1.41° 3.13°/* -1.41 x 10‘4
e) 113.59 8.34° -4.42 x 10'2 7* -4.06 x 10'4
Figure 8.12 Summary of Time, Roll Angle, Roll Velocity, and Rolling Moment 
Coefficient of Points of Interest.
Snapshots of the Mach number and pressure contours of the flowfield of the 
labeled points are shown in Figure 8.13. By point a), the control system has been applied 
for 3,000 time steps. This point in time corresponds to point g) in section 7.4.4. The 
Mach contours near the surface of the wing clearly show the regions where fluid has been 
injected into the flowfield. On the left hand side of the wing, fluid is being blown into 
the flow at a nondimensional velocity of 0.17. Comparison of view g) in Figure 7.39 
demonstrates the effect of the blowing with respect to the increase in pressure on the left 
side. The rolling moment coefficient decreases from -7.81 x 10^ to -2.53 x 104 as the 
control system starts to slow the rolling velocity of the wing and reduce the resultant 
moment. At point b) as the wing passes the zero roll angle, the control system reverses 
the direction of the fluid flow injection. This results in a further reduction in the 
magnitude of the rolling moment and roll velocity. At point c), the wing reaches the 
minimum roll angle and reverses direction. Although the control system is lagging the 
motion and still reducing the restoring moment, the pressure distribution exerts a positive 
rolling moment. To prevent a divergent motion of the wing, a lag in the control law is 
necessary to correct for the lag in the motion of the fluid flow. By using state feedback 
with both the roll angle and roll velocity, the control law automatically induces the 
appropriate lag in the system design. By points d) and e), the motion of the wing is 
significantly less than that of the uncontrolled wing and flow asymmetries subside.
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MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K  PLANE
a)
PRESSUR E CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
b)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K  PLANE PR ESSUR E CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
c)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K  PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
d)
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K  PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON TH E WING SURFACE
e) MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K  PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE WING SURFACE
Figure 8.13 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at Points of Interest.
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Figures 8.14 and 8.15 show additional details of the flowfield at these labeled 
points for comparison with the uncontrolled case. On the cross-flow planes the influence 
of the mass injection on the vortex cores is observable. In views b) and c), the added 
fluid on the left side of the wing has greatly enlarged the left side core. As a result, the 
vortex experiences breakdown and appears to double over toward the axis of symmetry. 
By view d) and e), the control system reverses direction and the core on the right side 
experiences a similar trend but to a much lesser degree. In the plots of the instantaneous 
streamlines, it is very clear that the flow has been altered. In view b), the streamlines 
indicate that the vortex position has shifted toward the centerline as breakdown initiates. 
In the uncontrolled motion case, complete breakdown of the primary vortex was not 
observed. Views c) and d) show where breakdown of the primary vortex core occurs. 
Due to the mass injected by the control system on the left side the vortex becomes 
unstable, resulting in breakdown. In Subsonic Case III, the breakdown of the vortices 
provides damping for the system and reduces the amplitude of the oscillations. In this 
case, the breakdown also proves to be beneficial for reducing the amplitude of the 
oscillations and provides additional control.
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Figure 8.14 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes.
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e)
8.70 8.71
Figure 8.15 Total Pressure Contours on the Wing Surface with Instantaneous 
Streamlines.
8.3.4 Steady State Response
By t =  130.0, the wing is essentially at rest. Constraint of computational 
resources limited continuation of this case. Figure 8.16 shows the Mach number and 
pressure contours of the wing surface. While the Mach contours indicate that the control
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system is still actively preventing any rolling motion, the pressure contours show a strong 
similarity to the initial conditions of the flowfield before motion is imposed on the wing. 
For comparison, Figure 7.19 shows the same views of the initial flow conditions before 
the dynamic initial condition is imposed.
MACH CONTOURS ON A CONSTANT K  PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS ON T H E  WING SURFACE
Figure 8.16 Total Mach Number Contours near the Wing Surface and Pressure 
Contours on the Wing Surface at 9 «  0°.
In Figure 8.17, it is clear that the flowfield is almost symmetric. There is no 
breakdown of the primary vortex cores and the flow appears to be stable.
Figure 8.17 Total Pressure Contours on Cross-Flow Planes and on the Wing Surface 
with Instantaneous Streamlines.
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8.4 Summary
To meet the final objective of this investigation, a control system was developed 
to control the phenomenon of wing rock. Based on a reduced order estimation of the 
system, the control problem was reduced to a second order problem for efficient and 
effective computer usage. Using pole placement techniques, a control law was 
determined in order to produce a stable system based on state feedback. Application of 
the designed control law incorporated a mass injection system from four areas on the 
wing surface. Imparting mass into the flowfield according to the established control law 
produced a restoring moment with the appropriate phase lag. This mass injection system 
also affected the features of the flow field providing additional damping to the system. 
The aim of this control system was to eliminate the wing motion and return the wing to 
the zero roll angle of the initial conditions.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the design, the control system was applied to 
Subsonic Case II, after a periodic response was achieved at t  =  92.3. At this point, the 
wing is near the peak value of roll angle with a slight negative roll velocity. Injecting 
fluid into the flow on the left side, the wing motion is immediately reduced. Since the 
control law is based on the feed back of two states, the roll angle and roll velocity, the 
system automatically has the necessary phase lag in order to prevent divergence of the 
wing motion. Due to the injection of fluid, the vortex core on the left side of the wing 
eventually breaks down. As established in Subsonic Case III, the breakdown of the 
vortex is beneficial to control since the breakdown provides additional damping to the 
system.
Within one and one half cycles at a reduced period of oscillation, the wing is 
essentially brought to rest with 6 ^ 0 ° .  The designed control system achieves the desired 
result and the flowfield appears to be stable.
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CHAPTER 9 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
9.1 Overview
Using the unsteady, compressible, full Navier-Stokes equations coupled with 
dynamic equations of rigid-body motions, an extensive computational investigation of the 
aerodynamic response of a delta wing was presented. The applications included, for 
transonic flow, forced single rolling and pitching, forced coupled rolling and pitching, 
and free-to-roll motions of a cropped delta wing at a critical angle of attack. In a subsonic 
freestream, a slender wing which was free-to-roll in response to the fluid flow was 
studied. An active control method was also applied to the slender wing undergoing the 
self-sustained limit cycle known as wing rock phenomenon. The literature survey in 
Chapter 2 indicated the importance of vortex lift and the vortex-breakdown phenomenon, 
applied numerical methods, and unsteady applications. It showed a lack of research work 
on the unsteady, transonic, vortex-dominated flows on delta wings undergoing single and 
coupled forced motions. This review also stressed the need to further develop 
computational schemes to study multidisciplinary problems that accurately predict 
unsteady flows in order to control aerodynamic instabilities. The formulation and 
computational schemes used in this study were presented in Chapters 3 and 4, and the 
results, in Chapters 5-8. In this chapter, a summary of the findings of the computational 
investigation is presented along with some recommendations for future work.
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In Chapter 5, the description of the primary delta wing model, the computational 
domain, and validated initial flow condition for all the transonic flow cases was 
discussed. Results followed showing four cases of forced single mode oscillations of the 
wing. From a ffeestream Mach number of 0.85, the initially stationary wing was forced 
to oscillate separately in pitch and roll at several reduced frequencies and Reynolds 
numbers in order to observe the effects of the unsteady motion and determine the baseline 
for coupled motion effects. The initial conditions consisted of a complex shock system, 
including a ray shock beneath the primary vortex core and a transverse, terminating shock 
which interacts with the primary vortex and induces breakdown.
For rolling alone cases, it was shown that the rolling motion affected the flow 
most significantly at the zero degree roll angle where the roll velocity is at a maximum. 
At a reduced rolling frequency, k, of 2tt, the terminating shock moves upstream and 
dissipates with the motion. A secondary shock develops near the trailing edge and as the 
terminating shock, also moves upstream until periodicity is reached. This secondary 
shock does not produce vortex breakdown and the lift coefficient increases by 19.5% as 
the breakdown washes downstream. By lowering the Reynolds number from 
3.23 x 106 to 0.50 x 106, at reduced rolling frequency of k = 2n, the number of cycles to 
periodicity was lowered and the boundary layer was noticeably thicker as a result of the 
added viscosity. With a lower Reynolds number, it was also shown that the secondary 
vortex is larger although the strength of both the primary and secondary vortices are 
weaker. With the lowered Reynolds number and a reduced rolling frequency of fc =  7r, 
the vortex breakdown is persistent and does not wash downstream. It was shown that 
periodicity is not reached, the lift does not exhibit a sustained increase, and the rolling 
moment coefficient is reduced by a factor of three.
When pitching the wing at a reduced frequency, k , of ir, it was shown that both 
the terminating shock and the vortex breakdown location oscillate fore and aft on the 
wing surface. Additionally, the lift coefficient, periodic within one cycle, showed
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significant hysteresis. As the angle of attack increased from 20° to 24°, the lift coefficient 
drops from 0.62 to 0.49. As the angle of attack reaches its minimum value of 16°, the lift 
coefficient increases from its lowest value of 0.21 to 0.33. At a reduced pitching 
frequency of k — 2it, the hysteresis of the lift coefficient appeared more symmetric. At 
this high frequency it was noted that the fluid motion significantly lags behind the motion 
of the wing producing regions of very high pressure.
In all cases of single mode forced oscillations, the coefficient of pitching moment 
was shown to be almost directly proportional to the lift coefficient. The lift fluctuated 
due to variations in the lift generated on the aft portion of the wing. As the breakdown 
location advanced upstream, less lift was generated aft of the pitch axis decreasing the 
restoring moment. However, in the case of forced rolling at a reduced frequency of 7r, it 
was shown that when the location of the breakdown approaches the quarter-chord axis, 
the effects are less pronounced.
In Chapter 6, the results of coupled cases were compared with each of the single 
mode oscillation cases in order to assess the contributions of the individual oscillation 
modes. The wing was first forced to oscillate in pitch and roll with a maximum pitch 
amplitude, a a, and roll amplitude, 6a, of 4.0° and a reduced frequency, k, of 7r. The 
second case demonstrated the effect of a 90° pitching phase lead while maintaining the 
same amplitudes and reduced frequency. The third and fourth cases increased the 
reduced frequency for the rolling motion, and both rolling and pitching motion, 
respectively.
The first and fourth coupled cases demonstrated the coupling effect for in phase 
motion. At a reduced frequency o f k  = n and 27r, in phase coupled motion showed that 
the lift coefficient of the pitching alone case dominated the coupled case lift response. 
Likewise, the rolling moment coefficient of the rolling alone case dominated the coupled 
case rolling moment response. Identical to the respective single mode cases, the curves of 
these coefficients show approximately a 90° phase lead on the motion. At a reduced
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frequency of k = 7r, periodicity of the flowfield was achieved within one cycle. In both 
cases, flow asymmetries developed due to the rolling motion even though the pitching 
motion appeared to dominate the flowfield characteristics. When the wing pitches 
upward, the hemispherical shock bounding the breakdown region compressed and shifted 
toward the surface of the wing and the streamlines originating from the vortex core 
extended outward into the wake region.
The second case demonstrated the coupling effect for motion with a 90° phase 
lead in pitching. Although periodic in the lift response within one cycle, the rolling 
moment coefficient decreased with time. From the results, it was apparent that 
asymmetries due to the out of phase rolling motion were intensified at the lower angles of 
attack. This resulted in a non-periodic drop in the rolling moment coefficient curve 
producing the negative bias in the curve. Additionally, the location of the vortex 
breakdown advanced upstream because of the coupled out of phase motion.
From Coupled Case III, it has been shown that even when coupled, forced rolling 
oscillation at a reduced frequency of kr =  27r moves the vortex breakdown which is 
washed downstream into the wake region. This results in an increase in the coefficient of 
lift of approximately 13.8%. Due to the coupled pitching motion, this increase was less 
than the observed 19.5% increase of the rolling alone case. Although the vortex 
breakdown was shifted into the wake region, the pitching motion still causes its location 
to fluctuate fore and aft. This fluctuation results in a decrease in the amount of lift gained 
from eliminating the breakdown from the wing surface due to the rolling motion. The 
third case also substantiated the observations made from Coupled Case II of the negative 
bias of the rolling moment curve at an angle of attack below 20°.
In all cases of coupled mode forced oscillation, the pitching motion appeared to 
dominate many of the flowfield characteristics. Due to geometry, the lever arm to aft 
portions of the wing is longer to the pitch axis of rotation than to the rolling axis. With 
constant rates of rotation, the pitching motion had a greater effect on the absolute velocity
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of the trailing edge of the wing. Since this was the area of greatest concern for this 
investigation, it was reasonable for the pitching motions to dominate the flow features. 
However, the rolling motion did have a substantial effect by producing flow asymmetries. 
In Coupled Case IV, the flow asymmetries produced a relieving effect for the large 
pressure variations developed due to the pitching motion. For the same computational 
effort, the coupled case was run for an extra quarter cycle over the pitching alone case.
As with the single mode cases, the pitching moment coefficient is directly 
proportional to the lift. The response of the pitching moment coefficient for the coupled 
cases further strengthens the proposed hypothesis. It has been shown that a phase shift 
and frequency difference between the pitching and rolling motions have substantial 
effects on the aerodynamic response of the wing and the vortex-breakdown flow.
In Chapter 7, the Navier-Stokes equations are coupled sequentially to Euler 
equations of rigid-body dynamics to study unsteady transonic and subsonic flow around 
slender delta wings which are free-to-roll. Using two different wing models, the natural 
response of a wing undergoing damped, self-sustained, and divergent rolling oscillations 
demonstrate the effect of angle of attack, sweep angle, ffeestream Mach number, and 
vortex breakdown on the resultant motion and aerodynamic properties. Comparisons 
made with experimental data show close quantitative and qualitative agreement.
The first subsonic case demonstrated that an 80° swept delta wing at a  =  10° will 
not undergo self sustained oscillations. Within one cycle, the wing resumes the steady 
state position of 0° roll angle. However, as a result of the motion, the lift increased by 
6.9% from the initial conditions. During the oscillation, the motion of the wing and 
vortex cores is very slight. With the relatively small angular velocity of the wing, the 
fluid motion does not lag the motion of the wing. The flowfield then damps the wing 
response and prevents self sustained oscillations.
The second subsonic case demonstrated the classic wing rock phenomenon. The 
wing motion sustains a roll amplitude of 41.2° and period of oscillation o f 23.1
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nondimensional time. The phase diagram of the rolling moment coefficient shows three 
distinct lobes which represent the energy shift from the fluid to the wing and vice versa. 
Due to the geometry of a delta wing, the absolute velocity near the trailing edge of the 
wing is greater than near the apex. It appears that the velocity o f the wing near the 
trailing edge exceeds the ability of the fluid to respond. Since the motion of vortex core 
is inhibited near the trailing edge, the core exhibits a distinctive bowed shape. While the 
motion of the fluid lags the wing response, it appears that energy is stored in the vortex 
cores. The wing motion slows as a result of the damping provided by the energy transfer 
to the fluid. With the slowing of the wing, the motion of the fluid ceases to lag the 
motion of the wing. The vortex cores appear to snap back. In doing so, the energy stored 
in the fluid is imparted into the wing causing the motion to reverse and the roll velocity to 
increase. This cyclic motion builds until the energy transfer of the system is balanced and 
the periodic response is maintained.
The last subsonic case demonstrated the effects of vortex breakdown on rolling 
motion. At an angle of attack of 45°, the vortex cores experience vortex breakdown 
during the entire range of motion. This case also exhibits self sustained limit cycle 
oscillations but the maximum roll amplitude is almost half that of the previous case. The 
fluid flow movement lags the motion of the wing which promots the sustained 
oscillations. However, it is suggested that the breakdown of the vortex damps the motion 
of the wing. In the previous case, when the absolute wing velocity exceeded the ability of 
the vortex core to follow the motion, the energy of the system was stored in the vortex. 
When the wing motion slowed, the energy was regained. In this case, the energy 
transferred to the fluid results in a lift off of the vortex core prior to breakdown. 
Additional energy is absorbed by the restructuring of the vortex when the breakdown 
washes downstream. With the presence of breakdown in the subsonic case, the motion is 
damped due to the breakdown of the core and the amplitude of motion is greatly reduced.
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The last case demonstrated the effect of vortex breakdown in the transonic regime 
on a 65° swept, cropped delta wing. In this case, the primary vortices interact with a 
transverse shock which induces vortex breakdown at a much lower angle o f attack. The 
response shows a somewhat periodic response for several cycles. However, by the end of 
the fifth cycle, the wing motion diverges until a roll angle of approximately 24° is 
reached. The derivatives of the motion and many of the aerodynamic properties show a 
very high frequency, low amplitude disturbance in addition to the oscillation caused by 
the wing motion. This high frequency disturbance is attributed to unsteadiness in the 
flowfield due to the shock-vortex interaction. Unlike the third subsonic case, it appears 
that oscillation of the vortex breakdown location induces the rolling motion. The 
transverse shock oscillates laterally across the wing. With the motion of the shock, the 
vortex breakdown location also oscillates causing a dramatic shift in the pressure 
distribution. Beneath the vortex breakdown there is no pressure drop and the wing rolls 
to the side with the largest region of breakdown. Divergence of the motion is observed 
when the rolling frequency is sufficient to cause the transverse shock to weaken on one 
side of the wing. The weakened shock is no longer capable o f inducing vortex 
breakdown on the upward moving side, and the wing responds by continuing to roll until 
an equilibrium point is reached.
In Chapter 8, the final objective of this investigation is accomplished. A control 
system was developed to control the phenomenon of wing rock. Based on a reduced 
order estimation of the system, the control problem was reduced to a second order 
problem for efficient and effective computer usage. Using pole placement techniques, a 
control law was determined in order to produce a stable system based on state feedback. 
Application of the designed control law incorporated a mass injection system from four 
regions on the wing surface. Imparting mass into the flowfield according to the 
established control law produced a restoring moment with the appropriate phase lag. This 
mass injection system also affected the features of the flow field providing additional
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damping to the system. The aim of this control system was to eliminate the wing motion 
and return the wing to the zero roll angle of the initial conditions.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the design, the control system was applied to 
Subsonic Case II, after a periodic response was achieved at t =  92.3. At this point, the 
wing is near the peak value of roll angle with a slight negative roll velocity. Injecting 
fluid into the flow on the left side, the motion of the wing rapidly reduced once the 
control system is applied. Since the control law is based on the feed back of two states, 
the roll angle and roll velocity, the system automatically has the necessary phase lag in 
order to prevent divergence of the wing motion. Due to the injected fluid, the vortex 
core on the left side of the wing temporarily breaks down. As established in Subsonic 
Case III, the breakdown of the vortex is beneficial to control since the breakdown 
provides additional damping to the system. Once the motion is suppressed, the 
breakdown washes downstream. Within one and one half cycles at a reduced period of 
oscillation, the wing is essentially brought to rest with 8 ~  0°. The designed control 
system achieves the desired result and the flowfield appears to be stable.
9.2 Recommendations for Future Research
For the future, an extensive parametric study and refinement o f the computational 
scheme and wing model would prove to be extremely beneficial. For single and coupled 
mode forced oscillation, a complete parametric study needs to be performed to study the 
effects of Mach number, wing sweep angle, Reynolds number, oscillation rate, and 
oscillation amplitude. The code as developed for this study is capable of three rotational 
motions but due to computational time restraints, yawing effects were not incorporated 
into this investigation. Combinations of forced oscillations to model specific combat 
supermaneuvers would be of particular interest.
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The computational scheme used in this study is first-order accurate in time. This 
requires the use of very small time steps to achieve accurate results. By providing a sub 
iteration loop to resolve the flowfield on the rotated grid at each time step, not only is the 
overall accuracy increased due to the sub iteration process but the scheme becomes 
second order accurate in time.
A detailed study of the effects of the mass injection system on the flowfield would 
provide the background necessary to optimize the control system. With precise 
placement of the mass injection ports on the wing surface, less control effort would be 
necessary. A combination control system using leading edge flaps and mass injection, 
may also reduce the control energy expended.
For the natural response mode, further study should focus on control of transonic 
ffeestream flow cases. Specifically, for a more direct comparison, the 80° swept wing 
model should be studied in a transonic flowfield. A parametric study should also be 
included to study the effects of wing sweep angle and initial angle o f attack. These 
studies should also incorporate all three degrees of freedom. The code was developed 
with this capability. With a more complete investigation, further refinements to the 
control system can then be implemented.
As adaptive grid formulations develop, it would be advantageous to develop a 
formulation for dynamic grids. As shown in the transonic flow cases, the shock moves 
rapidly through the flowfield. A dynamic adaptive grid would retain sufficient grid 
resolution near the shocks without enlarging the overall computational grid size.
To provide accurate validation of the computational results, extensive 
experimental investigations are needed for unsteady, transonic flows around delta wings. 
Currently, there are no known investigations involving coupled mode motion and only 
limited results available for single mode motion. The model should also be updated to 
reflect a more realistic aircraft. The addition of a fuselage section and vertical stabilizers 
could have a significant impact on the flowfield. With validation of experimental and
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flight test results, the resulting database could be used to develop new concepts which 
will provide unprecedented levels of agility at high angles of attack for future military 
aircraft.
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